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INTRODUCTION 

This paper brings together the results of about 50 interviews with 

people concerned with the economic aspects of cultural policies and 

programs, together with readings in cultural economics, and scanning of 

a good deal of documentation. 

It is a paper of discussion, and for discussion, designed under 

the direction of Dr. James Taylor, special planning advisor to the 

Deputy Minister, in consultation with David Silcox, assistant Deputy 

Minister for arts and culture, to throw light on the place of cultural 

policies and programs in the socio-economic planning of the Department 

of Communications. Special attention was paid to cultural enterprise 

in the context of changing computer-communications technology. 

Tim Creery 
Montréal, August 10, 1983 
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I. PAYING THE AUTONOMOUS PIPER  

"A Canadian has a dream, usually subsidized by his Government." Dave Broadfoot. 

The first essential 

Discussion of cultural policy tends to be inhibited. What is government 

doing in an area where free rein should be given the creative spirit? The 

inhibition is only stronger when discussion turns to the economic aspects of 

cultural policies and programs. What are the money men doing in the management 

of the temple? 

A kind of nice-nellyism colors public discourse on the government's role in 

paying for culture, or helping culture to pay for itself. This prudery is 

heightened by the usual Canadian deviousness in dealing with affairs of shared 

jurisdiction between the central power and the provincial powers. Ottawa, 

wrapping its affirmations of cultural responsibility in a cloak of respect for 

the other jurisdictions, is ever suspected of centralism by euphemism. 

Doctrinally, inhibition takes the form of "arm's length", implying that the 

payer of the piper calleth not the piper's tune. The Applebaum-Hébert Report, 

in its contemplation of the proper reach of the non-caller's arm, came up with a 

prescription for ministerial marginality. The cabinet minister with special 

responsibilities for culture should be so loaded with other responsibilities 

that he would have "only marginally the direction and control" of ,cultural 

policies and programs. It would be "inappropriate" if cultural responsibilities 

were "the sole or even the principal concern of the minister's  portfolio".'  

Having put the minister, hence government, parliament, and people, firmly in 

their place, the Report proceeded to its review of federal cultural policy. 



Sttll, ctiltural activities„like.. any otheraçtivities, f hava,their , business-

side: .what is to be provided, who will supply it, who wants it, and how is the 

exchange to be arranged?. Since, as Dave Broadfoot remarks, the exchange is 

often arranged or at :least influenced by government, the economic aspects of 

federal cultural policies and.progràms have their importance to -voters and 

governors. Perhàps in this discussion paper for planning we can move a little 

way toward doing what prudery would deny -;- - clarifying:the:iSsues and the 	• 

• government,role in cultural economic poliCy. 

One starts with ..the notion ,  that.people ,  mean culture, and people came  first-

They started practising economics later. They conceptualized economics as part 

of their culture much, much later still. As Fernand Dumont put it, "The economy 

is not an end in itself: culture is." 2  Some of those interviewed for this 

discussion felt the point was so obvious as not to need mentioning; but.we must 

deal with the fears of those who.don't want economics to kick culture around. 

One way ts to adopt the Massey Commissibrils ordering of cultural and. 

economic matters..,,  The  Commission said,"two:things are:essential to restore.in-

Canada the:balandeybetWeen the atientiorÉ we ,:. pay, to-material .  achievement and to 

the other less tangible. but.more.,endurtng parts of our ctvilization-," The first 

essential,was - "the,ell ofi'ourpeople tcy:eartch and . to-  qutdkerr . their cultural'. 

and intellectual life'. And, "The second essential is money." 3  

Thé money question for the Massey Commission was mostly the question of 

direct . government subsidy to the traditional fields of arts and scholarship, 

rather than the whole cultural edonOmy, although the CommisSion's treatment of 

broadCastinarried it into'thearea , of:the' cultüral . -ihdustries, .Thirty years 

later the ApplebaumLleberiCometteeibroadénecLcoastderation'ofh"tsecOnd 

essential" to: the whole "political economy of culture".. 	BiAtthe-Report 

retained the theme of cultural primacy over economicsin culturareconomtc 

policy, saying that people often make the argument for support of cultural 

programs "in what they mistakenly believe to be economic terms". 5  The Report 

was cool to the type of subsidy which is "essentially an instrument of 
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industrial rather than of cultural policy". 6  In its chapter on broadcasting, 

the Applebaum-Hébert Committee said, "The inherent conflict here, as in many 

other areas of cultural policy, is between an industrial and a cultural 

strategy. ( 	) It is important that this conflict between industrial and 

cultural goals be acknowledged." 7  

• It may well be, however, that the assertions of conflict between cultural 

and economic values put too much emphasis on economics as a false religion, 

rather than on economics as a discipline, the "worldly philosophy" or "dismal 

science" teaching people how to live within their means in a world of 

scarcities. John Kenneth Galbraith has had it as a theme of his writings that, 

far from being in conflict, cultural and economic (including industrial) goals 

are complementary. "The economist can perhaps say something useful to the 

artist about his environment," he has written. "And the artist stands in far 

more important relation to economics, and indirectly to politics, than we have 

yet realized." 8  

Among the people interviewed for this discussion, most of them in government 

or the government agencies, there was rather general agreement with a formula-

tion put forward by the British economist, Lionel (Lord) Robbins, on the 

government's role in cultural economics: 9  

Why should the taxpayer provide money for the arts? Why 
should not the whole business be left to consumer demand? 
If people want art they will buy it; if not, why should it 
be produced? ( 	) 

Now clearly this is not a question which can be answered 
by reference to scientific economics. It is a question 
of ultimate values, a question of what you think to be 
the purpose and function of the state as the authoritarian 
element in society, a question of political philosophy. 
Economics comes in only when you want to know the 
implications of your decisions in this respect, implica-
tions as regards proportions, incentives, and machinery. 

The Robbins view, in which the economist qua economist can be seen, 

mistakenly, as little more than a plumber, is congenial to many in the cultural 

bureaucracy. But confidence that it can prevail is lacking. 	It was, after all, 
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with —à_similar  confidence in-kultur• über alles  that the Artsand , Culture'seCtOr.  
was transferred three years ago from the Secretary of State's department to the 

Communications department, only to find itself regarded as a kind of cultural 

Leduc to supply the DOC's pre-built trans-Canada pipe lines. 

"Pierre Juneao's idea was that the cultural side should influence the policy 

of the hardware•side . ,  but of  coure  the  reversé , res_ulted," saicran. interviewee 
in the Secretary of States department, reflecting a. view' which, sour grapes or 

not, : is-widespread,in• the - government service'. 

The DOC is seen as primarily an economic department, computer-communications 

being on the leading edge of the technological development of the country. To 

introduce a strong economic element into policy-making on the cultural side of 

such a department, it is argued, will be to consolidate ec-and-tech dominance 

over cultural matters, to make economic development the first essential. 

Whether this untoward-development occurs will depend to a large extent on , 
the:structureand - organizattonal power beance, in —the”department.. In the. 

meantiffie; however,' it'• is-  imposSibleto - talk-  about cultural policies and programs 

without talking' about  computer-communica•ions, and:,impossible to talk about 

eithérithOuttektng abOut econOmic - aspects> of both:. How:can thé conflicts. be  

sorted out at the level of ideas? 

Cultural economics  

When the ageing Lord'  Robbins (arguingagainst entry charges :  to British. museums) 

offérédqiiSopinioft - on' thé»relkionship : of , economics tcy.culture - ih. Per, tris 

wide ly 	in the,:burgeoning.lttérature of a 

new . br'anth: of -2 etônomids, "culture etonômics",,which' by 1977'had'its own 

academic journal, the Journal of Cultural Economics, in the United States, and 

by 1979'was the subject of a first international forum on arts and economics, 

held in Edinburgh. 10 	 • 
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Cultural economics was a late-flowering specialty in the ascendancy of 

economics as a guiding discipline of the welfare states of the post-Depression, 

post-War, Keynesian era. Cultural welfare -- a more democratic version of the 

patronage of the arts by states and statesmen that had been known for 

centuries -- became the little brother of the big social security and health and 

welfare programs. 

"The thing is that econoMics is the dominant religion nowadays," said an 

interviewee at the Canada Council, "therefore'any activity has to be related to 

this framework. In mediaeval times you would have argued for support of the 

arts on a religious basis. You would have been looking up the theologians." 

The new cultural economics went beyond the blithe assumption of Lord Keynes 

in 1943 that support for the infrastructure of the arts would be enough. A 

great patron of the arts, Keynes said that "if with state aid the material frame 

can be constructed the public and the artists will do the rest between them". 

Only opera, he thought, would need continuing revenue subsidy'. 11  Keynes was 

to die soon after becoming the first chairman of the British Arts Council in 

1946; but it was already clear that the meeting of artists and audiences in the 

marketplace would not produce the economic underpinning of a flourishing arts 

economy as he had hoped. More extensive and continuing support would be needed; 

and it was forthcoming -- from governments through direct and indirect subsidies 

and regulatory measures, from foundations and corporations, and from individ-

uals. With the heightened interest in the arts as public policy, economists 

began giving them more attention. An American economist has described the 

outcome:12 

What has emerged is an economics of the arts (economic 
analysis of demand and supply characteristics of various 
arts industries and of associations with other industries 
and the economy), in the arts (analysis of resource 
allocation decisions in arts administration), and for 
the arts (analysis of the case for public support, —TUe 
efficiency of various levels and types of support, and so 
on). 
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See -mai ntal ned;that etonomicsas—a ,, 	 should • be,--a 

offer a complete explanation of the place of arts in soci ety ; but the less 

ambiti ous role for economi cs - envi si oned by Lord Robbins represented a more . 

common view. The argument for the arts as "meri t goods" that woul d not other-

wi se be provi ded, owing to "market fai 1 ure", came to be seen by many economi sts 

as an attempt_ to dress an essenti al ly pol i ti cal argument in economic jargon. 

"There are no  good reasons in economic theory to support cul ture ," said an. 

tnterv ewee, the Sbial>Sdences eick Huffiani ti és Research COun "I don ' t-

think  allocation  of resOurces- i 5 ever an- economid deci si on.  The  ecbnomics .  of' 

supporting culture is li ke research and devel opment , in that supply-and-demand 

often doesn 't operate." 	. 

The arguments for support of the arts in the economic 1 i terature thus came 

to resemble the arguments made anywhere el se:  in Parl i ament and the 

le ngisi a tu res in the 	 SeCtôri:or, 	in thvoïUntrysector'.. Cultural 

 activiti es provi de  indirect  benefits,: or side effects , "external iti es" in the. 

edonomtsUS:; 1 angu,age fi)17. all. of  society: , education', enjoyment,  incitation . to, 

the  probi 	and:r innovati Vé Spiri t:. Cultural' acti V iti es i nform -  one: another and 

a re:bas to to' shared . val ues and soci ai' cohesli on and, at the nati on al 1 eyel tc( 

national ' pride.  Cultural acti viti es' crystel ize the achievements,. of one 

generati on for passage to  future generations . In more di rect  relation  to the 

economy, cultural acti viti es are seen as stimul ati ve ameniti es to the growth of 

- citi es , and di rectly responsi ble for a not negl i gi bl e amount of economic  trans-

actions.  Pi erre Juneau, presi dent of the Canadi an Broadcasting  Corporation and 

a shaper ,of Canadi an cultural pol i cy for mOre than a decade , has put it thi s 

way: "lUnati on - whiCh encourages cultural creel vity and innovation wi 11 be more 

crèat Ve.:eOonomi 	sOci any and 	ti cal 15/ ,, A,oth at the nati onal . and ' 

i ntérnati onal- I eve. "13  These; theMes. are , treated s 	AppletIaum-Hébert! 

thi rd chapter, tb whi chreference has been:made; with 'an effiphasi s 	whtch our 

di scussion wi 1 1 return later,' on servi ng "mi nority preferences". 

But the probl em wi th "cultural. economi cs", as with Appl ebaum-Hébert, is that 

its conceptual vi ew of the cultural economy stops short of the largest part of 

it -- commercial culture, the cultural industries. As a leading British 
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cultural economist, Mark Blaug, observed following the Edinburgh conference, "We 

are still waiting today for a modern economic study of the film industry, for a 

definitive economic study of television, and, most surprising of all, for the 

first account of the economics of the pop music industry. It is almost as if 

the more commercialized the artistic endeavor, the less -- not the more -- 

inclined are economists to study  •the phenomenon."14 

The Department of Communications has, of course, whole shelves of consult-

ants' studies relating to the economics of particular cultural industries and 

activities. Perhaps it could recruit a few economists, sit them down in the DOC 

library, like Marx with his British government blue books in the reading room of 

the British Museum, and see if they can come up with something. This is the 

kind of exercise that might have been expected from the Federal Cultural Policy 

Review Committee, if it had carried out a research program; but it's never too 

late. In the meantime, we have found no lack of people with ideas for our 

discussion of the economics of the cultural industries and policies and programs 

relating to them, as well as a comprehensive and analytically astute study by 

Paul Audley. 15  

The cultural industries 

In its conceptual section on the political economy of culture, 

Applebaum-Hébert summarizes the view of the economist Kenneth Boulding that the 

"concentration on the culture of mass production and mass consumption has 

potentially disastrous consequences. By his account, the culture of mass 

appeal -- the superculture -- is incapable of sustaining itself creatively and 

relies for its continuing vigor and productivity on the creative and experiment-

al capacity of those kinds of activity that serve minority, interests; yet, by 

its very success, it tends to eclipse and extinguish the activity on which it 

depends."16 
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-thisandother- chapters the'Report urges-/the,ste'e,, to:itransfer';.as ,  mu eh , - 

cul tural acti vity as possible to the pri vate sector. But thi s is to be done 

under pol i ci es requi ri ng a culture-fi rst bi as.. Does thi s mean a generaf pol icy 

of havi ng the state make .up the gap between what a cultural enterpri se , 

produci ng certi fi ably Canadi an content, can earn on • the Canadi an market and what 

it needs  (plus  a reasonable profit margi n) to meet costs and stay in  business?  

"Appl ebert seems to say that you should make al 1 troughs bi gger 	wi der, 

1 onger , deeper -- but. it does Alot showhowthis wi 1 1 hel p .  to achieve cultural' 

objectives,"  said an i nterVi ewee cdncerned 'with the eval uati on of cul tural 

programs . 

Chri stopher Maul e , an industri al economi st in the economics department of 

Carleton  Uni versity who haS done  extensive  studi es  in  cultural economi cs, sai d, 

"Appl ebaum-Hébert reads 1 i ke a 1 i tany of the speci al pleaders . They don 't gi ve 

pri oriti es." 

Thè's'e  ares bût  two reffectiOns',  ofthecriticism of:‘ the Rep o 	s proeses for' 

transferring cultüral producti on -  frow publ cly-owned. to pri vately -owned' bodies .  

Underlyi ng thi s type of cri ti cism .  is the feeling  that  the  Report mi ssed the 

point  . that h -as beerr centre to: nearly  all Canadtan' economic pdl icy affecti ng the 

commercial  sector of culture. That is , thi s country ' s concern has not been 

about Canadi an  commercial  cul ture overri di ng hi gh culture or mi nority-i nterest 

cultural acti viti es . On the contrary, Canadi an efforts over the past thi rty 

years have produced an enormous growth in the vi sual arts and art gal 1 eri es, the 

collection of heritage and its di splay in MuseuMs , the writi ng of plays , 

creati on of thetre compahi es, . buildingoftheatres  and prol ferati on of 

perfdrmànce, the.  'deVel opment of' dance'  and music,, and the fl oweri ng of Canaçli an-

fitérature;i„  The  concern  has beeh . that:. the United,. States "cul ture of mass 

poductid n' .  and  mass:, cons umpt i On" ,  and  the cultural  industries   withi n it , wi 1 - 1 

overwhel m Canada ' s , severi ng the 1 i nk between basic cul ture and popul ar  culture,  

between creation and the broader  audience. The seedbeds  and the greenhouses may 

be  in  passable s,hape , but the public  gardens themSél ves are overrun by Merl can 

transplants. - In Canada, no debate on the cultural  industries  has occurred , no 
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inquiry been undertaken, no legislation or other measures been adopted -- except 

in the area of newspaper publishing -- that was not motivated by Canadians' 

concern for their cultural presence in their own country owing to the pressure 

of American cultural enterprise. 

At the same time, however, Canada has never been able to treat the 

United States as a mere bilateral relationship among others. Culturally, 

socially, and economically speaking, Canada does not have only domestic affairs 

and international affairs, it also has a third category, neighborhood affairs, 

to borrow a term from Jay's Treaty of 1793, which posited "good neighborhood" as 

the condition in which the U.S. and the British North American colonies were to 

live together. .To an extent that will ever be the subject of debate in Canada, 

the country forms one community with the United States, to differential degrees 

in its French and English parts. If one recognizes a European Community, 

de jure, one must recognize a North American Community, de facto. In some ways, 

regions within Canada live in closer cultural proximity to neighboring regions 

in the U.S. than to other regions in Canada. This factor of Neighborhood, of a 

certain joint community life, has always in practice put a limit on the extent 

of cultural protectionism that Canada will practice toward the U.S. Canada has 

exercised some ingenuity in devising measures, such as the non-tariff-barrier 

tax legislation relating to magazines, newspapers, and American border-station 

broadcasting, which protect Canadian interests on the one hand bùt accommodate 

free flow from United States interests on the other. 

But when Canada talks culture, the United States talks economics. Alone in 

the world in relying entirely on private enterprise and the market to support 

its cultural industries, the United States tends to make no distinction between 

free flow and free trade, though cultural trade is as subject as any to 

monopoly, oligopoly, and the advantage of big players in big markets over small 

players in small markets. That is, free trade can inhibit free flow of cultural 

expression, making the flow one way and subjecting cultural freedom in small 

markets to external economic restraints. What Canada has been saying in much 

of its cultural economic policy, or cultural industrial policy, is that it wants 

private enterprise in Canada to have opportunities to contribute to the Canadian 

cultural economy similar to those enjoyed by American enterprise in the U.S. 
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Theethbs,of Can.,adiancultural.protectioniswandHnternal promotion-of. 

cultural enterprise has, of course, changed greatly in the past fifty years. 

In the early thirties, broadcasting policy coalesced around Graham Spry's battle 

cry, "the state or the United States"; though in another cultural industry, 

cinema, Canada ceded the field to the United States. In 1951, the Massey 

Commission held to the Spry  line, extending it to television and putting the 

COmmission's seal of approval on the National Film.  Board,. though only as - a 

producer of documentaries. Othérwise, the Massey Commission gave -  little 	. 
attention'tà comMercial- cultUre-,-eXcept , totuttitt,'andi.concentrated , its -

attention on-what it deeffied , the critically , important questiOrrat tha-tfffié, 

federal government support of the basic arts and scholarship. It was a statist, 

paternalistic, centralist approach that was to be eroded by circumstance and 

policy. 

Thirty years later, Applebaum-Hébert reversed the emphasis of Massey. 

"Cultura:1 actiVity," it affirMed. "Must perméate sciciety and cartnot be. 	- 

delivered by a beneficent state,"17 Except in the heritage sector, the 

APplebaumbért.Report,would'b&a4h' Rublicly“),wned'b.odieftom , the.:,fiéld of 

cultuisal ,  production: the:Canadian Br:oaddasting - Corporattbn (excé .0t.for hews.), 

the National Fiiwboard (exCept for films  directly related  to  its reearcl-rand 

expérimental role)>, and - tWN-atibnal' Arts: Centre (except for its - orchestra). 

Private enterprise should do the job, the state its patron or catalyst where 

necessary. While the transfer of activity from public to private sector was 

controversial, the idea of broadening and strengthening cultural enterprise in 

Canada was.surely in keeping with the times. As the Report observes, 'At least 

since the time of Adam Smith it has been recognized that the degree of special-

ization  in the use  of prodlicttou-resources - .is governed by the size  of' th'  
market: 	And whilé_thg";Canadtali:markét hagr-Pwn 	iftr" 
proportiOn-to,thé.U.:5'., it,hàdArOWn , maSsively:in absplutg! termsr:: 

Even though the market must be seen, for the bulk of cultural goods and 

services, as two markets, an English-language market and a smaller 

French-language one, growth was impressive. Between the year of the Massy  

Report, 1951, and the year of the Applebaum-Hébert Report, 1982, the country's 

urban population, in which the kind of cultural industries we are talking about 

flourish, had more than doubled, from 8.6 to 18.4 million, led by metropolitan 
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centres such as Toronto, Montréal, and Vancouver, which are great generators of 

cultural activity; traditional centres of cultural resourcefulness, such as 

Winnipeg; and new centres of cultural generation, such as the National Capital, 

Halifax, Regina-Saskatoon, and Edmonton-Calgary. The adult proportion of the 

population soared from immigration and the coming to maturity of the baby-boom 

generation, education levels rose, leisure time increased, and what Canadians 

could afford grew much faster than population as national wealth and produc-

tivity advanced. A sense of Canadian expansion, epitomized by the Centennial 

Year, gave people a new appreciation of the range of cultural activities -- of 

the possibilities for "specialization in the use of production resources" -- 

the country could support. At the same time, the flood of cultural trade from 

the United States gave them a sense that their markets might have been 

pre-empted before they had grown large enough to support Canadian enterprise. 

An interviewee connected with the Special Cultural Initiatives Program drew 

the distinction between what happened in cinema and what happened in the 

performing arts: 

American cinema of the 40s and 50s had an enormous 
influence on the North American continent. We got 
into the habit of associating films with Hollywood. 
We got into a Hollywood mindset. That was the base 
on which we were trying to develop a Canadian film 
industry and Canadian audience for Canadian films. 

In performing arts, we started from a much smaller 
base. We have developed a new infrastructure over 
the past quarter century. And through education 
we developed tastes -- high school theatre has 
become very strong -- the exposure of young adults 
to the performing arts has had significant impact. 

Unfortunately the economic problems that relate to Canadianism and 

Neighborhood, to an aspiring Canada in a community dominated by the American 

superculture, do not figure in the Applebaum-Hébert chapter on the political 

economy of culture. They are left to be dealt with piecemeal in the chapters on 

individual cultural industries, giving the Report a rather disjointed charac-

ter; we have inconsistencies rather than the unifying concepts that are 

essential to the policy-maker. 
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IntervieWeeS-in-ourdiswssion,attributed_this,aspeCtof-thé,Répôrttd ,- 

several factors. The Committee was large, 18 members, making it difficult to 

reach consensus. Different parts of the Report were prepared by different 

>members or groups of members, with little coordination. The inquiry did not 

include the kind of research program that often helps give such studies form and 

cohesion. Finally, the economic chapter reflected the liberal classicist views 

of the noted economist, and Committee.member, Albert" Breton, whilesome'of  the 

chaPters took a more - protectionist line, to whichhe objected in minority-

comments appendedto'the main''RepOrt. 

This characteristic of the Report has the advantage, however, of indicating 

soMe of the economic conflicts that need to be resolved in cultural 

policy-making. Albert Breton, for example, says in his minority comments that 

cultural policies should be seen as having the simple objective of encouraging 

creativitY and affording access to creative works. 19  They . should stand On 

their own, withbUt refereade-to GrcissNàtton'al PrOdUct, empIoyffient, eXport or 

economic growth, to national unity, identity, control  or ownership. He also 

eislikesreltingq .etural pD1I-cy't0."hedware., Hi:S,partioule fear iSs,th'at by 

dwellingupon . culturaf industries -  and'their - management ., and on-Caudian 

owners'hip and control, public_polfty will actually:be in.conflict with - the, 

interestS'of  the arti'sts, writers, poetS7-, dancers,. and:musiOians -- 

Because the presumption cannot be that foreign-owned 
companies are less efficient as publishers and as 
producers and distributors of records than are 
domestically-owned coMpanies, a cultural policy that 
gives' priority to. creativity and to-creative'writers 
and musictans',.wouldnot discriminate.against 
foreignownedcompanies 	Toso discriminate-is to,. 
give'priority.tonationalistic objectiveto the 
detriment'  of artS->andcultbre'. 
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Aid cultural activities economically, but keep hands off the economy. The 

view fits well into the school of thought associated with the late Harry Johnson 

who said, roughly, that the'rich are better able to exert independence than the 

poor, and that Canada would be richer for a free flow of trade and investment 

between it and the United States, poorer for protectionism. 

This approach was expressed, in a less disembodied way than Breton's, by an 

interviewee in the field of cultural-industries policy. He held that in the 

film industry, for example, Canadian policy should not be aimed at trying to 

"beat" the six major American studios that dominate distribution and exhibition 

in the Canadian market. Rather, "You have to give some incentive to foreign 

companies to accommodate Canadians"; then the power of those companies would 

serve Canadian interests worldwide. That is, Neighborhood economics could be a 

motor of Canadian creativity and production in the cultural industries. In 

sound recording, "You don't have a home market in records because the border 

doesn't mean anything. We're part of the North American -- the world -- market. 

Before you even release a record you're going around the world. If you're 

trying only to develop your own market, you're on weakness." Audiences, in 

Canada as elsewhere, are becoming fragmented according to different tastes and 

interests; they need to be aggregated across borders to constitute viable 

markets. To the extent that desirable expressions of Canadian culture could not 

be made available to Canadians in such a cultural economy, "you can use the 

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation or the National Film Board, rather than try to 

manipulate the market and confuse the marketplace structure by making unreason-

able demand on it." Thus the view would envision a greater role for publicly 

owned cultural enterprise, and a lesser role for market intervention, than the 

recommendations of Applebaum-Hébert. 

Another interviewee in the cultural-industries field held a contrary view, 

which is closer to the way Canadian cultural-economic policies have actually 

been evolving over the years. "The raison d'être  for a national cultural policy 

is Canadian cultural production and dissemination, either high quality or low," 

he said. "We are not just concerned with excellence. We must have a Canadian 

sector in Canada. It is basic to our policy that Canadian companies are more 

likely to turn out Canadian product. That's true in every sector, including 

broadcasting. 
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' "That ,assepti on-in- favor. of- Cana.dtan ownershi and, control 	necesSar, 

ily, an assumption in straight (non-cultural ) industrial policies." 

Because of the relationship of the Canadian to the U.S. market, he said, 

Canadi an companies are not equal to American in the Canadi an marketplace. "We 

Should be devel aping: pol i el es, and programs to create market. conditions  whereby 

Canadi an coMpani es .  are ca -t an,advanta nge. This is  cultural • national i sm, cultural 

soMereignty we- are not trying: tojusti fy .  it on .any other grounds. But we are 

talking ,  about .  mOtivation- for- Canàdtans not about restricting theî free- flow-of' 

cultural- products in -  Canada:" 

If "Canadi an ownership and control " i s more emphasized in cultural than - in 

eneral economic pol icy, the notion of "comparative  advantage" recei ves less 

attention in cultural policy. That is, a country wi 1 1 normal ly concentrate its 

- industrial pol icy on encouraging those industries which are seen to have a 

comparative admentage (Wer. th& industries Of  Othe  r cduntrtes -, Whil concedi nj to 

imports the specialties where others have the  advantage. We ship out natural 

reSources ,,, seei ng, to increase-ever- fUrther the extent; to which-they! are-

ProcesseCr in -  Càfiada:; -  we- - Ship-- - iruflainframe: computers, But': in- CO tural 

enterprise, we usual ly—do .  not- think, of refraining froffi production .  of, say, opéra 

inA•avor of,  ItalY, theatre, in -  famor  of Britaln, novel S in favor' of France, or -- 

today -- movies in favor of the United States. The whole range of culture is 

thought of as cal 1 ing for Canadian expression and appreci ati on, no matter -how 

much of any particular kind of culture may be imported from abroad. 

But that view is not uni versal ly held. Steven G1 oberman of Simon Fraser 

UhiMerSity; who has contri buted ,  to the. international literature on' cultural 

economicsane -doneistuçliçesT, -  for: bOth- th&Jfe.deral and Ontarlo, governménts,  in  that 

field 4 questioh , . fo.r ihstanCe whether Canade_ shâtil  d be : li-L the feature  film 

bUsiness.Mriting .  in- thé D'eceffiber; ' 1980, , Journal ofCultiiral Econimi cs, he .  said 

Canada  did not have a comparative advantage in feature films and by putting 

resources in this area was drawing resources away from other arti stic sectors 

where it mi ght  have a strong competitive advantage. 
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Some feel that cultural policies characterized by stress on "world class", 

"international standards", and "globalism" -- terms sometimes used in DOC policy 

discussion papers -- amount to much the same thinj as the Globerman suggestion. 

That is, their real import is to assimilate Canadian creativity to Neighborhood  

production and doom the Canadian cultural-industries sector in Canada. At issue 

are such policies as the investment-bank type of aid given the film industry 

through the Canadian Film Development Corporation, the tax relief given the same 

industry under the criteria of the Capital Cost Allowance, and the CRTC's 

gladhand to cable-carried Americana. With Americanized Meatballs,  Canadianized 

Bunnies,  and the "good neighborhood" of Porky's, is Canadian policy simply 

integrating the theatrical and television film industries into the American 

industry, in much the same way as Canada once considered putting its name and 

money on a couple of British dreadnoughts rather than launching its own - navy? 

Damaging to national identity on the one hand and true internationalism on the 

other, this type of voluntary colonialism is particularly dangerous for French 

Canada, increasing anglicizing industrial pressure on its market and undermining 

its natural interest in French-speaking markets abroad. 

Paul Audley considers an export-based policy for Canadian films impractical. 

He points out that no other country in the world earns a major share of its film 

revenues outside its own domestic market; even for U.S. television the 

proportion is only 10 per cent. He contends that when Canadians are able to 

obtain high standards in their own cultural products, they will favor them over 

comparable imports; he gives as examples Maclean's  and Saturday Night  magazines 

(to which could be added L'Actualité).  But, as he told the House of Commons 

Standing Committee on Communications and Culture, speaking as a representative 

of the Canadian Institute for Economic Policy, "even when Canadian cultural 

products are far more attractive to Canadians and far more successful in 

appealing to Canadians than imported products, it does not mean that, therefore, 

they will be economially viable to produce; that the marketplace will function 

in a way that permits those activities to be carried out on a commercial 

basis."20 
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His ,, view-,- (in- the - realm, of—brOadcaSti.ngwasthTheré'arepoints»within 

the broadcasting system where we can aggregate Canadian demand to such an extent 

that we can actually finance our own programming." 21  

Audley said an export-led cultural industries policy for Canada 

"is nuts" . 22  He observed: 23  

One of thethings. that happens when you develop a • 
strateu- that is based,on exports:to:the United States, 
is thatbothFrenCh 7faqua-ge prodUCtion and:any. 
production -out oftheregions ,, 	addition  to any kind• 
of centrally produced stuff that is recognizably 
Canadian, disappears; or virtually disappears. 

4wdley also stressed before the Committee a point that is argued in his 

book, one that indicates the closer ties between economic and cultural objec-

tives in the real world than some, would, like to see: 24  

We , spénd.awhble,lot. of merey,on buy-Canadian. 
a.0ertiSing.  cambeles„ tryintO encourage._ 
danadtans . ,tO buY, Cânadia'n'gObe andSerVices-
aryLnot fOreign goodsand services,. If, at 
the : .same titne, we p'reside Over a•'gradual 
deterioration.of our-domestic privatesbroad-
caSting system; Which is the major national , 

 vehicle for advertising domestic goods and 
services, then it is kind of bizarre. 

- .Spillover American broadcasting brings spillover American advertising for 

American goods sold in Canada, shrinking both the advertising and programming ' 

volumé-available-tO,Canadian cettiral-enterpris 	The. spillover of AmericarL 

m4azines;„h'as'the's'ame effect,. IrÉboth fterd s . per capita revenuefrom. national 

advertisingismChil'owerin•Canada-'than,inithe UnitecUStates: . 

Irrhibook -, which draws:'_heaVily, on studiesundertaken for thé DOC and its -

predecessor in the cultural field, the Secretary of State's Department, Audley 

analyzes each of the cultural industries: newspaper publishing, magazine 

publishing, book publishing; sound recording, radio broadcasting, theatrical 
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film, and television broadcasting. Across the field, the basic advantage of 

U.S. enterprises is their ability to recoup higher production spending in 

smaller amounts from far more consumers. Counting on their domestic market to 

recoup costs, they can then treat foreign markets as "gravy" to enhance profit 

margins, a practice which Canadians have likened to dumping. But the impact of 

the American advantage differs in nature and scale in different cultural 

industries. Canadian newspapers, based on local and regional markets, and 

drawing the core of their content from the communities they serve, have proved 

to be a viable Canadian cultural industry; but the American advantage shows up 

strongly in the fact that their foreign coverage is heavily drawn from U.S. 

sources, such as the Associated Press and the news services of American chains 

of newspapers or major individual newspapers. Canadian "city" magazines and 

regional magazines have defensive strength similar to the newspapers, but 

national magazines suffer from the U.S. advantage, though to a lesser degree 

since adoption of the magazine leeslation in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Book publishing, while independent of advertising revenue for income, faces 

the full weight of the American production/marketing advantage at the national 

level. Canadian sound recording has had the advantage of radio content rules as 

a marketing tool, but is more or less integrated into the U.S. industry as our 

interviewee (above) suggested. Radio has the same advantage as the newspaper 

industry, in being based on local markets for local content, and it shares the 

newspapers' agency (The Canadian Press, through Broadcast News) for national 

news coverage. In theatrical film we come to the historic Canadian disaster 

area, where failure to institute any kind of "infant industry" policy in the 

commercial area, except for government contracting of documentary film and 

"tokenism" accords with major U.S. film producers, left the Canadian industry 

with only fractional representation on Canadian screens. In Canadian commercial 

television, the type of programming that cannot be tied to local interest, as 

can news, public affairs, and sport, has served as the exemplar of the mechanics 

of U.S. domination; that is, Canadian television can purchase American 

entertainment and dramatic programming for about a tenth of what it would cost 

to produce similar programs in Canada, and can reach a bigger audience, hence 

earn more advertising revenue, with the more expensively produced American 

product. 
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Scy ,far; , . , wehave,been.-dealingchiefly r with , productionbut there:is-al -so-the-

factor of carriage and delivery. 	In the magazine, book, sound recording, and - 

theatrical film industries,.these lines of communication to'the customer have 	• 

been dominated by U.S. enterprise. 

This rough and extremely summarized picture of the - problems of the . Canadian 

cultural- industries helps . illustrate.why a more'interventionist policy than that 

which the Breton sthool - ofthought would support has been sponsored by 

succeSsiVe-governments. GoVernments-hav e : . tended-. tà*'stress ,  Canadian'ownersbip ,, of 

theproduction,,and sometimes , ofthe distribution, enterprises -, but to neglect 

anbther.essential, the ownership of the "intellectual property", the Canadian 

content,'that is at the heart of the issue. As Audley observes, "copyright law 

provides the fundamental bàsis for the operation of the cultural industries". 

Unless Canadian creators are protected, the industries in which they work will 

indeed be the subject of "economics-first." rather than "culture-first" policy. 

Aüdley)SàYs:". 	if- the - intere 	Of -  Ciinàdian'saS-créàtorS Of coPyright 

materials and of Canadian compànies as producers of such materials are not 

adcordéd'protectidn , atleast;as'effectiyeathà ..t , prwided , in , other»countrles:„ 

parti - cuialy those ,  with whiCh , Canada;hasextensivetrade-relationships, then-

development.strategies cannot be,successful'.." 25-  One must actor, of coursé, 

thàt:Mhile fairi:ntellectual property Yaws: are eSsentie for:a cultUral -

industrial policy, they are also essential even without one, for both the . 

economic reason of bringing cultural goods and services to market, and the moral 

reason of assuring reasonable reward for creative endeavor. 

Advocates of an extensive cultural economic policY argue that it will 

giveCanadiansr.the right "to . hear,and be heard",. to:borrow-the - fanguage-of 

Instant:  Worl  d26;  Bbt'.. they must:atthe'sele-,tiMe 	 wh'o 

ar:gue;thàt -, such -- .a . .polity_amoOnts:,to:st -atetutela.geof culture:, thereby, 

underminiiig the'ver3u cultural' freeddm fôr Canadtans-that it, claiiiis tO 

protecting. How can the problem be resolVed?- 
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Free expression and the diversity principle  

The root idea of freedom of expression and the concomitant freedom of access to 

expression is now explicit in the Canadian Constitution after years of being 

central to our constitutional tradition. The idea has been elaborated in 

relation to cultural policies many times. Both the Davey Committee 27  and 

the Kent Commission 28  endorsed the principle of the public's right of access 

to a free flow of information and opinion from a diversity of sources. Both 

inquiries observed that breaches of this right of cultural choice might occur 

through undue exercise of power, not only by government, but by private 

interests also if they had excessive control of the market. 

Bernard Ostry, looking at the issue of cultural freedom in the context of 

the U.S.-Canada . neighborhood, wrote: 29  

The pressures of modernizing Americanization are 
toward uniformity, homogeneity and conformity. A 
policy of cultural development would seek to promote 
diversity and pluralism, correcting the tendencies 
inherent in mass marketing and mass entertainment 
to limit cultural choices. 	It follows that govern- 
ment support to the arts, in the interest of 
pluralism, is nearly always support to the 
preferences of minorities. 

The Applebaum-Hébert Report stressed the notion of "minority preferences" as 

a reason for government support of cultural activities: 30  

... the fact can be demonstrated that, historically, 
those cultural activities that have conferred the 
most lasting benefits, and which have been seen, in 
retrospect, to have done most to illuminate their 
times, have more often than not served only minority 
interests in their own day. ( 	) 

Not every minority interest can be served, and no 
tastes can be met to the point of satiety. But, 
given the general case for intervention, the 
problems posed by minority preferences must weigh 
heavily in deciding where resources should be directed. 
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TheAiversity , principle of:fréeaccess.:.to the - fullestrpossiblerange'ybf' 

cultural choices can serve as guide to economic policy in the cultural realm, as 

well as to the balance that must be struck between supporting different types of 

cultural activity, and between the public and the private interest. Unless we 

are thinking of the whole of Canadian culture as being but a "minority 

preference" in the U.S.-Canada Neighborhood, we have to think of the diversity 

principle operating; as the ,Constitution indeed:appears to:guaran'tee; within -  the 

Cariadian community. We have to think, fôr example, of thé dynamic - interplay of 

culturallactivitieswithin.-both,th'é-French , ancrEnglisfilinguisticcommunities.; 

anôGwithin those communities , yié,have-to,think  of the local and regional  sources. 

from which creativity springs, and of the multicultural make-up of each of those 

communities, and of the special soul-of-the-land understanding and creativity of 

the original peoples. And the economic inputs to cultural policies in all these 

diverse and overlapping; interpenetrating, interactive, and interdependent 

communites have to be seen in a conStitutional framework'that gives national 

reSponsibilitiés'to-bôth:the-central goVerfiffiént ah'crthe. prôvincialgoVernments-,' 

and reposes ultimate rights and freedoms in the individual rather than the 

Ilany:edonbmic• issues artsé.under the, diversity.prtnciple  of  'balance cultur 

al policy.  Des'  Canadian' competition'policy provide adequate,  assurance agaiest, 

undue concentration, especially in yiew, of the privileges - that may be given 

Canadian enterprises under necessary protection measures? The present Combines 

Investigation Act does not admit the "diversity principle" as a criterion but 

rests, rather, on the concept of price competition in the "price-auction 

market" 31  to serve the consumer interest. As pointed out by the Kent 

COmmission- in - the- case ofnewspaper pubTishing,this is an inadequate protection 

for'the'peoplels'interest . in , freatIoW•froMaAiversity - of sources-. In --the: 

broadcastingfield.coMpetition poTicy iS;-in -::effect,  in  the:hands:of:the. 

Canadian -  RadioTelévislori and'TeJécom'mun iiCatjonsCâMeSsion'. The - CeC 

mandated to secure comprehensiveness and'balance in programming through 

supervision of performance rather than regulation of structure, for the largely 

obsolete reason of scarcity of pathways to the consumer's receiver. Is the 
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direction in which the CRTC appears to be heading -- that of moving to 

structural separation of control of producing, distributing, and exhibiting 

enterprises a better direction? It would appear to offer less opportunity for 

unwarranted intrusion in content. 

Does the Applebaum-Hébert tendency of shifting cultural production from 

public to private hands make sense? Or, considering the size of the Canadian 

markets and the scale of American competition, would diversity be better served 

by retaining the publicly-owned alternative while seeking to expand the capacity 

of the private sector? Some feel the Report gives up a bird in the hand for two 

in the bush. 

Would it be best to draw a dividing line in policy between "high" culture 

and "popular" culture, between non-commercial and commercial? Can such a line 

be drawn, or are we dealing with a continuum in which private, public, and 

voluntary  • sectors differ in their relative inputs in different phases, but in 

which we can think of a coherent though variegated cultural economy? Some of 

our interviewees urged a clear division, others favored the idea of a continuum. 

But one cannot speak of one sector of culture that is free from economics and 

another that isn't: 	it is all cultural enterprise. 

Conclusion  

This first chapter of the discussion opened by positing the conclusion that 

cultural policy, and more particularly its economic aspects, are deliberately 

wrapped in ambivalence for fear of giving offence. 

A helpful first step in making cultural policy more explicit, hence amenable 

to understanding and development, would be to recognize that cultural activities 

are part of the business of mankind and the economic aspects of cultural 

policies and programs are the "second essential" to give them life and meaning. 
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But,Whateer-We7findoiftlri,general-aboutythe,importanceculturato,an, 

economy,-and of an economy to culture, we will come up against the special 

factors of the Canadian case, chief of which is the country's  juxtaposition as  

the much smaller neighbor in a North American Neighborhood of two, the other 

being a superculture, the United States. 	. 

The country  has  not  been able to come to:grips effectively enough with this 

factor to prevent U.S. enterprises from gaining a position of near monopoly 

dominance in Canada of:some major cultural enterprises-, such as theatrical'film, 

television drama and entertainment, and sound , recording; and a position which 

inhibits a reasonable scope of Canadian expression in others, such as book 

publishing, magazine publishing, and the international and general-interest 

portion of television and radio broadcasting and newspaper journalism. 

To realize the promise of its people, and fulfil its constitutional promise 

to  its paciple,  Canada  Would havé tOE revise:and epand its  cultural econômic 

policies in suCW a.way  as  to assure free flow of cultural expression  from  a  

diversity  of•  soqrces  in Canada. Th  e e>g)a*nsion- of: Canadian • cultural exprmion-

andapprectati . on-Aurin'g theHlast ganeration - ,i'rrnon-maSscommercial culture ,ls. 

evidence t4t: tha'Will Snd thadreativa talent ara thré. 

But just how large does culture loom in the economy? The question is the 

subject of the next chapter. 
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II. 	CULTURAL ACCOUNTING AND ITS USES  
• 

The state of the art in Canada  

The state of the art of cultural accounting in Canada can best be illustrated by 

a few quotations. 

"Although available statistics are incomplete and inexact (reflecting our 

continuing failure to consider culture in economic terms), we know that cultural 

expenditures totalled about $8 billion in 1979." John Thera, director, research 

and statistics, Arts and Culture Branch, Department of Communications. 1  

"Compared to the largest twenty manufacturing industries in Canada during 

1980 the cultural sector of the Canadian economy was the llth largest with 

revenue of $7 billion in current 1980 dollars. ..." Canada Counci1. 2  

"The estimated total value of this sector of the economy is approximately 

$65.3 billion per year." The Canadian Conference of the Arts. 3  

"It is not at all clear from the national accounts how much of the Gross 

National Expenditure is devoted to cultural activity. Even the classification 

of activity under this heading is far from precise. But estimates of total 

recorded cultural expenditures in Canada (excluding formal education) for the 

current year (1982) range from $7 billion to $9 billion'. ..." 

Applebaum-Hébert. 4  

" ... not one table or digest of cultural statistics appears in the entire 

document (Applebaum-Hébert). Since a whole section of Statistics Canada is 

given over to the compilation of such information, the failure to inform the 

reader about the dimensions of Canadian cultural activity and the extent of 

government participation is an omission of grave consequences." D.G. Paterson 

and G. Rosenbluth.5 
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The-first-of thé estimates -given above- Was-in-an-arttolé-in:which-Thera 

argued: "We should know the size, in economic terms, of cultural activity in 

Canada and the extent and direction of its impact on the economy:" The estimate 

to which he referred was•reached by twô economists participating in a research 

project for the Arts and Culture sector of DOC. 

The CanadaCouhCil•stattstics are dr,aun from:the  national accbunts and. are 

valuable.in providing for comparisons over - time, comparisons.between:the 

culturaled , othersectors,_andlnformation - on'employmenti,salaries , and:wages-, 

and'overall revenue - of the settor and its sùb-sectors. They are no doubt  the 

 basis for a system  of national cultural accounts needed to understand the 

cultural economy, its place in the general economy, and the relationship.of 

government spending at the federal, provincial, and municipal levels to cultural 

economic health. But Harry Chartrand, head of research and evaluation at the 

Canada'.Council ., has stated: "It has become increasingly clear that existing 

federal arts  research  is inadequate with'respect to'fuàding - ahcLquality:" 6  

• 	The estldlee - by[the eànadi -an-COnferenée of' the-Arts i, perh4ps, 

tely, provocattve, ah indicatioruof•the,Council'sexasperation at - government: cuts 

in "cultural  budgets Th 1978 and ItS concurrent feiluretoidentify culture-as a -

sectèr  in the studies of industrtal: sectors at that tiMe- In order to .have the 

cultural sector equal about a fifth of Gross National 'Product, the CCA simply 

added up the following: "Artistic, Environmental, Folk/Multicultural, Media; 

Physical, Recreational; Education; Tourism; Advertising; Information 

Technologies" -- et voilà:  $65.3 billion and 1.2 million jobs in 1980!. This 

kind, of pebble thrown into the economic pool would produce tidal waves rather 

rtpplereffeCt. The trouble, iS that•rather too much of the pool has:been 

assiMil'ated'tô-the-culturapebblé_ 

The-estiffiate'from the'ApplebaumHébert Committee ihdicates_that it did not 

have the capacity to make one, and the comment from the two  University of 

British Columbia professors indicates that it should have had. 
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Reasonably accurate cultural accounting is basic to the three applications 

of economics in culture set out by the Amenican economist Roger M. Troub and 

quoted in Chapter I; that is, the economics of the arts as a part of the whole 

economy, economics in the arts as a guide to resource allocation in arts 

administration, and economics for the arts in making the case for public support 

and assessing the efficiency of various levels and types of support. 

While all  institutions in the cultural community have to keep an eye on all 

three, some are more concerned with a particular category. 

The series provided by the Canada Council, "Comparative Size of the Cultural 

Sector", 7  which are reproduced here as Tables 1 through 5, illustrate a 

na•ional-accounts "economics of the arts" approach, and the footnotes indicate 

some of the limitations of the statistics. Interviewees at Statistics Canada 

agreed with Chartrand's comment that five to ten per cent of cultural activity, 

taking place mainly in the basic arts, is not captured by the Statistics Canada 

survey system; it would be very expensive to collect them. Chartrand, who 

likens the basic arts to R and D in other industrial sectors, says they are 

"critical to the development of commercially viable cultural products". (While 

the R and D analogy offers a useful perception, it would be difficult to draw a 

cultural-accounting line between consumer-goods art and R-and-D art.) 

An illustration of economics in the arts, from the point of view of the 

management of a not-for-profit theatre, is given in a U.S. study of the arts 

related to the economic life of the city. 8  The bro-ad lines of the approach 

can be seen from Table 6 (Figure 2 in the original), and Table 7 (Table II in 

the original). Governmental financing enters at two points in the accounts, as 

part of "fostering, endowing and preserving the arts", and as a "fee for public 

service". The author observes, "Although the aesthetic mission of an arts 

organization sets its basic direction, organizational management must recognize 

the multi-market exchange system in which arts activities take place. Manage-

ment needs to understand the complex interrelationships and interdependencies 

among these submarkets and to adopt financial plans which make reasonable 

demands for revenues from each identified market." 



1 

Number Revenue , 
of 	 (5 millions current) 

Establishments 	 , 	(2) 

1977, 	197E0.: 	1979 ' 	1980_ 	 1977 - 	197*'-. 	1979 ' 	1980 

INDUSTRY (I) 

Ftiod .1c Eeverages 	 4,211, 	4,335. 	8,791" 	4,667 	 18,372 	21,936 	23,373 - 	28,314 

Tobacco Products 	 24 	23 	26 	23 	 946 	996 	1,114 	1,212 

Rubber & Plastic Products 	 733 	93E 	999 	1,007 	 2,532 	3,060 	3,772 	4,093 

Leather Products 	 378 	407 	447 	431 	 689 	849 	1,069 	1,034 

Textiles 	 831 	914 	967 	948 	 2,953 	3,403 	4,073 ' 	4,423 

Knitting Mills 	 . 266 	273 	231 	281 	 638 	712 	830 	945 

•Clothing 	 1,837 	2,074 	2,179 	2,143 	 2,662 	3,113 	3,630 	3,867 

7/ Ood 	 2,542 	2,928 . 	3,208 	3,363 	 3,952 	7,477 	6,808 	' 8,397 

Furniture !Ix Fixtures 	' 	 1,678, 	1,964 

47199203i. 	

2,369 	 1,437 	1,704 	2,062 	2,322 .. 	 „. 	 , 
Pape'r-& - Aill 'ed . 	 647 - 	6-99 	 764. 	 8,938" -- 	l0197 ' 	12,2E7 ' 	1 .4,503 

PéintIng, Pütillshing 4, Allied 	. 	. 	3,3131. 	

4 

3;736 ' 	p

03

. 	. 	4,262' 	 3,5,13. 	8,090 	3,623 

PrirriârY' Metil - 	› ' 	 3E2.  . 	402 	441 	460 	 3,201 	10,120 	11,856 	13,418 

Me tat: Fabricating: 	 3799' 	4,496. 	4,362.' 	3,0E6 - , 	 1,234 	8,465.' 	10,397,- 	11,713 . 	- 	. 
Machinery' 	 1,099 	1,323 	1,491 	1,601 	 4;160 	5,038 	6,328' 	7,649 

Tramportation.Equipment 	 903 	1,074' 	1,216- , 	1,302 	 15,065'. 	18,023' 	19,667 	13,993 , 

Electrical Products 	 781 	966 	1,076 	1,092 	 4,360 	3,435 	6,661 	7,763 

Non-metallic MIneral Products 	 1,131 ; 	1,516: 	1,366' 	1,372\ 	 2,991_ 	3, 603 , 	4,091 	4,225 

Petroleum & Coal.Products 	 103 	104 	108 	112. 	 8,333. 	10,449 	12,371, 	14,330 

Chem'  ical & Chemical Products . 	 1,027 	1,189 	1,212 	1,212 	 6,431 	7,592 	9,391 	11,219 

Misc. Manufacturing, 	 2 OIE 	2,376 	2 693 _t_...- 	2 798 ..i___ 	 , 2,225 	2,737 	3 239 u____ 	3 749 
-L--.- 

ALL INDUSTRIES 	 27,715 	31,963 	34,578 	35,495 	 108,852 	129,019 	152,133 	163,051 

CULTURAL SECTOR 	 16,466 	17,008 	16,832 	17,099 	 4,720 	5,411 	6,217 	7,033 

Rank 	 ..... 	... 	... 	... 	 • 	lath 	10th 	11 th 	llth 

% QUAIL Industriel 	 ..• 	-. 	... 	- 	 4.3 	4.2 	4.1 	4.2 

figirres may not add due to rounding ,- , 
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Tàbi e -1  

Exilibit 2 

COMPARATIVE SITE OF THE CULTURAL SECTOR 

1977 to 191.0 

a) Relative to Manufacming industry 

Note 

(I) All•industry data froM Manufacturing Industries ,  of Canada, Statistic-3 Canada 31-203. 
(2) Value of Shipments of Good3 of 0-en Manufacture. 

Source: Canada Council 



Salaries 
Staff 

(2) 	 Wages 
($ millions current) 

1977 	1978 	1979 	1980 	 1977 	1978 	1979 	1980 

INDUSTRY (I) 

Food â Beverages 

Tobacco Products 

Rubber éx Plastic Products 

Leather Products 

Textiles 

Knitting Mills 

Clothing 

Wood 

Furniture â Fixtures 

Paper ét Allied 	• 

Printing, Publishing ét Allied 

Primary Metal 

Metal Fabricating 

Machinery 

Transportation Equipment 

Electrical Products 

Non-metallic Mineral Products 

Petroleum ex Coal Products 

Chemical ét Chemical Products 

Misc. Manufacturing 

ALL INDUSTRIES 

	

222,358 	229,906 	233,139 	234,187 

	

3,933 	3,778 	8,690 	3,322 

	

53,699 	60,455 	62,213 	61,381 

	

23,456 	24,413 	25,587 	24,922 

	

65,508 	67,808 	69,217 	63,241 

	

20,628 	20,003 	21,120 	21,220 

	

94,939 	99,517 	100,339 	96,120 

	

103,660 	119,004 	122,048 	117,307 

	

43,631 	46,613 	51,044 	50,900 

	

124,463 	126,783 	128,918 	130,310 

	

91,760 	98,037 	102,410 	107,094 

	

119,219 	121,996 	126,754 	128,740 

	

146,733 	136,663 	163,178 	161,243 

	

37,657 	' 92,113 	101,393 	108,444 

	

165,287 	173,636 	190,071 	178,755 

	

110,313 	114,279 	119,703 	122,547 

	

32,313 	35,343 	36,748 	53,939 

	

17,849 	20,383 	19,193 	20,046 

	

81,805 	34,716 	87,617 	87,595 

61 977 761 _t--66 891 ....-L- 

1,704,415 	1,790,349 	1,356,198 	1,330,409 

2,890 	. 3,181 	3,545 	3,913 

139 	143 	15 4 	170 

632 	738 	918 	983 

220 	249 	236 	299 

728 	816 	923 	1,006 

186 	199 	227 	231 

830 	966 	1,0E5 	1,141 

1,533 	1,321 	2,074 	2,217 

467 	531 	631 	698 

2,080 	2,282 	2,491 	2,734 

1,254 	1,423 	1,613 	1,867 

1,945 	2,141 	2,432 	2,767 

2,035 	2,309 	2,636 	2,877 

1,239 	1,404 	• 	1,701 	2,014 

2,672 	3,102 	3,439 	3,369 

1,435 	1,642 	1,925 	. 2,149 

794 	904 	1,008 	1,073 

375 	451 	470 	342 

1,289 	1,424 	1,606 	1,793 

703 	799 	908 	1 004 -2-- 

23,592 	26,577 	10,124 	33,132 

CULTURAL SECTOR 138,099 	141,427 	145,469 	146,411 	 1,679 	1,339 	2,099 	2,286 

- figures may not add due to rounding - 

Rank 

% of Ail Industries 

4th 	4th 

8.1 	 7.9 

Oth 	tith 	 6th 

7.3 	7.9 	 7.1 

6th 	 6th 

7.0 	 6.9 

6th 

7.0 
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Table 2 

Exhibit 2 

COMPARATIVE SIZE OF THE CULTURAL SECTOR (cont'd) 

1977 to 1980 

a) Relative to Manufacturing Industry 
(cont'd) 

Neci 
(1) All Industry data from Manufacturing Industries of Canada, Statistic.s Canada 31-203. 

(2) Total Employees (excluding Working Owners and Partners). 

Source: Canada Council 
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I  

Table 3  
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Eihibit 2 

COMPARATIVE SleE OF THE  CULTURAL SECTOR 1(contld) '. 

1977 to 1930 

b) Estimated Size of the Cultural  Sector 
(1) 

Number 	 Revenue 
of 	 ($ millions current) 

Establishments 	 (2) 
1977 	1978 	1979 	1980 	 1977 	1978 	1979 	1980 

r 	 r 	 r 	 r 	 r 	 r 

300 	300 	300 	300 	 163 	163 	163 	168 

BROADCASTING (4) 	 1,012 	1.,077 	1,147 	1,135 	 1,322 	1,330 	1,822 	2,077 

Radio ec Televisiori Broadca.sting. 	 569.; 	396 	643 	661 	 924 ' 	1,085 	1,231 	1,373 
Cable TelevlsiOn 	 427 	463 	482 	305 	 233 ' 	273 	314 	352 
Manufacturers of Radio ét TV 	 16 	 13 	 22 	 19 	 166 	172 	253 	352 

MOTION PICTURES 	 1,783 	1,762 	1,768 	1,779 	 340 	620 	714 	825 

- Motion Picture Theatres 
ét Film Distributors 	 1,474 	1,464 	1,434 	1,423 	 446 	306 	575 	651 

Motion Picture Production (5) 	 314 	293 	314 	351 	 94 	 113 	140 	174 

PERFORMING ARTS 	 140 	149 	170 	187 	 66 	 80 	 39 	 102 

Dance • 	 20 	 20 	 19 	 24 	 10 	 12 	 12 	 15 
Mini< 	 32 	 31 	 39 	 36' 	 19 ' 	23 , 	26 	 23 
Opera' , 	 6. 	 6 	 6.. 	 6, 	 5, 	 7. 	 7 ' 	 3 
Theatre 	 82. 	92 	 106 	121 	 32- 	 37, 	 44 	 32 

• 
PUBLISHING - 	 13,057 ' 	IMO 	13;205 	13,)82'' , , 	 2340 _ 	2,641 	2,937 	3,433 

Ptiblishing only 	 473 	591 	66'9 	664 	 520 	663 	731 	873 
Publishing & Printing. 	 557 	,599 	6 3 5 	619 	 1,214 . 	1,316 	1,496 	1,740 
Cook ét Stationary Stores 	 405: 	438 	321 	341 	 124 	146 , 	182 	205 

. Campus Book Stores 	 21 0 	212 	207 	210 	 82. 
	

93 	 101 	 116 
Public Libraries, 	 2,465, 	2,698 	2,726.. 	2,901 	 205; 	228; 	249' 	290 
University-ét.College • 

Llbraries , (6) - 	 .255.. 	233 	246 	246, 	 163- 	168, 	202 	202 
Central School Libraries (7)' 	 3,692 . 	3,692 	3,201 	8,201 . 	 27 	 27 	 26 	 26 

RECORDING 	 116 	162 	139 	217 	. 	 226 	306 	360 	334 

z.tind Recording ée Musical 	 . 
Instrument Manufacturers (3) 	 35 	 44 	 32 	 56 	 191 	259 	303 	' 	270 

Record Bars 	 81 	 113 	137 	' 	161 	 34 	 47 	 57 	 64 

VISUAL ARTS 	 53 	 53 	 33 	 49 	 39 	 67 	 76 	 74 

Public Galleries 	 23 	 30 	 30 	 28 	 25 	 26 	 35 	 31 
Public Museums 	 13 	 13 	 13 	 10 	 31 	 33 	 39 	 40 

University Galleries 	 12 	 10 	 10 	 11 	 2 	 2 	 2 	 3 

TOTAL CULTURAL SECTOR. 	 16,464 	17,008 	16,832 	17,099 	 4,720 	5,411 	6,217 	7,033 

figuresmay not add due.to rounding - 

Notes 
, 	(I) Thii%table..hai beerVdrawn from a ,,variety Of  sources  .• EXhibit.1(c) identifies..these :data' sources. 	. 

Stirveys used 'are.proneio . changes from one.yearto>the'next, and certain data.may be-unavailable or:partial; 
• As such the table represents only a best estimate and readers are cautioned to 

consult the publications quoted before making specific comparisons. 
(2) In the case of some Industries receiving subsidies (Radio et Television Broadcasting, Performing Arts, 

University de College Libraries and Central School Libraries), expenditure rather than revenue figures are used. 
(3) Survey was cancelled with publication 01 1977  results. 1973, 1979 and 1980 figures are assumed to be the same as 1977. 

(4) Number of Establishments includes CBC which is not shown in Statistics Canada Publication. The number of CBC 
establishments is taken from the Annual Report of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation for the relevant year and 

excludes private affiliates, power relay, and rebroadcast 'transmitters. 
(3)1979 and 1980 figures include Production Services which were not surveyed in previous years. 

(6) Survey  ix  only conducted every second year e.g. academic years .1976-77 and •1973-79. 
Figures  (or. 1978 and 1980 are assumed .to be the ,same aS,those,for.1977 and 1979 respectively.. , 	. 

(7) Survey.is only c-onducted.every'sécond year  e.g. acadernicyeats 1976-77 and 1978-79. Figures.for - 1973  and 1980are assumed.' 
to be , the Same as those for 1977  and. 1980.  OnI9 library material expenditures are.shoWn and•the expenditure figures 

for  1977 and . 1973 are not, fully,comparable:with.thosedor, 1 979 and:.1930: 
(8) Revenue figures represent Net Value of Sales (distributor's net selling price) as shown in Statistics Canada Catalogue 47-004, Production and 

Sales of Phonograph Records and Pre-Recorded Tapes in Canada. Other data (Establishments,  Staff and Salaries Wages figures) aré from 47-203, 
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries, and refer to Sound Recording and Musical Instrument Manufacturers. 

The corresponding revenue figures from 47-203 (Value of Shipments of Goods of own Manufacture) 

are $ 99  million for 19 77 , $119 	 1973, $130 million for 1979 and $140 million for 1980. 

A 	 1 

INDUSTRY (I) 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising Agencies (3) 



S.slarles 
Staff 	 er 

(2) 	 Wages (3) 
($ millions current) 

1977 	• 1978 	1979 	1980 	 1977 	1973 	1979 	1930 
r 	 r 	 r 

. 
r 	 r 	 r 

INDUSTRY (I) 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising Agencies (4) 3,480 	3,480 	5,480 	5,480 	 39 	 39 	 39 	 39 

BROADCASTING (6) 	 33,979 	34,476 	36,273 	36,703 	 '591 	.. 634 	761 	797 
Radio et Television Broadcasting 	 25,631 	26,831 	27,675 	28,336 	 481 	350 	634 	665 
Cable Television 	 4,946 	5,293 	5,652 	5,480• 	 63 	 75 	 37 	 93 
Manufacturers of Radlo e(  TV 	 3,382 	2,332 	2,946 	2, 839 	 45 	 29 	 40 	 39 

41 

49 01 

09 	 •• 

Oa 4* 

41 

MOTION PICTURES 

Motion Picture Theatres 
ec Film Distributors 

Motion Picture Production (5) 

16,476 	16,014 	16,612 	16,397 

14,810 	14,192 	14,447 	1 4 ,590 
1,666 	1,822 	2,163 	2,007 	 22 	 27 	 32 	 35 	. 

PERFORMING ARTS 

Dance 
Music 
Opera 
Theatre 

44 	 52 	 33 	 67 

6 	 3 	 7 	 9 
15 	 18 	 20 	 22 
3 	 5 	 ti 	 4 

20 	 21 	 26 	 32 

69 • 	 74 	 79 	 36 

91 101 111 121 

PUBLISHING 	 77,060 	$0,269 	31,836 	82,382 	 331 	924 	1,036 	1,168 
Publishing only 	 9,313 	11,001 	10,123 	11,002 	 113 	147 	144 	 172 
Publishing ,er Printing 	• 	 33,026 	34,334 	36,330 	36,473 	 466 	503 	331 	636 
Book et Stationary Stores 	 .. 	 .. 	 .. 	 ,. 	 20 	 27 	 29 	 34 
Campus Book Stores 	 1,373 	1,434 	1,473 	1,494 	 12 	 13 	 14 	 16 
Public Libraries (6) 	 . 	9,637 	9,991 	10,456 	10,466 	 112 	126 	137 	133 
University er College 	 • 

Libraries (7) 	 8,646 	8,646 	3,653 	3,658 , 	 109 	109 	131 	 131 
.. Central School Libraries (3) 	 14,363 	14,363 	14,739 	14,739 	 .. 	 - 	 - 

RECORDING 	 2,301 	2,633 	2,713 	2,397 	 32 	 39 	 43 	 43 

Sound Recording & Musical 
Instrument Manufacturer , 	 2,501 	2,633 	2,713 	2,397 	 23 	 34 	 35 	 34 

Record Bars 	 .. .. 	 .. 	 - 	 4 	 6 • 	 3 	 g 

ea 
VISUAL ARTS 2,603 	2,535 	2,535 	2,420 

Public Galleries 	 1,023 	1,095 	1,095 	1,051 
Public Museums 	 1,460 	1,360 	1,360 	1,235 
University Galleries 	 120 	 80 	 80 	 134 

TOTAL CULTURAL SECTOR 133,099 	141,427 	145,469 	145,431 

- figures may not add due to rounding - 

1,679 	1,359 2,099 	2,236 

11 	 41 
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Table 4  

Exhibit 2 

COMPARATIVE SIZE OF THE CULTURAL SECTOR (coned) 

1977 to 1930 

b) Estimated Size of the Cultural Sector 
(coned) 

(1) 

Notes 
(I) This table has been drawn from a variety of sources. Exhibit 1(c) identifies these data sources. 

Surveys used are prone to changes (rom one year to the next, and certain data may be unavailable or partial. 
As such the table represents only a best estimate and readers are cautioned to 

consult the publications quoted before making specific comparisons. 
(2) Staff generally includes full and part time employees, but excludes working owners and partners, etc. 

(3) Wages ec Salaries generally represents total wages, salaries and benefits for Full and Part Time Staff where available. 
(4) Survey was cancelled with publication of 1977 results. 1978,  1979 figures are assumed to be the same as 1977 and 1930. 

(3)1979 figures include Production Services which were not surveyed in previous years• 
(6) Staff figures are expressed in full-time equivalents and exclude Quebec part-time positions. 

(7) Survey i3 only conducted every second year e.g. academic years 1976-77 and 1978-79. 
Figures /or 1973 are assumed to be the same as those for 1977. Staff figures are expressed in 

full-time equivalents and exclude Quebec part-time employees. 
(3) Survey is only conducted every second year e.g. academic years 1976-77 and 1978-79. Figures for 1973 are assumed 

to be the same as those for 1977. Only library material expenditures are shown and the expenditure figures 
for 1977 and 1973 are not fully comparable with those for 1979. 

Source: Canada Council 



SIC 
(1) 

SUR5Ey' NAME . SOURCE': CAT. NO. 
(2 )  

INDUSTRY 

845 . 
845-
845 

 843 . 

288 -- 
 289 

334) 
69 t 
807 

63-207 
63-206 

••• 
••• 

••• 

86-203 
36-203 
6 3-2 10 

 63-219 
87-651 

87-652 
87-630 

•• 
••• 

807. 
807: 
807 11•• 

VISUAL ARTS (3) 

PthljCDallezies -
Public Museums' 
University  Galleries 

C.BCA.0 
C.B:A;C' 
C.B.À.0 

VisualArts Survey 
Visual Arts Survey 
Visual Arts Survey 
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Exhibit 2 

COMPARATIVE SIZE  OF  THE CULTURAL SECTOR (coned) 

1977 to 1979 

c) Data Sources 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising ,  Agencies, - 

BROADCASTING 

Radio & Television Broadcasting 
Cable Television 
Manufacturers of Radio & TV 

MOTION PICTURES 

Motion Picture Theatres 
& Film Distributors 

Motion Picture Production 

, 
PERFORMING ARTS 

Dànce 
Music 
Opera 
Theatre 

PUBLISHING 

Publishing;  only 
Publishing .,et". Printing, , 

éc. Stationary Stores,' - 
Campus' Beek-Stores' '- 
Public 'Libraries 
University & College 

Libraries 
Central School Libraries 

RECORDING 

Sound Recording & Musical 
Instrument Manufacturers 

Record Bars 

Statis  tics  Canada 

543 	 Statistics Canada 
343 	 Statistics Canada 
334 	 Statistics Canada 

341 	 Statistics Canada 
842 	 Statistics Canada 

Canada CCUncil. 
Canada Council 
Canada-Courkil 
Canada,Council 

Statistics Canada 
Statistics Canada 
Statistics Canada, 
Statistici Canada 
StatistiCS Canada  

307 	 Statistics Canada 
807 	 Statistics Canada 

399 	 Statistics Canada 
334 	 Statistics Canada  

AdvertiiingAgenciés.' 

Radio and Television Broadcasting 
Cable Television 

Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries 

Motion Picture Theatre and Film Distributors 
Motion Picture Production 

PerforiningArts ,Databasev, 
P.erforming Arts - Database,  
Pérforming Arts,  Databaie 
PerforMing Arts: Da tabaSe 

.Printing„Kiblishing & Allied,IndustrieS 
Printing -, PUblishing & Allied Industries.  

Retail Chain;Stores 
Campus Beek Stores 

Public Libijaries In Canada 

University and College Libraries In Canada 
Centralized School Libraries In Canada 

862.- 63-201 

56-204 
56-205 
43-205 

Prod. & Sales of Phonograph Records and Prerecorded 47.004 • 
Tapes In Canada Misc. Manufacturing Industries 	47-203 

Retail Chain Stores 	 63-210 

Notes 

(1) Refers to Standard Industrial Classi ( ication, Statistics Canada Cat. 12-501. 
(2) Refers to Statistics Canada Catalogue Number. 

(3) C.B.A.C. refers to Council for Business and the Arts in Canada. 

Source: Carfâdaf'Council 
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Admission Revenue 
from  Members or 
Season Subscribers 

1 

Endowing. , 
Fostering 
by Corporations. 
Foundations and 
Governments • . 

"!Fair Share" . 

Contributions from 
Members or Season 
Subscribers 

q2 

Quantity 

	

Admission 	•. 

Revenue from - 

	

• Individual 	: 

Purchases • 

Price 
Per 
Unit 
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Table 6 

Figure 2: Division of Cost Responsibilities 

Source: Perloff, op. cit. (see notes) 
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Table 11: Using the Model to Set Goals—A Theater Example 

Area Source of Revenue Reason 
Goal at 90% 

(000's) 
Goal at 99% 

(000's) 

Foundations 
Corporations 
Governments 

Fosteringi, endowing and -. 
preserving the:arts 

min- 	$180 	min 	$162 

1 Fair„shàre(contributions 

Subscription to five plays 

Fair share contributions 

Admission 

Fee-for-public-service' 

840 	 756 

840 	 924 

max 	180 	max 	162 

360 	 396 

min 	180 	min 	162 

Approximate gross revenue 

Sin-plus (deficit)  of revenue 
over total operating expenses 

$2,562 I 

162 

$2,580 

180 

.075 .068 

Table 7 

S'eason;''subSeribèrs`- 
arid ;wealthy ',individuals 

3 	Season subscribers 

4 	Individual ticket purchasers 

5 	Individual ticket purchasers 

6 	City, county,. states and 
federal,governments 

UnÉnet: dématid" 	 0 	I 

Surplus (deficit) as a proportion 
of total operating expenses 

Source: Perloff, op. cit. (see notes) 
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Looking at the question from the point of view of the public interest, or 

economics for the arts, the British cultural economist Mark Blaug has written: 

"So diverse and complex is the flow of funds to the arts in any modern economy 

that evaluation of public expenditure on the arts is hardly possible without a 

preliminary attempt to draw up a set of cultural accounts." 9  In the collec-

tion of readings edited by Blaug, two economists write about "the application of 

cost-effectiveness analysis to public expenditure on the arts". 10  Basic to 

their work is "a set of 'cultural accounts' which identifies the nature and 

magnitude of the flow of funds from the 'sources' of government finance for the 

arts to the use made of these funds classified according to the type of artistic 

'production', according to the type of decision-maker (central government, local 

government, private sector) and according to the factor inputs employed by the 

'producers'." An illustration of their method is given in Table 8 (Table 1 in 

the original), where the example chosen is that of a British symphony orchestra. 

In Canadian public policy, it would appear that attempts to see the cultural 

accounts whole, to see each sub-sectoral set of accounts in relation to the 

others in proper proportion, and to see the sector and sub-sectoral accounts in 

correct relation to the rest of the economy, have fallen before the interests-of 

the special pleaders. The special pleaders for Culture with a capital C have, 

as indicated in Chapter I, spurned economics as basically anti-cultural, rather 

than accepting it as "the second essential". The special pleaders for 

particular sectors -- dance or TV drama, graphic arts or theatrical film, for 

example, -- have been interested in building support for their own specialities, 

and the Arts and Culture Sector has catered to them with a series of 

sub-sectoral studies. Valuable in themselves, these studies do not add up to a 

general account of the cultural economy, though they would be useful sources if 

such an aggregation were attempted. 

"There is resistance in the cultural field to anything economic, and that 

also applies to the bureaucrats dealing with culture," said an interviewee in 

the Arts and Culture Sector of DOC who is familiar with strategic planning. "We 

have never done a socio-economic impact study of culture. StatsCan has an 

input-output simulation model -- I'm not sure how accurate it is -- and we 

should be doing a good hard economic analysis of the impact of culture." 



Suppliers 

Licence 

fees 

Rates 

purchases 

Other 
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Table, 8  
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Table I. Sources and Uses of Orchestral Finance 

Taxes 

User 

Alloca tors 	 Spenders 	 Users Purchases 

Transfere. 

Grants 

Broadcast 

income 

Central 

government. 

Govérnmént 

agencies- 
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BBC 

Grants 

Factor 

O 

H 

Local 

government 

Transfers  
- 	I  Local 

government 

• Grants 

Gifts 

Private - 

foundations 

Transfers 

Grants  

Privatë. 

fàundations 

G ran ts„ 

Grants" 	1  

Grants 
Arts„ 

associations 

purchases 

Direct subsidies ife.g., travel vouchers) 

Transfers 
1-louseholds 

Transfers  
r 	I  Households 

Box-office 

income 

Source. 	Blaug - , op -. cit. (seE notes) 
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Commenting on policy papers which stress the need for more support for 

cultural activities from the private sector, he said, "It's easy for bureaucrats 

to say we must get more from the private sector, but unless you have analyzed 

where and how, you're copping out. No one wants to look at hard figures, 

there's a tremendous mental block." 

At Statistics Canada, an interviewee connected with the compilation of 

cultural statistics said, "Our mandate is to pull out numbers in individual 

sectors, but we don't have the resources to put them'together. There is an 

absence of synthesis. Not only are we not making the synthesis but we are not 

aware of what other people (in government, even in Statistics Canada) are 

doing." 

The National Arts Centre, in its submission to the Applebaum-Hébert 

Committee, said that in order to keep down its administrative expenses "the 

resources 	which it has devoted to the development and maintenance of an 

elaborate system of post facto information recording, retrieval and analysis, 

have been minimal". That is, the NAC has been too busy filling the house with 

good shows to worry about economics in the arts. 

The fragility of cultural accounting tends to undermine the Department of 

Communications' frequent assertions of an economic rationale for cultural 

policies and programs. Submissions from the department and the cultural 

agencies often get a rough ride at the Ministny of State for Social Development 

(or, when they are referred there, the Ministry of State for Economic and 

Regional Development), or the Finance Department, Treasury Board, Comptroller 

General's office, or Auditor-General's department. 

This is not to say that the coordinating and controlling agencies of 

government have developed appropriate criteria for judging cultural policies and 

programs, taking into account  the  special nature of cultural economics. On the 

contrary. But the DOC does not have the economic knowledge or competence in the 

cultural area to make a strong case. 
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The  scope„,and , jrowth of..the,cUlture. seotor 

The Department of Communications makes the general assertion in its policy 

papers that the information and communications sector of the economy accounts 

for a growing proportion of GNP, is indeed the fastest growing sector in "the 

information society". Cultural activities are seen as constituting a similarly 

expansive field within the general sector, labor intensive, taking up slack as 

workers are displaced from more technological occupations, gaining in popularity 

with the increase in both incomes and leisure. 

There are economic studies to back up the thesis of the information- 	. 

communications industry as a growing contributor of wealth and employment. One 

can point also to studies showing a considerable increase in cultural activity 

in both "the dreative and the communicating arts", to borrow Northrop Frye's 

classification. 11  Still, the assertions have to be approached with caution, 

advocaCy 	tb_be.distinefshed frbefact. 

"1 would:lOok»very , caréfully at.tbe ,,çalculations,sayingweare-becoming-ap . , 
, 	 , 

ibformation - odiety . ;" said Christopner. 	 IndUstrial economist,  in an 

interview at.  Carleton University. "I. think thgy are right but I - thire the 

oVerstate the case 	They are tied up with.  the  idea:that we are becoming . a 

service.economy, but it is partly a matter of how peopTe are counted. Activi-

ties that previously were in manufacturing or resource industries have now 

become separate and are counted as part of the information industry -- 	. 
accounting, legal, and public relations services and so on, which are now being 

more contracted out. Part of the growth of the service sector is illusory. 

Software and data processing-are now distinct areas', but they  are thinp wà.were 

already dging.under other cla:ssifications;- -thatyisthey - areasubstitutton, 

Some' thihgsare really new; -  Others just a nele- ve 	doing.thi - hgs ..'" • 

Similarly, Maule thinks culture is "probably expanding as an area", but 

again the accounting is inadequate to give precision to the impession. A number 

of our interviewees reflected the view that if one added all the sectoral 

economic studies, and all the leisure studies, together, one would have people 

producing four times the actual GNP and living 96-hour days. 
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"You have to be careful of the economic growth - sector argument in the sense 

of piggybacking on somebody else's dynamic; it falsifies what you're about," 

said an interv'iewee connected with the National Museums Corporation. 

"The statistics used for cultural industries are usually in large part 

stolen from other sectors -- education, transport, communications, construction, 

and so on," said an interviewee who has been concerned with general cultural 

policy in the Arts and Culture sector of DOC. 

In some fields of culture, economists have provided a picture of a fairly 

constant economic envelope over time. One of the fathers of "cultural 

economics", William J. Baumol, writing with Hilda Baumol in the Journal of 

Cultural Economics, says "the evidence indicates that there has been no increase 

in the share of the outlays of consumers going to the arts" . 12  Discussing 

attendance at live performances in the U.S. thea -Ére from 1946 to 1978, they 

write: 

While total expenditure in nominal dollars has increased more 
than ten-fold since 1929, in real terms it has just (a bit 
more than) doubled. More important, per capita real 
expenditure has risen only 12 per cent in half a century, and 
as a percentage of disposable personal income it has actually 
fallen 40 per cent. 

A similar picture for the communicating arts in the United States ts 

reported by Benjamin M. Compaine in Who Owns the Media?: 13  

Since 1933, the amount of money that consumers have spent on 
media, in the form of purchases of newspapers, magazines, 
books; television and radio set purchases and repairs; and on 
movie admissions, has remained level as a percentage of 
personal consumption expenditures. But the composition of 
those expenditures has shifted along with the introduction of 
new media. ( 	) 
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Althougt, audi 	meOta , , accompt, for, a-stmil ar percentagé- 
of-éxpenditures  in  '19.75as i n1929'; the bveral 1 trend si nce 
1945 has  been upward. Witbin thi s catégory, however, a 
drastic switch has take n . pl ace, as relative  expenditu res for 
movie  admissions have dropped dramati cal ly in concert with 
the sizeable increases on television and radio  recei vers. 

But, perhaps :other sources :of revenue for the Ameri can> cul tural  industries. 

 have made an ever greater proporti onal  contribution?  Nôt so : 

Except for book publ i shers and theatrical film  makers , 
advertisers provi de for al 1 or most of the fi nanci al support 
for mass media  busi nesses 	As with consumer expenditures , 
adverti si ng outl ays have tended to remain at a constant 
proportion of the Gross National Product , stayi ng near 2.00% 
of total goods and Servi des. However, as seen  in Table  8.2, 
the broad.cast  media,  have aCcounted for an increasi ng share 
as  f test radto> and  thén tel eV i stôt dreW. à conStde ra WI'S/ 	' 
gr. eatér: sybaré, from  the  eder prtht Medta:. , 	, 

The. tWo  tables on which. Compal ne bases his remarks are reproduced here as 

Tatl e 	(8:1", tn -the. ori ginal and, Tabl 	 thé. ortgi 

In order to have a real i stic pi cture of the scope and growth of the cul tural 

sector in  Canada, and of its components and its dynamics , a far more ri gorous 

system of accounti ng and analysis wi 1 1 be needed than we have at present. At 

the outset , there wi 1 1 have to be agreement on what is to be measured. 

feJyi eàrs- ago>, :for: exepOlEi,  the, Pol  fty sédtor of lopc; cont r:açt 	f ôr a 

Tovircr a J3,03 i 	framework. /  for the Economi ç . Deyel oomen of the. Commqn ça  - 

tionsR-nformattom SectO.0  But'  what kitd of a:  se.dtor. 	that? ,  Its 

defl nttilori', We_ are. tO1 d, was, made' "del ibératély narroe in> ordér' to" concentraté 

on "the heartl and of the sector", and thus ,  we fi nd that whi 1 e the communi cati ng 

arts (the  "cultural industries"   under DOC termi nol ogy ) were i ncl uded, the 
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Table 9  

Table 8.1 Percentage of Consumer Spending on Print and Audio-Visual Media, Selected Years, 1929-1976 

	

Media Expend. Newspapers, 	Books 	 Radio, TV 	Radio & 	 Total 

as % of Per. 	Magazines, 	& 	Total 	Recv'rs, Records, 	TV 	Movie 	AV 

	

Consump. Exp.  Sheet Music 	Maps 	Print 	Instruments 	Repairs 	Admis. 	Media a  

1929 	3.37% 	20.65% 	11.86% 	32.51% 	38.85% 	1.00% 	27.64% 	67.49% 

1933 	2.76 	33.20 	12.04 	45.24 	15.45 	1.11 	38.19 	54.75 

1940 	2.94 	28.26 	11.23 	39.43 	23.70 	1.53 	35.27 	60.50 

1945 	2.82 	28.66 	15.44 	44.10 	10.22 	2.61 	43.07 	55.90 

1950 	3.25 	23.92 	10.78 	34.70 	38.74 	4.53 	22.02 	65.29 

1955 	2.94 	25.10 	11.64 	36.74 	38.53 	6.97 	17.81 	63.31 

1960 	2.67 	25.32 	15.06 	40.38 	39.39 	9.25 	10.98 	59.62 

1965 	3.00 	22.23 	15.98 	38.21 	46.61 	8.00 	7.19 	61.80 

1970 	2.97 	22.33 	18.75 	41.08 	45.38 	7.20 	6.33 	58.91 

1974 	3.04 	26.01 	11.20 	37.21 	48.99 	4.58 	9.21 	62.78 

1975 	3.00 	25.49 	11.54 	37.03 	49.53 	4.80 	8.62 	62.95 

1976 	2.94 	25.12 	11.15 	36.27 	49.88 	4.58 	9.27 	63.73 

a. Total may not add to 100.00% due to rounding. 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. 

Table 10 

Table 8.2 Share of Advertising in Major Print and Broadœst Media, 
Selected Years, 1935-1978 

Advertising 	Percent 	Percent 	 Percent 
Expenditures 	of GNP 	Broadcasting 	Newspaper & Magazines 

1935 	$1,690 	2.34% 	6.7% 	 53.1% 

1940 	2,088 	2.09 	10.3 	 48.5 

1945 	2,875 	1.36 	14.7 	 44.7 

1950 	5,710 	2.00 	13.6 	 45.4 

1955 	9,194 	2.30 	17.1 	 37.9 

1960 	11,932 	2.36 	19.1 	 38.9 

1965 	15,250 	2.22 	22.5 	 36.6 

1970 	19,550 	2.00 	25.1 	 35.8 

1975 	28,230 	1.86 	26.6 	 35.1 

1976 	33,720 	1.99 	26.8 	 34.7 

1977 	38,120 	2.02 	26.9 	 34.9 

1978a 	43,740 	2.08 	27.0 	 34.9 

a. Preliminary. • 

Sources: 1935-1960 - Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times 

to 1970, Series T444-471. 

1965-1978 - Advertising Age, as prepared by McCann-Erickson, Inc., New 

York, for adve rt ising; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis for GNP. 

Source: Compaine, op. cit. (see notes) 
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creative and heritage arts were, left out., Considertng,the "infbrmative" and 

"communicative" aspects of the latter, an interviewee in the Arts and Culture 

sector of the department questioned the relevance of this tybe of sectoring. 

There is, of course, a basic conflict over any kind  of classification. Man 

the individual rebels against man the social animal, with his need for organiza-

tion;.adffiinistration,, and categorization.  The free  spirit loathe'S'harness. But 

we' are speaking-of the limited uses of classiftcation in a system  of  government 

that - reCbghizes or should;_thàtthelimits-orn'its; --power - arethemost. important-

thing - about,it._ 

A basis for cultural accounting  

One approach to national cultural accounts is the 1980 recommendation of the 

General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization concerning,"the.interflatioual standardizatton of statisttcs on the 

pubTic, finanding of cultural activities." 15  While the recommendation 

cOncerns,the: cl'as.sificatton-of:.governmental expenetures ,,Ht  relates  thesefto -

the-brudér qiieStIo -n, ofge'nenl frainework fàr cilltüre:SteiStics• -- that is, 

public expenditure is related- to cultural activity in the general 'economy -- and 

proyideS ,  tbe - analyst: wtth the'usefill-tooT of'ibternatione compareility.. 

For the purposes of the UNESCO recommendation, the cultural field is defined 

as comprising the following categories: 

Category 0—Cultural heritage 

This.- category includes activities:.almed at_preserving.and 
develôpi:ngthe culturaq héritage land cultural structures-by -
such means,  as , the. -, 	ofigunuménts  and. the 

 dépositinc011ecting - and-communicatiorrof-the treasuresof 
the; past:: 

	

0.0 	Historical monuments and sites 

	

0.1 	Archives • 

	

0.2 	Museums 

	

0.3 	Archaeological excavations 

	

0.4 	Other forms of the cultural heritage enjoying official 
protection'. 

	

0,5 	Research and training..outside,the:formal education, system 
Such.-activities',necesary - for'tbépresery.ation-and' 
registrattonof_the_cultural_heritageascannot_be,_ 
included in the other categories 
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Category 1--Printed matter and literature 

This category includes activities aimed at creating, producing 
or disseminating literary works in printed form, i.e. books, 
periodicals, newspapers, etc. and also the setting up and 
operation of libraries,: 

	

1.0 	Literary creation 

	

1.1 	Book publishing 

	

1.2 	Periodical and newspaper publishing 

	

1.3 	Distribution and marketing of books, periodicals and 
newspapers 

	

1.4 	Libraries 

	

1.5 	Research and training outside the formal education system 

	

1.6 	Subsidiary activities necessary for literary production 
and printing 

Category 2--Music 

This category includes activities aimed at creating, producing 
or disseminating musical works in the form of scores, 
recordings or concerts: 

	

2.0 	Musical creation 

	

2.1 	Musical performances (instrumental or vocal concerts) 

	

2.2 	Publication of printed music 

	

2.3 	Lyric performances (including operas, operettas, etc.) 

	

2.4 	Publication of recorded music (discs, magnetic tapes, 
cassettes, etc.) 

	

2.5 	Distribution and marketing of printed and recorded music 

	

2.6 	Production and marketing of musical instruments 

	

2.7 	Production and marketing of equipment for the reproduc- 
tion and recording of music (record-players, 
tape-recorders, etc.) 

	

2.8 	Training outside the formal education system 

	

2.9 	Subsidiary activities necessary for the . creation and 
production of music and of equipment 

Category 3--Performing arts 

This category includes activities aimed at creating, producing 
or disseminating works of visual art in the form of paintings, 
sculptures, ornaments or craft objects: • 

	

3.0 	Creation of works for the performing arts 

	

3.1 	Dramatic performances 

	

3.2 	Choreographic performances 

	

3.3 	Other performing arts (circus, music hall, cabarets, 
variety shows) 

	

3.4 	Training outside the formal education system 

	

3.5 	Subsidiary activities necessary for the performing arts 
(hiring of halls, middleman services, production and 
marketing of equipment) 
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Category,47.Vismal_arts.„. 

This category includes activities aimed at creating, producing 
or disseminating works of visual art in the form of paintings, 
sculptures, ornaments or craft objects: 

4.0 	Creation of works of visual art 
4.1 	Publishing  and production of works of visual art 
4.2 	Exhibition of.works of visual art 
4.3. 	Dissemination and marketing of visual.art 
4.4 	Training outside the formal education system 
4.5 	Subsidiary activities necessary.for the visual arts 

(production. and.manketing:ofmatérials_and - equipment 
needed•fdr the . creation , and publiShing: of' works of 
visual art), 

Category 5--Cinema and photography 

This category includes activities aimed at creating, producing 
or disseminating cinematographic or photographic works: 

5.0 	Cinematographic creation (production of ciàema films) 
5.1 	Film distribution. 
5.2. 	Film shows 

Photography _ 
5.4- 	Training.outsidethe , forma1 2 -educatidn-syst.effi- 
5'.& Sestdiary-activitts necessary for  thèfcinema  and 

 photography,  (Productionandmarkétingefilins., sCréens , ;. 
cinematographl -C and:photbgraphic cameras., sound 
equiPment, projeCtors,buildin -gs:and.preeses . ,  p .s'ed .„fOr' 
project-U(2ft). 

Category 6--Radio and television 

This category includes activities aimed at creating,  • producing 
or disseminating works for radio or television: 

	

6.0 	Radio 

	

6.1 	Television 
6.2 ,  Trailing outside the formal education-system 

	

6.3 	Activ.ities necessany for , broadcasting and television 
(producMon and marketing of transmitters, receivers and 
networks) 

Catégory-7.-Sdcidi-cultWal. activitie 

This category includes activities aimed at enabling people to 
express themselves individually or collectively in all aspects 
of their everyday life: 

7.0 	Socio-cultural initiative, community cultural centres and 
promotion of amateur activities 

7.1 , 	Civivand professional, associations  
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7.2 	Other socio-cultural activities (ceremonies, social 
functions connected with religious, moral, ethical or 
philosophical beliefs) 

	

7.3 	Training outside the formal education system 

	

7.4 	Other activities necessary for socio-cultural activities 

Category 8--Sports and games 

This category includes the production of sports equipment, the 
construction and maintenance of playing fields and other 
amenities (sports grounds, swimming pools, gymnasiums, etc.), 
and also related activities and activities connected with the 
organization of sports and games: 

	

8.0 	Sporting activities and sports associations (the playing 
and organization of games, matches, etc.) 

	

8.1 	Production of sports equipment, construction and main- 
tenance of playing fields and other amenities 

	

8.2 	Training outside the formal education system 

Category 9--Nature and the environment 

This category includes activities aimed at providing and 
maintaining installations and services connected with nature 
and the environment, and with the quality of life: 

	

9.0 	Recreational activities connected with nature (national 

	

, 	parks, nature reserves, public beaches, forest walks, 
etc.) 

	

9.1 	Activities connected with the quality of the urban 
setting (city parks, trees, recreation areas for 
children, etc.) 

Category 10--General administration of culture and non-apportionable 
activities 

This category includes activities aimed at providing mainte-
nance, equipment and administrative services, as well as 
multi-purpose cultural activities which cannot be placed, as 
a whole, under one of the preceding categories: 

10.0 General public administration of culture 
10.1 Provision and maintenance of multi-purpose cultural 

equipment covering several categories under the functional 
classification (such as multi-purpose halls serving as 
concert halls, cinema or conference rooms) 

10.2 Other activities, which cannot be broken down by the 
preceding categories. 
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Fôr-purptses, of measuremehfrelated to.gbVerhmental-pdlIctes:.andlirdgrams. 

some arbitrary decisions  have to be made as,to what is and is not culture. Thus 

the UNESCO classification excludes formal education and science,  which are 

considered under other headings. In Canada, since the Massey Commission, the 

distinction  has been made between the school system or "formal education", under 

exclusive  provincia l .  jurisdiction, and "post,-secondary" education and cultural 

activitie s -. related to educatidn,, in  which  the  federal goyernment shares 

jurisdictidn: Both'Québec•and- Alberta. have  obj.ected to. this, sharing -, with 

Québec.  ofté , assértingexclus4Ve,jurisdictton in,."culture", : butHn'-pradtice. 

federal cultural polictes' andprbgramshave extended to-all provinces , thrOugh 

various means: 

Stnce April 1980, the Arts and Culture sector of DOC has used the full scope 

of the UNESCO definition in compiling total federal expenditure figures on 

culture. The definition encompaSses all the cultural agencies . under the aegis 

of the Minister of Communications,,most.of the activities ,  of the . Secretary of 

State's department (many of thewin• UNESCO tatégory 7, socio- cultural ,.the 

CRTC,,. fitness, .and ,  amateur sport,  ancLail of . Parks.CanadaadtiVities,- , 

Treasury: Board, defining the "Culture and Recréation Function", includes 

mbSt•oftbe-activittes-of'definitton-li but it exclUdes. the-Sociar Sctences. afgr 

Humanities.késearch Council, the Canadian Film Development CorpbratiOn - ,  and part  

of the Public Archives.  

The Applebaum-Hébert Committee began with yet a third definition, narrower 

still, excluding the Citizenship activities of the Secretary of State's 

départmentitness  and amateur sport ;  and; the  activities of Parks Canada other 

than,h'i -s_tdric sites : and'histbriC,parks;, 

- 	If-the-Department of Communications:„ through . its-Arts - and-Culturesector, is 

to. play effectively the . -role  of principal  agency  of  governMént responsible for 

cultural activities, it  will  have to consider them in relation to the full 

breadth of the cultural economy, even though other departments may have 

responsibility for sport, national parks, and so on. The social goals of 	• 
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government cultural policy are not necessarity better served by programs for 

which DOC and the Cultural Agencies have responsibility than by other programs. 

As Northrop Frye has remarked, someone eating peanuts at a baseball game may be 

part of a better educated and more culturally active audience than someone 

eating canapés at the opening of a sculpture exhibition. 16  

Chartrand of the Canada Council has noted the inadequacies of the rather 

primitive sets of cultural accounts that now exist in Canada. The creative arts 

are under-represented. It would also appear that the measure of the contribu-

tion of architecture, design and the decorative arts is inadequate. Amateur 

involvement in cultural activities, which federal spokesmen are inclined to 

relegate to provincial or municipal responsibility (see the hearings of the 

Commons committee on communications and culture), seems to be almost unmeasured. 

"We touch on it very little," said an interviewee at Statistic Canada. "It is 

almost part of the underground economy." 

Just because some activity is measured as "culture" in the economy does not 

mean, of course, that government must aid it. One interviewee noted that Québec 

regarded cabaret as worthy of aid, while Ottawa regarded it as "only a stepping 

stone" and unworthy. But the dancing girls, whether brought on or not, govern-

mentally speaking, must indubitably be regarded as culture (UNESCO 

Category 3.3--Other performing arts). 

Cultural accounting and the cultural communities  

In speaking of the cultural communities in relation to the economic accounts, we 

are speaking mainly of the English and French markets rather than of particular 

aggregations of accounts that may be appropriate for looking at regional or 

multicultural activities, or the distinctive cultural communities of the 

original peoples. Both the English and French communities, with their regional, 

multicultural, and aboriginal cultural aspects, aspire to a full range of 

cultural activities. There are limitations on the extent to which they can 

share the same products and services, ranging from a strong degree of sharing in 

music, sport, and dance, to a lower degree in the verbal arts. 
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"Even when you take,what 	yo0,will- find-differenceS:betweWthe 

French and English  markets, and the penetration of one market by thé products of 

the other will not happen automatically," an executive in the field of Cultural 

policy said in an interview. "The orchestra, the musician, the dance company or 

whatever will have a different exposure in each market, a different problem of 

becoming known in the market." 

His comment reflects the fadt, discovered tà itS profit 'by private  enter- 

prise a-geheratjoh'ae,', thatdiffereht7 . typés: of'adYertisingarerequired to sell 

• thesame products-in frendh:and-Englis -hCaliada, 

Sub-sectoral studies done for the Arts and Culture sector have shown 

increasing attention to French-English cultural differences, though most of our 

French-speaking interviewees and some of our English-speaking ones felt this had 

not gone far enough. Certainly the Kent Commission  found striking differences 

between-the French•an“riglish newspaper markets. 17  For example, the 

French-speaking  population  is about a - quarter: of the Canadian population but' 

accountsfôr - lessthana,fifthof - Canadian newspaper circulation._ Similarly, 

bOok ,  cdhsLimptioapPéars-to be-loWerin French.Canadza while television 

consumption is proportionally. higher. The full picture  of distinct —taStes and 

pref'èrence-winpe...show'up in the c:ultmral'adcotints of - ftinds-floW, eplOymept - , 

audience  and-so oh, nor can they disclose whether' a differential between the 

English and French markets is due to taste and preference or to -supply factors. 

But the elaboration of the cultural  accounts to give part of the picture of each 

market is essential in designing cultural economic policies and programs that do 

not impose criteria suitable for only one of the communites on the other, or 

neglect criteria important in , bre community because they are'not'iMportant  in 

 thé:other, 

Andther interviewee said the-:Industry,- Tradetand Commerce Department,"never 

diStiquished between English and French (in the sound recording industry), 

which are different products in different sales networks', the distinction was 

not made until the-most recent study for the Arts and Culture Sector." 
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Conclusions 

The present measurements of economic activity in the cultural sector in Canada 

are inadequate to the needs of policy-makers. 

Studies of the whole sector have been based on rather different views of 

what should be'included, what not. Experts have reservations about the accuracy 

of some of the available statistics, and are concerned that some needed 

statistics are not available at all. 	In any case, the relevant personnel in 

government have not been organized to conduct the disaggregation, examination, 

and re-aggregation in a cultural framework of the figures that are available. 

A great deal of effort has been put into sub-sectoral studies of particular 

cultural constituencies, considered as "clients" of public policy. But the sum 

of them does not add up to a general and accurate picture of the cultural 

economy. 

That is, the failure to go the extra mile -- to analyze and synthesize 

available data -- and produce a more reliable and useful picture of the cultural 

economy has been a waste of available resources. 

One consequence of the inadequacy of cultural accounting has been 

insufficient grounding for assertions made by the Department of Communications 

as to the growth, and growth possibilities, of the cultural sector. 

Work already done by the Canada Council on the cultural accounts, seen in 

relation to the general framework of cultural accounting recommended by UNESCO, 

indicate the direction in which further work needs to go. The Minister of 

Communications, as the principal minister responsible for cultural policies and 

programs, should expect to receive this type of intelligence from the Arts and 

Culture Sector, which has the primary function of assisting the Minister in his 

advisory, coordinating, and informational roles. 
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. In etaborating thenational_culturà1 accciunts - iand;•sei,-seCtorat:at:coùnt: 

care has to be taken that the English 7speaking and . French-speaking communities, 

•each of which aspires to a full range of cultural expression, are given 

appropriate individual attention. If the bicultural nature of the country is 

not taken fully into account in the department responsible for culture and 

communications policy, it will be out of luck . everywhere. 

Oùr discussion ,  of the,utility of ailtural'accounting will extend into the 

neXt chapter, whichAWswithsome.. -of'the:linksbétween .cultOral écOheics and• 

' 
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III, VOTERS' PRgFERENCE  

The demand for cultural opportunities  

Economics tells us consumers vote their preferences with their dollars. 

Political economy tells us they also vote their preferences with their ballots. 

John Meisel, an economics student turned political scientist, chairman of 

the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission, no doubt by 

design chose an audience in the United States, the world's leading emporium of 

the private sector, to press home the message of the Canadian political 

economy.' 

"Given the manipulations of advertisers and the rigidities of the mass-

production imperative," he said, "I am not convinced that the revealed 

preferences of individuals as consumers are any more deeply rooted than the 

revealed preferences of individuals as voters. On the contrary, it is  I  think 

irrefutable that market transactions reveal not the absolute preferences of 

individuals but the choices they make among a restricted range of possibilities, 

itself defined by a limited and arbitrarily selected number of players." 

One economics text widely used in Canadian universities puts it this way: 

"Even if the price system allocated goods and services with complete efficiency, 

this would not assure market success if members of society have other goals that 

they wish to serve by allocation of resources." 2  

These "other goals" represent the opportunity cost -- Samuelson's "sacrifice 

of doing something else" 3  -- that the private sector cannot or will not pay 

under its assessment of the conditions of the market place. For one reason 'or 

another consumers cannot vote all of their performances with their dollars. 
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Mei-sel,told. his audience.at,theTelecommunicattonqlicy_:ReSearch , 

 Conference that "what we must talk about when we are discussing the role of 

market forces versus the role of government intervention, is values". This 

brings us back to the quotation from Lord Robbins in Chapter I, the question of 

"ultimate values" and the economic "implications as regards proportions". 

Yeat by,year the, fédetal government is in thé business of determining  voter  

demand for cultural  opportunities, subtradting - what- the private seCtor provides, 

COncillatlggYthe remainder - with-all other'soctal- demands.and sociéty's,ability-

topay for them; ancrarriving ata-  cost:it déemsCanàdians are ,  willingi.tà pay: 

collectiVely for cultural opportunities, bearing in mind that other orders of 

government are also meeting part of the cost. 

But determining, and . helping to satisfy, voters' preference for cultural 

products, many of which are bound-to cater to minority tastes, is a highly 

contentious business., The Applebatim-Hébert CdmMitteei s discussion' ofthe 

argument for: providing "Merit goods" ---in view-of "market failure"4; for 

example,.tti -ggered-an explosion -  of's.corn*in - ..theAcoliimn of pou 

écOnomics- editor for - ScUthaMNeWs-.5 

McGillivray coMpared thé idea that taxpayers - should contribute: to - the, 

satisfaction ofminbrity tastés to the notion that a lone eater of pheasant in a 

restaurant where 10 others were eating hamburgers should have his meal 

subsidized by the hamburger-eaters. Rapping Applebaum-Hébert for "elitism", the 

columnist went on to say, "It is particularly galling that cultural nationalists 

assume that ordinary Canadians need to be protected from foreign influences by 

such devices as', Canadtan-contentlaws." 

In hispenultimate,patagraph,MC,0illiVrayed > acknowledge.that, "There:are,  of" 

course, tengs-Canadians want to., do• collectively;  incIuding - thé -  support -of:an 

educational system." 
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But how do voters collectively express what they want to do -- and how 

much -- through their federal government? 

An interviewee at the National Museums Corporation had a dry comment on 

Meisel's faith in "the revealed preferences of ... voters": "I'd be very 

surprised if an MP ever voted in or out a cultural program. I haven't seen a 

vote that has gone through because MPs have risen up and said they wanted the 

CBC. The question is what level of CBC they want. In the cultural sphere, 

except on blatantly political projects, they have tended to fund at a minimum 

level." 

Before we come to immediate levels of funding, however, we have to consider 

the term "voters" in the sense Meisel meant it, as a surrogate for the whole 

Canadian democratic process as "revealed" over time. 

Starting with the Canadian Constitution as the most profound formal state-

ment of political demand, we can note the entrenchment in the Canadian Charter 

of Rights and Freedoms of the cultural freedems, and of respect for French and 

English, for regionalism, for aboriginal rights, and for multicultural heritage, 

as well as the commitment of both orders of government to "providing essential 

public services of reasonable quality to all Canadians". Are cultural services 

"essential services"? They must be, if the other rights and freedoms are indeed 

to be guaranteed. 

Below the constitutional level comes the voter-demand incorporated in 

legislation and in regulations and policies flowing from legislation, and in 

judicial interpretations that have been handed down from time to time. 

Parks Canada, for example, has a policy manual, a model of its kind, starting 

with a section on the evolution of policy from the Rocky Mountain Parks Act of 

1887 -- "a public park and pleasure ground for the benefit, advantage and 

enjoyment of the people of Canada" -- and continuing with sections that elab-

orate, succinctly, the bases of present policies and their interpretation.6 
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Tb  takeother_examplés, the-CkTC.often_recalls r thatthe,.BroadcastinActof .  1-968 ,:; 

specifies Canadian ownership and control so as to "safeguard, enrich.and 

strengthen the cultural, political, social and economic fabric of Canada". The 

Canada Council reminds us from time to time that its mandate, less felicitously 

worded than some, is "to foster and promote the study and enjoyment of, and the 

• production of works , . in the arts". 

The Government's announced intention was to follow theFedéral•Cultural 

Pôllcyiteview. with-a White Paper, a:general,statement of'cultural.policy- While 

thts_plan hasgiven wa3u -to:Shatwa'S deeMed - the_môre'urgent matter of - formulating 

and implementing policies .  in sub-sectors, such as broadcasting, that called for 

immediate attention, a more general policy guide would still be useful in 

asseSsing, among other things, the economic aspects of cultural policies .and 

programs. 

Moving from the general to-thé particular,  from  the message of tradition to 

the message of the  moment; Parfiamentary debate and examination ecurrent -  - 

matters;:will continue tcyprovide,an - impressionottpublic'sAeland:.for - . 

cultural.ôPportunities.. BasiC-to—the' parliaMéntarY firbdéss ,  is the'-gbverhffients. 

role as proposer and  persuader, which• is heavily dependenton the quality of 

informatibn:and'advice - on:policy opti,on s . that it obtainsfrom'dpartménts-and, 

agencies with Cultural responsibilities. If the Arts and Culture sector of DOC 

is seen as the central, or at least principal, source of such intelligence for 

the ministry, it bears a heavy responsibility in seeking to determine cultural 

demand and the fit between that demand and federal policies and programs. 

InterViewees in our'diScussion mentigned awide - range of indicators,of 

demand- Vôluntary associationsandpregurg,grompsin  the' cultural  field, are 

one 'Sburce'‘i gatfiertng -r,epblitsupport théy can . ;muster in - favor of particular-

activittes groups-of activities.and culturai , enterpri5es with the'Canadiarr 

Conference -  of- thé - Arts serving' as a - centraLlbbbying agency fôr most. Public 

opinion stUdies have beCome an increasingly used indication, with their validity 
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depending . a good deal on the shaping , of the questions put to the public. There 

is also a body of "well-informed" or "expert" or "respected critical" opinion to 

be drawn on in trying to translate general expression of demand into more 

specific  expressions of what the public wants. 

There is no question that could have been put to the public some years ago 

to elicit the response, "I would like an author called Mordecai  Richier  to write 

a book called The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz which I would later like to 

see made into a movie." Trial and error plays a role in establishing 

governmental appreciation of demand and ways of satisfying it. 	It  is very 

difficult," Mark Blaug has written, "to find criteria to distinguish the 

neglected genius from the neglected charlatan." 7  

Attendance figures and audience surveys have been used extensively to 

indicate demand for different kinds of cultural activities, with due attention 

to particular performances of particular works (good, bad, indifferent) and 

other conditions that may be relevant (bad weather, few tourists). But an 

American economist, Sonia S. Gold, has observed: 8  

Audience surveys miss the nub of the arts demand problem, 
namely, the non-audience. The identity of present audiences 
is useful information, but it is completely overshadowed by 
the fact that a majority of the population with the specified 
attributes belongs to the nonaudience. 

A Canadian study of the dance -- ballet, classical, and modern -- has met 

this criticism by including a market survey designed to find out the character-

istics not only of those who attend, but also of the "near" audience, defined as 

"those who do not currently attend on any regular basis but who might be 

persuaded to do so". 9  The study indicated the present audience for profes-

sional dance in Canada is about a million, with prospects of increasing it by 

60 to 100 per cent through new marketing strategies. 
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The pioneering audience surveys, in the performing aets ,  done, in the( 

United States by W.J. Baumol and W.G. Bowen indicated that the audience was 

drawn from only four per cent of the U.S. population 18 years of age and 

older. 10  

... the audience is drawn from an extremely'narrom segment of 
the Ameritan-population. In the,main; itconsi-sts of persons 
who are,extraorenaribumell educated, whose:incomes are very 
high„ who  are  preddminantlY  in the professions, and who_aré, 
in their late youth-or early?middle-age. 

The liMited interest  in  some cultural activities is reflected in public 

attitudes toward supporting them. David Cwi, director of the Institute of 

Cultural Policy, Baltimore, Md., writing in the Journal of Cultural Economics, 

notes a 1973 Harris poll in the United States on demand for the arts and support 

of subsidy. 11  

Whether:or - not:.they wereHpersonely'intereSted tn, having 
facilitieS*Hike museumS, theatres, and concert halls,  
5 7  per cent:thought it,.wasvery_importantto.have such,things-
available,and32:per cent:thoisght it somewhat  important. But 
theremas-little support ,  for governmental - subsidy of selected 
artistic'activiCes: Only 11 per cent: of  reSpondents favored 
governmentaL support for - danceand opera,compante, 
12 per cent for'  noncomMercial theatre  and' 16 per cent for 

 symphonies. Museums of all types fared much better and 
public libraries and parks fared best. 

In Canada, a survey prepared by the Secretary of_State's department before 

the transfer to DOC contained the question, "In ge .neral do you feel governments 

should'giv.e.financial sLipport tOcultural etivities'?" -  And 83.per cent,replied 

"Yes.." 12-  In:responge to aquestton'as. towhetherTluseums,symphony 

orchestrasball.e -tcompantés and .  other performing companies should "pay their 

way!', onW28'per cee.thoughtthey,should, though--  onlY21'.2'per cent of French-

speaking - CanadianS held this view_CoMpared.to 30.5'per'c'ent of English-speaking 

Canadians. Overall, 57.9 per cent held that "governments should make good their 

losses" (an opinion which can,be translated directly into backing for the 

deficit-reduction phase of the Special Cultural Initiatives Program). These 

indications of support for  public financing are seen in relation to 'indications 
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of general demand, such as the 72.6 per cent of respondents who said they had 

very positive feelings about the arts and culture events put on by local artists 

in their community, and 72.1 per cent who reported positive feelings about 

nationally recognized Canàdian artists. 

Audley, using data from the same 1979 survey, noted: 13  

With respect to the cultural industries specifically, 
83.8 per cent thought support to broadcasting was important 
or very important, while in the case of book publishing, the 
movie industry, the recording industry and magazine 
publishing, 73.2, 64.2, 60.7 and 50.3 per cent thought 
government support was important or very important. 

Citing other evidence, he writes: 

A 1980 Gallup Poll showed that 67.4 per cent of Canadians 
supported the policy of the Canadian Radio-Television and 
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) requiring that 
television broadcasters exhibit 50 per cent Canadian 
programming. An earlier Gallup Poll of 1975 showed that 
59 per cent of Canadians thought Canadas culture  and way of 
life were influenced too much by American television, with 
65 per cent of Canadians under thirty years of age agreeing 
that this was the case. ( 	) 

Similarly, a September 1980 survey carried out by CROP Inc. 
showed that 60 per cent of Canadians felt that movie theatres 
in Canada should be required to show Canadian films at least 
10 per cent of the time. Only 23 per cent disagreed. ( 	) 
The same survey showed that 65 per cent favored a similar 
requirement for films shown on television, while only 
20 per cent disagreed. A November 1980 survey by the same 
firm found that 63 per cent of Canadians agreed that some of 
the revenue from pay television services in Canada should be 
used to subsidize the production of Canadian programs, while 
27 per cent disagreed. 
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PollS do not settle-arguménts,, of'course ,: .: oncé: the - government hasAecided -,_ 

as it did, that pay-TV revenues should indeed be used to subsidize Canadian 

programming, the policy may still be the subject of contention, as it is; over - 

the size and nature of the subsidy. The public may express some enthusiasm for 

Canadian moyies but, confronted with them, and the reviewers' opinion of them, 

stay away in droves. Still, interpret them how one will, all the studies 

conducted_overthE past_decade, includingthe Leisuré;StUdies and the current 

Time4se pilot study,.indiCate - strong general interest in cultural -  activities, 

heayyjnajority backing:for:public suppor-tof,them,,clee majOrity, backing_for 

support , in-particular of , Canadian-opporturiities in-the:cultùrà1 .  _field, and-Some 

idea of the weight people attach to various types of cultural activity. 

Can we put together the message of all the indicators, from the Constitution 

to yesterday's Gallup Poll on a cultural subject, into a quantified expression - 

at least as to proportions - of voters' preference? 

At. the height  of the econoMic ascendancy in policy 7making during  the POstwar 

period„a counter-movemee,ofAisstdentS noK evoked. by, , simple mention'of"The : 

 Sixties" arosé'- to_SMitethétechno9rats àhdAemand_a_more social apPro -ach— In 

resp9nse to disaffection- with "the-  cuit of the GNP" -- an epithet coined by a 

9tsgruntleds bung-Libéral after-the defeeof the St Lauren -tgoverhment  in 

1957 -- governments became Interested in trying to supplement economic indices 

with indices that could chart "well-being" in society. In the United States in 

the sixties, the U.S. Space Program, in trouble trying to get public and 

political backing for its enormous financial demands, funded studies aimed at 

showing the economic ripple effect and social benefits -- the externalities -- 

that flowed fromhthef . program.  The science.of "SoCial indicators" was'born.and; 

ra.pi-di'y prollférated:throùgh thé:OECDcountries, as:governments soU,et,social 

validation of their—policies and:deyised wàys to cope with a-new-order of:public 

concern about- issues,.such:as, poll'utionand other'environmental factors—  In. 

Canadain the mi9-seventies, the Econeic Council began developing and 

publishing social indicators dealing With such questions as housing and air 

pollution. 
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Among economists, Galbraith was notable for remarking that the chief 

beneficiaries of the new public concern were scientists and engineers. He 

urged that the arts, too, deserved to be seen as central to economic and social 

goals. 14  Bernard Ostry, after long experience in cultural administration in 

the CBC and in government, wrote, "Canada, with modest resources, could achieve 

a sophisticated national cultural indicators' program today if the existing 

data-collecting system were expanded and modified and a capability developed for 

using the information in policy studies."1 5  

In the meantime, however, a good deal of the wind had gone out of the sails 

of "The Sixties" and the social-indicators movement. The Economic Council of 

Canada dropped them. 

"Basically social indicators got dropped because nobody could show they were 

measuring anything" said an interviewee at the Social Sciences and Humanities 

Research Council. "I don't think there's any doubt that there's something there 

to be measured. But what is the meaning of the relationship of these 

indicators, if one goes up and another down? You've got to figure out what 

you're measuring." 

The SSHRC, through its strategic studies program, could itself well be a 

source of future enlightenment on the problems of relating cultural demand to 

public policy. While the Council has funded research on the economics of 

education, which is a more immediate interest of its university constituency, it 

has so far not sponsored studies in the broader field of cultural economics. 

An authority on social indicators, philosophy professor Alex Michalos of the 

University of Guelph, author of the statistics-studded, five-volume 

North American SoCial Report,  said in an interview he doubted whether cultural 

activities could readily be incorporated in the kind of indicators of 

"satisfaction" and "happiness" that he has spent much of his career collecting 

and collating. Popular culture is "not quite there" in surveys which dwell more 

on questions like housing, health, family relationships; and "high culture" does 

not show; "by and large we've found people prefer McDonald's in culture too". 
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OK the other. hand, "There is  no tri ck to running surveys to finçl› out- what' peopl e • 

want. ( ) With statistical regressions you can find the relative importance 

of each preference." 

Mi chal os said that at the peak of the soci al -indicators movement in the 

early seventies, the Organization for Economi c Cooperation and Development had 

six people working on them. Now there was only one. 

Michal os said. that in the, :  advi sorY.  structure,  of government „ the ,Economic 

Counci l' and the Sci ence„ Counct -r both deftned. thei r mandate, narrôwly.  Social  and*, 

cultural concerns tended to fall into a pit between them. He felt the "envel ope 

system" under PEMS (Pol icy and Expenditure Management System) "has made it more 

difficult to get money for culture -- it is wei ghing-in agai nst social wel fare 

concerns". He hel d that strategic research into cultural concerns "i s a 

responsi ble way of spending taxpayers' money. There is no reason not to have 

one eye on what the public bel i eves important." 

If there. is' a ,senset•oday that soci,e1 and  cultural': indi ca,tors cannot 1 i ve up 

to the. earl i ér, tiOPeS ,.• of the -  sci entific 'econômi sts- and SysteMs analysts With 

social conscience, this is 1 ittle different from the "mushy real ity" that 

Lester 	Thurow says ,  has. -  overtaken economics itsel f 1 6  

In the 1950s, when econometrics fi rst emerged, the discipline 
was seen in Ameri ca as an icebreaker that would 1 ead the 
economics profession through the ice pack of conflicting 
theories. Econometric techniques woul d, it was presumed, 
conclusively prove or di sprove economic hypotheses , 
accurately quanti fy economic relationships, and successfully 
predict the economic future. Unfortunately, the icebreaker 
fai 1 ed to work and the econometric passage to Utopia • has not 
ben  found-. 

Thé _hubri s: of.. the etonometri 	ans‘„ ca.n: be'  s'en  . more generally.' in thé 

scienti sm of "the modern century" described by Frye: 17  

Cultural ly, the primary fact about the modern world, or at 
1 east about our  'Western' and 'democratic ' part of it, is 
that it is probably the fi rst ci vi 1 i zati on in history that 
haS attempted to study itself objectively, to become aware of 
the n presuppositions undenying its behavior, to underStand 

relation  to, previous hi,story, and 'to' see whether its., 
future could in s'ome measure bé control led by its own wi 1 1 . 
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Thurow, explaining the limitations of econometrics, observes: 18  

Most economic relationships lack the good instrumental 
variables that allow econometricans to find the underlying 
structural relations that are being sought. Because nothin 
causes major movements in either the supply or demand curve 
without affecting the other, it is imposible to separate or 
identify either the supply or demand curve. 

Given this mushy reality, it becomes possible to build models 
that are equally good statistically from a number of quite 
different perspectives. Theories could not be accepted or 
rejected based on the data because economic history did not 
happen to generate the data that might allow economists to 
conclusively choose which theory is right. 

With suitable variations, Thurow's comments on the limits of econometrics 

could be applied to the kind of socio-econometrics earlier imagined. 

"Unfortunately," he says, "the random component in economic events is much 

larger relative to the deterministic component than most confident economists 

thought earlier." And, "It is not possible to deliver robustness in many areas 

where society wants answers." Finally, "Any discipline moves away from a 

deterministic view of the world with great reluctance." 

So there is a limit to which the most scientific treatment of social 

indicators can go in determining voters' preference and translating it into sure 

guides to cultural economic policy. At the same time, however, it could be said 

that the grab-bag of indicators available to the Arts and Culture sector of DOC 

has never been so robustly conceived, collated, and expressed as to run any risk 

of reaching, let alone exceeding, practical limitations. 

Economic  impact of cultural activities  

The picture of cultural economic policy as collective payment of opportunity 

cost, a public "sacrifice of doing something else", may tend to reinforce the 

idea that culture is some sort of add-on to the regular economy, money down the 

drain as far as the everyday dollars and cents economy is concerned. 
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The, arts. 	,with the-aid of aconomists,like_k.J. B o aumol, has 

naturally sought to counter this ViQW by pointing to the considerable income and 

employment generated by cultural activities. Government cultural.departments 

and agencies have to some extent picked up the argument. In riposte, other 

economists, and other parts of government concerned with the control of taxing 

and spending, have 'criticized the extent of economic activity attributed to 

culture in_a number of studies. There is-.still-tittering over the - coffee urrs. 

about a:stùdy claiming the government recaptured in culture-generated taxes four 

tiffiesthe , amoünt i of its cultUra'r sudSidies.. Thé:Canadian.Conferente  of the.. 

Arts estimate that the cultural  sector accounts forabout a fifth of GNP, 

mentioned in Chapter II, makes them giggle at StatsÇan. But the remedy lies at 

hand in more realistic and conservative assessment, and has been applied'in more 

recent studies.. 

Another criticism  of  such studies brings us full circle by saying they fail 

to measure opportunity costs. Applebaum-Hébert says:.1- 9-  

MOney:spent7..on - culture;clearly.cancreateemplOyMent.it , can 
result :  tn Canadian:goods and,services thatell, displace 
importéd_goodsand,services ancras* the money works.its way 
through-the economy,. it- will_ be reflected in Gross National 
Expendtture7and generate-tax , revenues:— Whatjs - cmerlooked, 
however, is that when resources are applied• in one direction 
they cannot be applied in others which might havé yielded' 
even greater benefits to employment, the balance of payments, 
and productivity. 

To Applebaum-Hébert, the effects cultural programs may have on the economy 

should be. regarded as "necessarily incidental". 	In reply, :  it could be observed 

that opportunity costs are : only overlookeCif they are overlooked; there is- no 

reason'why we would-not keep in-•mind the-vistas of fdregone boutiques, wheat 

prodoctiOni,sawmillS,,roadss.new , refrigerators. and:expansions ofTreasury Board 

that,we,may„be .-foregeng.thÉough:ollr. hankeringfOr cUltUreofLonesort:Or 

another. 

"I don't agree with the Applebaum-Hébert dictum the more the industrial 

component the less the cultural," said our interviewee in the Special Cultural 

Initiatives,Prdjram. 	"The.ecOnomic, ; cOnsidérations,are a.mobilizing. 

factor . ( 	) The profitsotive is there, or at least the breakeven motive:" 
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But an interviewee at the Canada Council argued, "There's a contradiction 

between culture and industry. There are implications in the word industry: one 

is that the principal motivation is profit; another is that there's a prospect 

of self-sufficiency, the hope of 'take-off' is involved. 	In our view cultural 

activities are really services, they can't be judged by the number of jobs they 

produce, and they never will reach self-sufficiency." He also said, "It is very 

easy to say that the arts stimulate tourism, but then if you judge cultural 

policy by whether tourism is stimulated you can end up with something like 

Hawaii: Hawaii destroys culture by adapting it to make it accessible to 

tourists." 

The argument is perhaps one for making sure that economics is seen as "the 

second essential", not the first, rather than an argument against measuring 

economic impact. 

In any case, the Canada Council is the source of a paper on economic impact 

of the performing arts, suggesting conservative multipliers that can be used to 

estimate local and national impacts.2 0  

The City of Vancouver's social planning department recently used multipliers 

approved by a number of sources (the B.C. Cultural Services Branch, the Canadian 

Conference for Business and the Arts, Metropolitan Toronto) in producing an 

economic impact survey of the city's "non-profit cultural industry". 21  -- The 

report was used to argue that "corporate support for the arts in the city does 

not reflect the considerable impact of the cultural industry on the economy". 

The authors were careful to include not one but two caveats against viewing 

economic benefits as the primary reason for supporting the arts. The second was 

a quotation from the Canadian Conference of the Arts: 

To substitute the economic value of the arts for their 
creative and spiritual value would bd a severe distortion. 
However, to ignore their economic importance, and especially 
their usefulness in promoting balanced economic growth, would 
also be a serious mistake. 
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In the federal servi ce, the...most extenStye: economic' impact„ survey:. appearS' 

be the four-vol ume study in relation to national heritage locations produced 

this year by Parks Canada . 22  To be updated each year, the report uses a 

model which gi ves the val ue added to the Canadian economy through visitor 

spending, the value of labor income generated, the number of jobs created in 

relation  to spending. It estimates that for every  dollar of Parks Canada 

expendi tiire: on heritage - locations, "9 8. cents -IS, recovered, at one time or 

another, by the ,  various: 1 evel 	government'', Finally,  the  survey indi cafes 

that "for. every. $100, spent ,by. foreign touri- sts staying, one' night  or, more  in 

Cahada, $1.3,6 is- attributable' ,  tb '. their visits to these I ocati 

An interviewee connected with the study said, "The Auditor-General says we 

do not have information  sufficient to back our evaluation -- that if the 

visitors weren 't going to the heritage sites they might be going el sewhere and 

only the incremental should be counted." 

Our di scussi on did not extend -  to tracking down this objection,  except for a 

phone cal 1 '  to an- a' ppropri at of flOi al in- the; Auditor-General,' s. Office. who ;  said, 

"He • muSt thi nktrtà of the Cdmptrol fer -Gene ral' 

Whatever the truth' in- thiS" ,  parttcular caste; our ,  general' discussion produced 

the -following impression: 

1. 	The Department of Communications in its policy papers speaks with some 

enthusiasm of the economic impact of cultural acti viti es in contributing to 

national income and employment. 

Pè.bp,le: in :' -the' cultural. sector speak with varying, degrees, of skeptici sm 

of economic impact studi es and', cultural agencies have...tended ,  to es,chew them. 

People in the control agenctes  of  government view the claims of the -

DOC, and such studies as they have recei ved, with skepti ci sm. "I haven 't ever 

seen a good sound analysis of the claim that the cultural sector produces the 

most jobs for the I east cost," said an interviewee at Treasury Board, referring 

to one aspect of economic impact touched upon, al beit in less dramatic terms, in 

some documents. 

o 
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The time has come, then, to bring the interested parties in the cultural and 

governmental sectors together to see if some agreed approaches to "economic 

impact" can be reached. The Canada Council paper makes the point that, "In 

light of the high costs and methodological problems, the cost-effectiveness of 

sophisticated economic impact studies is seriously questioned by many 

professional economists." But, drawing on Baumol, the Council paper argues that 

there are short-hand methods for measuring the cultural contribution to the 

dollars and cents economy. 

In these times of high unemployment, and the prospect of continued technolo-

gical displacement in the labor market, a subject to which we will return in the 

next chapter, a quite inadequate amount of attention has been paid by government 

to employment in the cultural sector. As the Canadian Conference of the Arts 

has pointed out, culture was not considered an industrial sector in the sector 

studies of the late seventies. Nor did it receive attention in either the 

report of the Parliamentary Task Force on Employment Opportunities for the 

'80s 23  or the report of the Task Force on Labor Market Development 24 . 

One of the early advocates of such attention, even before he joined the 

Canada Council, was Harry Chartrand. In a1979 monograph, 25  he drew 

attention to U.S. and British reports showing the important role of job training 

and job creation programs in the cultural sectors of those countries. He urged 

a study be undertaken on national economic objectives and the arts, covering not 

only the creative but also the communicating arts. 

The Canada Council, in its most recent publication of research statistics, 

reports : 26 

While in the past employment opportunities for artists were 
limited, according to a forecast by Employment and 
Immigration, Occupational Requirements to 1985,  occupations 
in the arts and recreation are now the second fastest growing 
occupational category after skilled construction workers. 

The table used to illustrate the statement is given here as Table 11 

(Exhibit 14 in the original). In interpreting the table it must be remembered 

that we are dealing with only one one-hundredth of the total for all occupations 
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in 1979„and_that percehta.geslOok Ipetter from, a:lOw. base,thaft ajligh one '. , B,Uti 

while cultural occupations constitute a small work communtty,  culture -related 

occupations -- that is, those which are employed by cultural enterprises -- are 

a much larger group. For example, the Kent Commission's researchers found that 

only about a fifth of the people in a newspaper firm belonged to the "cultural" 

component, that is, the editorial department, the remainder being in production, 

advertiSing, circulation, and administration, 27  The Canada Council document-

lists 279 arts-rélated occupations, drawft frce  the  Canadian'Classifitation of 

Occupations Dictionaripublished by Employment ancrImegra.tion. 

Some interviewees in our discussion held that since the main contribution of 

cultural acti . vities is not to the GNP or to employment, and since so large a 

proportion' of culture-related occupations are counted in other sectors, it did 

not make sense to consider culture as a sector in terms of production and em-

ployment. This brings us back to some of the points made by interviewees in the 

previous chapter. They were skeptical , about the value of seeing culture. as part 

of: th..  natibne accoimits.. 	ut where an.enterprise. in: the. privaté; voluntarY,  or-'  

public  sector:of théetonomy exiStS:-priffiarily;fôr,cultürereasons,,and-mhere 

cultu ral  enterprises are tijhtlY intéraOtiVeaftdAnterdépehdent, it, is-surely a - , 

denial' of common_ sense, to say nothing of economic sense, to study theiT 

economic , chacteristics-unrelatedto-their  cultural:  charactertstics;., 

If the public is denied a clear and accurate picture of the economic 

contribution of cultural activities, it will undoubtedly have an adverse effect 

on voters' preference for cultural opportunities. 

An'  interview . eth officials'  at EmployMent andImmtgrattOft-Cahada produCed.an 

illustration  oftheill effects of:wideSp. read'ignonde'abOUtthéeçondMic , 

contributte:of'cultural-activities4' at an-Ottawa, .conference . on the:training-

program, arepresentative,of theCanada. Council had run.into resistancefrom 

business.groups, particularly the Retail Council of Canada,. in putting forward 

the case for special training programs for the performing arts and other 

cultural groups. "They just didn't see this as a labor market problem." 
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Table 11 

Exhibit 14 

OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITTE-S IN THE ARTS 

1979 to 1983 

CODE 101%artge Employment 	 WithdrawIs 	Requirements 	Requirements 
1979 	 1983 	(2) - (1) 	Deaths 	 (3) • (4) 	as % 1979 
(1) 	 (2) 	 (3) 	 (4) (5) 	 (3). (1) 

' 	 (6) 

A3on GROUPS 

33 	Arts ck Recreation 	 110,765 	131,253 	23,3430 	10,533 	 19,055 

441NOR GROUPS 	 , 

33 1 	Flee et Commercial Art - Photo 	 36,940 	44,753 	7,820 	3,820 	 11,640 	 31.2 
33 3 	Performing tt Audlovisual Artists 	 26,425 	33,370 	7,130 	2,120 	 9,270 	 35.1 
33 3 	Writing 	 22,410 	26,170 	3,760 	2,340 	 6,300 	 28.1 

35.3 

33 11 	Painters, Sculptors 	 2,460 	3,115 	 635 	 230 	 905 	 3 6 .3 
33 It 	Fine rk Commercial Artists 	 1,323 	2,010 	 113 	 195 	 330 	 20.8 
33 30 	Perfavning Arts Directors 	 5,315 	7,110 	 1,293 	 545 	 1,840 	 31.6 
33 32 	Musiciens 	 12,495 	16,625 	4,130 	 975 	 3,105 	 40.9 
33 33 	ClIcreegraphers, Dancers 	 533 	 670 	 135 	 53 	 190 	 35.5 
33 35 	Actors 	 973 	 1,350 	 380 	 60 	 440 	 45.1 
33 39 	Occi.npations in Performing Arts n.e.c. 	2,980 	3,773 	. 	795 	 230 	 1,045 	 35.1 
33 52 	Vriters et Editors Publishing 	 17,805 	20,890 	3,085 	 1,963 	 3,050 	 78.4 

• 33 39 	Occupatlora in Writing, n.e.c. 	 320 	 370 	 30 	 40 	 90 	 28.1 

Scurce: OCCUPATIONAL REQUIREMENTS TO 1983, Canadian Occupational Forecasting Program 
Labour Market Supply fit Demand Analysis Division, Department of Employment er Immigration. 

Source: Canada Council 
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The Canada:Employment and IMmi gration. ,Commissibn is .at present/  undertaking 

measures to "respond , more  effecti vely to the current needs" of the performing 

arts. In general terms the Commission thinks of greater avai 1 abi 1 ity of 

training combined with its pol icy that "Jobs in Canada bel ong to Canadians 

fi rst". The Department has al ready had a high  profile in its pol icy toward 	' 

"high  profile  appointments", seeking to end the Catch-22 situation under which 

Canadians are untrained in arts management and therefore See, the 'hi gh  profile 

 jobS- being offered to foreigners. 

At.the same time›,' the flear-free 	mobi 1 ity thàt used to ,  be à 

characteristic of the Canada-U.S. Neighborhood has been sharply curtai 1 ed by the 

U.S., as wel 1 as Canada. The "national s fi rst" pol icy in  bath countri es is the 

constant subject of negotiation in the cul tural area to see who will be al lowed 

to enter, who not. Canada won 't al low the entry of American pop musical groups 

to  establishments  that don 't pay uni on wages ; that field is reserved for. - 

Canadian 'groups on the way up (or stationary) ,, ,  The UnitecrStates won.'t al I ow; 

Canadian. bands tb, pl ay- more. than 50-mi les south  of the  Aineni can  border. 

Iffiegrati on' Canacaffnot:rul orr quail ty , so-  it: consults,  with: the' uni ons and l 

the agen.CieSkastb ..\41-ïether èfdiin. grdiiPS, shduld!:be, a Ilbwecr to enter or not, 

depending on whether they' are adversely affecting Canadian opportunities 	In 

the  Ir. , rules- are: d„roppel",» for' gerl'orm 	of  "intiMeto.ne statu 	ei  ch.  
al lows plenty of . lèaway  for  deciding who gets . tb play the big  markets-  and  who 
doesn 't, and what bands can get beyond the 50-mile cultural buffer zone. Canada 

will make exceptions if the incoming performer or group wi 1 1 purchase goods and 

servi ces in Canada. 

"We try' to, 'mai ntain equity  of  treatment' said: One of. the: official S. 

Froe the  p.oirItof,.v1eiof eConomib impact, our' discussion did not deal 

ex•ènsively with  tourism, and, tr&de ,, with-the- questions ,  of the , cootribution of,  

cultural activities-to,  keeping 'the-Canadian tourist'  dollar  at home and 

 attracting foreign exchange, and the question of import substitution and 

cultural exports. But the trade issues, particularly in the U.S.-Canada 

Nei ghborhood, are a major theme of other parts of the discussion. 
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Matching voters' preference and governmental "supply"  

So far in this discussion, an opening chapter was devoted to broad questions of 

the place of economics in Canadian cultural policy. Chapter II brought the 

discussion to the problems of measuring the cultural economy. In this chapter 

we have been talking about the various ways of measuring voter demand and the 

important, if secondary, place that dollars-and-cents benefits fram cultural 

activities may have in stimulating demand. Before broadening the discussion 

again in Chapter IV to consider cultural policy in light of the present 

transition of cultural enterprise, we will look here at the money question, the 

matching of the "supply" votes in Parliament to the preferences expressed by 

voters, with a small diversion into the supply side of the "ways and means" 

votes --,that is, support of culture through tax-expenditure, better known to 

the public simply as tax concessions. 

A Dutch economist, Berend J. Langenberg, director of the Association of 

Dutch Theatre Companies, noted at  the 1979  Edinburgh conference on cultural 

economics, that: 28  

The 'boom' in methods initiated by some countries during the 
1960s to rationalize public expenditures in one way or 
another (performance budgets; cost-effectiveness analysis; 
planning, programming, budgeting, and systems; and so forth) 
has been to rationalize government expenditures on the arts. 
For example, in 1973 Holland started to construct a total 
program (in terms of planning, programming, budgeting, and 
systems) of, among other things, the cultural policy of 
central government. This large job, especially the whole 
semantic and local fieldwork, entailed a complete and 
consistent compilation of objectives. The general objectives 
are (1) development and preservation of cultural values (that 
is, supply); (2) public accessibility to cultural objects and 
events (that is, distribution); and (3) participation of the 
whole population in cultural activities (that is, demand). 
These objectives are subdivided into more specific, concrete 
objectives to which one can attach a policy instrument, for 
example, subsidy or information. This work was finished in 
1979... . 

In a general way, the view of our interviewees was that Canadian cultural 

policy has tended to focus on the supply side, perhaps too much on bricks and 

mortar and not enough on supporting creativity, and has been proportionally too 
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light, on,aiding, distdbution, and the -:demand,side..; ApplebaumHHébert,roûghly 

reflected this kind of consensus, stressing that "federal cultural policy has 

largely favored physical plant and organizational development over artistic 

creativity and achievement". 29  The Report urged new initiatives in 

promotion and marketing of the arts. 

An interviewee who:gave an overviewof Arts  andCulture/pdlicy said; "MOst 

of the problems now are at.the,distribution,  exhibition stage. We have.fooused 

effort for  the - past JOyearson,thé . prOduttiOn, en'd,,now we'reshifting to the 

distribution', end.,..  anb'that's'changlng Tapidb-." He,said,_,"I .  used tohave the 

assumption thatas we got -  the infrastructure and developed our capacity to make 

good Canadian prodUct, then the selling .of it would follow. But the issue is 

more difficult." HiS remark recalls Keynes' early confidence, mentioned in 

Chapter I, that with an initial boost in capital spending from government, the 

performing arts, save opera, could look after themselves. 

Arrinterviewee:atthe Cenada,Councif felt that silpplyside polities had  not 

 kept-up with changirepatternof:demand 	An - interviewee,at,the:National' 
• MuSeUmS-Cdrpciratlo'n, -,COMirientinj7.On:thebritkend --ffibrtarYeffiphassaid,“ 

"Politicians. aren't much-interested' in operating things;. the  bang_ comes from-

creetion. The'swhe''s'killing:,c .etural„organilationS 	Canada--leék ,  of ,  
operating dollars -- but-it'S just'pot sexy as a'subject of political' côncern." 

(In an article ln Saturday Night  - June 1983 - Robert Fulford called the 

political bias toward bricks and mortar "the edifice complex".) 

The interviewee said the NMC would in the next few years triple or quadruple 

its display ancLwarehouse space through the addition of the new Naidnal 

'Gallery,' new Museum of:Man, newaViation museum; the taking over-of all ethe 

Victoria buildingby the Natural Stience museum,,the new-curatoriel centre, ,  and 

expansion'  of the  Science,and.Technology: museum -. But there .had-been all too 

littleattention'tà : theoperating costs.,that would be r required to give the 

public high quality access to the facilities. In the case of the Gallery and ' 

Museum of Man, "Boggs has the mandate to put up two buildings in five years. 

Our corporation will be forced to'live with the resultsthereafter. ( 	) 

We're going to get whatever $185 million-buys, we don't know if it's too much or 
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When asked what the NMC had done to determine demand, he said, "We have done 

some market research, but very little. Now we have the ex-vice-president 

marketing from Seagram's to analyze what we have done, what we're doing, and . 

what we should do. We've done a lot of data gathering but not till now the 

testing of any hypothesis." 

In making one's way around the cultural agencies and the administrative 

parts of government concerned with cultural programs, one comes across a large 

number of projects, a good deal of "strategy" for achieving them, and much 

concern with what Applebaum-Hébert called "organizational development" and one 

of our interviewees called "pride of ownership". But one does not find much 

policy, in the sense of a general plan explicating objectives in terms of the 

demand for them and establishing the link between the objectives and the courses 

of action being proposed or undertaken. And to the extent that there may be 

policy expressed in the operation of various agency and departmental programs, 

we find again, as we did in the case of economic measurement and cultural 

accounting, that the intellectual coordination of the various parts of 

governmental cultural policy is rather feeble. Nothing like the careful policy 

rationale outlined by Langenberg for Holland is'undertaken. Applebaum-Hébert 

could neither find, nor recommend, coherent cultural policy. At the focal point 

of government for cultural policy, the Arts and Culture sector of DOC, an 

interviewee observed: "What we're doing here is firefighting. 	It's paralysis 

from the policy point of view." 

By way of illustration, he cited the sector's "incapacity" to prepare policy 

documents following the Applebaum-Hébert Report so that  the  federal government 

could prepare "a framework reference on federal cultural policy". 

"Until the Applebaum-Hébert Committee came out we didn't have anything; that 

is, we had no internal position from which to look at the Report. And what was 

eventually sent to the Austin committee of cabinet was just a rechewing of the 

old strategic overviews of the past. Essentially, there is no planning, we're 

just reactive, not proactive. The Arts and Culture sector isn't even using its 

own studies to develop policy options for the cultural agencies." 
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Thi  s :tYpe of cominentanbe_seen agaj nst the, :empnais', that: econoMi.ss 

clarity  of,  bbjéttiVes in formulati ng and eval uèting pol tcy proposal s. 

Mark Bl aug, the British  economi st, whom we quoted earl i er, says : 30  

Even if we succeeded in drawing up a 1 i st of aims -- 
objecti ves,;, goal s, ends ;  the' reasàh why--we still face,  the 
task. of soméhow,measuri ng  the  ef • ectivenes s ,. of, various• 
spending  patterns "in athieving these alms. Stride the 
answers--one for - each objectiVe--are• quite likely to go in 
opposite  : directions,  we -heed'a scaTeof'' pri bri ttes - - between ,  
objettives . to) arrive  at:a 'coMprehenstve eVal uati on. We label 
thi s eval uati on .  techeque. coSt-effectiveness analysi 	and 
in principle it is as applicable to the Arts a5 it is to any 

. other area of government acti vity, although in practi ce it 
may be particularly difficult to apply to the Arts. 

Be this as it may, we must clearly begin with a statement of 
objectives..  Unless we get this right, eval uati on is 
impossible on anybody 's theory of eval uati on . 

Steven G1 oberman, wrtti ng in the Journal of Cultural .  Economics, says that 

"effective  -pOltcy,making:r requires  a  clear stat'pment of objectives".  [3bt poll cY.-' 

makers - adorr't 	ke objectiVes' si nce- they 	held' &ptountable- for faili ng . 

 to, 'achieVé.. theM or. SP:ending eXtesS1 Vey tor . adhïeve.-thére. In Wk.. -  

' Obscurity of - cultural  objectives  is apparently. a problem, in, the United. States' , 

 and it is, In my opinion, an enormous . problem in Canada ." 31  

If a collecting of wits is ever brought to bear on the matter of coherent 

cultural spending, particular attention wil 1 need to be given the neglected area 

of tax expenditure. The opportunity cost to all taxpayers of the concessions 

made to-some  hãs becomeasubjett of increasingly sophi sticated, annual.  record L in 

the Writer Statébarid ,:more:' fitfe attentton 1 Cana .da_ Taxés foré g one: i n' one 

pl ace-meanT:the:burderr is. borneel sewhere„  This  :May be as', the taxpayers:-“want 

it , but théy, are entitl 	to; knoW whàffGthey ' are: hel pthg;, and . : whoM they  are' 

hel ping to be generous, and by how much. 
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In commercial culture, chiefly the communicating arts, tax expenditure means 

concessions to cultural enterprises. Audley has suggested a number of ways in 

which he believes tax expenditures of this kind--the newspapers' exemption from 

excise tax, for example--could be altered and made more relevant to particular 

cultural objectives. 

In non-commercial culture, in the sense of not-for-profit cultural activi-

ties, tax expenditure means concessions 'to individual and corporate taxpayers 

who make donations to cultural activities that have status as "charities". That 

is, tax expenditure, along with any direct grants or regulatory preference that 

may be offered, represents the state's support àf the cultural part of the 

voluntary sector of the economy. The ordinary taxpayer is a paying partner of 

the donor, collectively matching that portion of his donation which would 

otherwise have been collected in taxes. 

A study of tax expenditure was nearing completion in the Arts and Culture 

sector at the time of our discussion. 

Conclusions  

Voters' preference for cultural opportunities outstrips what the private sector, 

unaided, is able to offer. 

There are many guides to gauging voters' preference, starting with the 

objectives of cultural rights and freedoms in the Constitution, and the specific 

objectives set out in cultural legislation and subsequent regulations and 

programs. Parliamentary process, the views of the cultural constituencies, 

audience response, public opinion surveys, and expert opinion are all indicators 

of the degree of satisfaction with present cultural services and of the 

directions in which voters' preference is moving. 

Cultural policy to meet public demand also requires leadership in the form 

of providing opportunities for creativity to be tested, for trial and error, for 

market research and educational programs. In public opinion surveys, Canadians 
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have indicated an extremely, high degree' of backing,for governffiental support of 

cultural activities. Even when respondents are questioned more specifically 

about particular cultural industries or non-commercial activities, the degree of 

support remains high. 

Western democratic governments have become less sanguine than they once were 

about the . possibility-of-establiShing exact.measures_of social needs, such as 

cultural services:, thraugh scientific social .  indicators'. 	In the same way, 

expectations of policy,Aqidàiice .,froM,econametrics-have,.had.,ta be:tempered. But 

ext,6nsiVeresearch and'reasbned Weighing -  of information, reffiatri MO less 

important. 

In considering the benefits of cultural activities that influence voters' 

preference, the impact on the dollars and cents economy should not be over-

looked. The primary spending of cultural enterprises,  and the spending of 

audience ,  which miay properly be attri.buted to attendance or visits ;  have direct 

anditiplierHeffeCtsan th'e,'ecOridmy. CUltural emprayment culture --reate 

employmentan4'employmentattribbnioleta-,mUltipjjer effectsare being ,  regarded:. 

'es,increâsinglY i'mPartnt.:by EMplaymeht ancLIMffiteatiah:Can'ada - .. 

Ways,, ofmasng-cultural economicdf310 ;act.h4Ve beeryabjcru,ok 

dontroversy among économfstS and within  the federal' government -. SaMe believe 

the mere use of  them misdirects public attention away from the primary purpose 

of cultural •activities. But if the primary 'purpose of cultural policy is 

properly established, agreement should be possible on acceptable ways of 

measuring economic impact. 

A.nbeerAf col'intrlés> havebeen..trYng. to. ratiopalife cülture, expenditee 

throUgh'more - rterous , systems,-  of relating. pro'gram structure and funding ta. 

policy objectives,. In Canada,  there isa good deal of opinion:,to the effect 

that-iinfrastructure and organizational development- have  had undueemphasis over 

creativity on the supply side, and that the distribution and demand side of. 

cultural policy has received inadequate attention. . Cultural economists tend to 

1 

I 
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see clarity of objectives as essential to policy-making but to picture 

politicians as interested in obscuring objectives. The political process, 

however, is one of mediation and conciliation; some obscurity in output is no 

excuse for obscurity in input. 

In considering cultural expenditures in relation to cultural objectives, 

tax-expenditures are now starting to be seen in proper perspective as part of 

the mix. This is particularly important in developing the voluntary sector and 

encouraging participation in the provision of not-for-profit cultural products 

and services. 

Today the whole picture of the cultural economy is changing rapidly, owing 

to the microelectronic revolution and the new computer-communications technolo-

gies of production, transmission, and exhibition. We turn to these subjects in 

the next chapter. 
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IV. 	CULTURAL ENTERPRISE IN TRANSITION  

Convergence and proliferation  

Owing to new technology, things are coming together and coming apart along the 
whole continuum of cultural enterprise, from the most purely creative arts to 
the most commercial of the communicating arts. 

An executive at the National Film Board in Montréal reminds himself of the 
convergence of the media with the following message pinned on his office wall: 

Programming is no longer  an industry. 
Television is no longer  an industry. 
Cable is no longer  an industry. 
Cable, 	 - 
radio, 
television, 
programming-- 
they're all part  of the electronic media  industry. 

He could have added as a postscript that publishing, too, is partly  in the 

electronic media industry and edging further into it every day. 

By contrast with these convergences, the literature on the communicating 

arts is littered with words like fragmentation, segmentation, splintering, 

balkanization, and so on. What microelectronics brings together it scatters, 

if not to the winds, to more and more selective audiences. There is a 

proliferation of cultural goods and services. 

For the price of an automobile, a householder can put together a home 

audio-visual centre of reasonable quality that will make him not just a 

recipient, but a participant, in an increasingly interactive world of cultural 
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actiOttes:Hand-performahçes., Anthonymith,-;charting,the, reieutieninthé 

newspaper industry, notes that on a broader front "Changes are occurring within 

all of the information media--aural, verbal, visual--and it is in the interac-

tion of these that the real revolution will occur". He sees a "completely new 

relationship between man and knowledge". 1  

• Peter .Désbarats, reviewing . technologtcal change in computer-communications: . 

 for the Royal - Commission  on.NéWspapers, said, "Theqtechhology has oiltstriPpee 

our ability tb i comPrehendjt." 2  That  view was reflected by aninteryieWeein 

the:Artsand,Ctilture Sector of'DOC:-who'Sàid, , "We_arenotusing technological -

capacity to the extent possible to foster the arts in various ways. .The 

artistic community is not equipped to understand and come to grips with the 

possibilities of the new technologies." 

He also observed, "There is no resolution yet of the relationship between 

arts, and- technology  in  DOC policy or organizational terms.,"  In  other words . „ 

th'every reasbn: fe'brihengthe'rt-s , a0d Culture Sectbr:tntO the.departMent 

haSrémalhed . somethinge'adeadletter. 	combinuctwiththe,iattntign 

tb,tWeCânqmicsof,cUltUre! .WhiCft:oür disCus'Sieoutlinedin Prévibus 

chaptem, has, seriously limited the• effectiyeness of the sector.. At  the  same. 

time,however'„our'interv.iews , ought-to fight . strongawatenesS;,ofthe,tec>, 

nolOgical challenges, both'in the Sector  and  thé'cultural agendieS-with whiCh 

it deals. Some outstanding research surveys, such as the Videodisc Study, 3  

have been done, and among documents of policy analysis and recommendation, the 

National Film Board's Cable Television and the Public Interest 4  was a striking 

contribution to the debate. 

Rùt:thereisa widediYergen'té;• 	eewS,abOut what- is, happenihg, and whe 

oUght te'hapPen' in,theïcUlturaindustrtes. Views , about what ought to, happen 

infliien'ce).vjews about-what ishappenfrig 	An-interYiewee:at the-NationaliFilm 

Board >saW Cable 'aS ,_ central, and Direct BroaddaStSatellites as:peripheral, in 

the new cultural communications networks. An interviewee at the Canadian Film 

Development Corporation had the reverse view. The NFB enthusiast for cable 

networks had, however, a very conservative estimate of the future for 
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interactive media. In fact, on the cultural side as opposed to the hardware 

side, the government and its agencies are preoccupied with production and 

diffusion rather th.an  interaction, except for the use-of interactive services in 

administration, management, research, and public relations. 

Some interviewees see the new technology creating a more distinct division 

between the creative arts and the communicating arts, between non-commercial and 

commercial culture. But others see all "cultural enterprises", for profit or 

not for profit, along a continuum, with no sharp dividing lines. Every art is a 

medium. Dance, song, acting, painting, writing are all media of expression, and 

to some extent each is a medium for the other. The replicative media become 

arts in themselves -- printing, photography, film -- as well as media for the 

other media. Whether a medium "sells" or not is hardly the most important thing 

about it in the whole galaxy of culture. 

"The interrelationship .between the arts is a provocative but baffling prob-

lem," wrote Pelham Edgar before the days of television, let  alone videotex. 5  

Surface judgements are readily enough made, and bear their 
modicum of truth. It is a safe assumption that each art 
occupies its own inviolable citadel, but that each art may 
suffer impacts from the others, and translate these impulses 
in terms of its own idiom. Thus poetry may be pictorial, 
programme music strain for literary effects, and painting 
seek to tell a story. That the interplay is more profound 
than this is certain, but the subtleties of the reactions 
defy precise statement. 

Northrop Frye called the communicating arts "a mixture of things":6 

Some of them are arts in their own right, like the film. 
Some are or include different techniques of presenting the 
arts we already have, like television. Some are not arts, 
but present analogies to techniques in the arts which the 
arts may enrich themselves by employing, as the newspaper 
may influence collage in painting or the field theory of 
composition in poetry. Some are applied arts, where the 
appeal is no longer disinterested, as it normally is in the 
creative arts proper. 
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FryeS:,thesiS was_that -thes,communioatingarts.,:tençrtp. fOster a.paSsiveand' 

negative attitUde, "responding' to the daily news  and  similar stimuli, aware of 

what is going on but making no effort to understand either the.underlying causes 

or the future possibilities" .  The creative  arts, on the other hand, tend tO 

appeal to people who "struggle for an active and conscious relation to their 

time, who study what is happening in the world, sUrvey the conditions of life 

that seem most likely to occur, and try'to - .acquire-some senseof.what can be . 

done to'bitild up from those conditions a way of —life that is at least self- 	. 

respecting." 

The prophets of the new communications imagine the de-massification of the 

media, the transformation of Frye's passive onlooker, who is now caught up in 

"the general sense, in our society, of the panic of change", into a selective, . 

questing, cultural activist in the new age of interactive communications. They 

imagine a greater extension of the'creative arts into the communicating arts, 

with people drawn from one to another in Smith's-"completely new relationship 

between. man and'knowledge. But.the:dark vision,-Ofthe'nem ceMbnicatiOnS,is 

the eyeryone'mill ,  be-SimPlY:pliigged'intoa : pplitTco-comffiercie. cultural systee 

that 	greetéS-aifeentéS, érddeS':.Mdtvi'dtialitY.andl.creài -Vity,. hatghtenS-: 

passivity and panic, and in the Canadian case subsumes Canadtan culture to. 

Peter Lyman, writing on Canada's Video Revolution, says "The driving 

economic force' behind the introduction of a new cultural industry has been the 

need for large corporations to develop new consumer markets." 7  As an example, 

he gives RCA, which began radio programming in order to sell radio sets (as 

RoyHThomsonwa..to - dolater in northern.Ontarjo) and iS.now promoting the Taunch 

of hier-definitionteeviSton,vi.aAirect.broadcaSt satellite,t0,dpen upa:màsS 

markeffor - high --resolut -ion.color televislon" sets, 

Like-a - number of: other writers', Lyman 'belleves-,the multiplication of new 

cultural services from the convergence of technologies will produce a more 

direct relationship between the producer and the consumer. That is, the 

consumer will be able to buy "programming" discretely the way he now buys books 

or records, or buys a particular film by attending the cinema or, increasingly, 
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renting a videocassette or videodisc. Robert Fulford, writing in 

Saturday Night,  pictures pay-TV as the first step toward a direct-exchange 

economy in culture, in which newspapers, magazines, and commercial radio and. 

television will be less dependent on advertising, less a byproduct of the 

merchandizing process, and more a consumer item, with people paying only for 

what they want. 8  At present, people have to pay for a whole schedule of 

programming on a pay-TV channel -- if you pay for Star Wars  on First Choice, you 

are willy-nilly paying for the Playboy Bunnies too. But on the truly 

interactive networks of the future words like channel and frequency would be of 

only technical interest; the customer would order the particular programs or 

series of programs he wanted. 

From the telecommunications point of view it is the electronic highway that 

is of interest. But from the consumer's point of view, the electronic emporium, 

or marketplace, in which he can both ask and offer, is the important concept. 

It is with the freedom and diversity of the cultural emporium that government 

must ultimately be concerned. 

"Unfortunately for Canada," writes Lyman, "technology has always been the 

ally of the foreign content producer." We reproduce as Table 12 Lyman's summary 

of statistics on book publishing, audio recordings, film, periodical publishing, 

and television which bear out this statement (Table 2-3 in the original). "The 

issue," he continues, "is whether the domination of foreign Culture in Canadian 

media will be sustained as cultural industries evolve, or whether Canadians will 

seize new opportunities in these rapidly'changing industries to foster a 

stronger indigenous presence."9 

A similar note was struck earlier by Alphonse Ouimet, the man who was making 

experimental television sets in the 1920s and later became president of the CBC, 

one of the few Canadians in cultural leadership positions who have also had a 

full understanding of the technology with which they were dealing. Ouimet's 

message of the late seventies was that the association of all the new computer-

communications technologies with Cable "represents a perfect opportunity to 

reassert political and cultural sovereignty". 10  He said that cable "is 
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Table 12 

TABLE 2-3 
FOREIGN DOMINATION OF CANADIAN CULTURAL INDUSTRIES 

Cultural Industry 	Foreign Content 
(fér English Canada only) . 

• , 

• In 1979, over 75 per cent of the Canadian book 
market (estimate ld at $816.5  million) was  captured by 

Canadi an  .bOoks;. ac-
counteçl for,251. per cent Of total,re'venues of book sales 
in thé Canadian market. Included in this 25 per cent 
are: (i) the sales of foreign books reprinted in Canada; 
(ii) sales  of adaptations of foreign books; and (iii) 
sales of books originated by Canadian publishers, the 
majority of which are written by Canadians. 

• The recording industry in Canada reported total 
revenues of about $370 million in 1978. Foreign-
controlled firms accounted for approximately 84 per 
cent of these revenues., 	 , 
OVer',87. percent of the iécOrdingS sàld:by„ the indtiStry 
iri':1978 4were Made:from imported Master tapes:leàsee , 
from Conipanies outside Canada. 

In .1976, 93  per centi of. all Canadian, theatrical„ 
distribution rentals were :paid to .  the se n;en Major 
Hollywood .studiosidistribittors', 

• 1978;.  revenues 1 frotrt the; sale, of-, American, 
periodicals accounted for -  73,4, per cent:of;  total' 
indùstry sales (estimated at $327.6 Malkin). 

• In 1980, 74 per cent of total viewing time was spent 
watching foreign (primarily American) programming. 

Notes: 
' Statistics Canada, Cultural Statistics: Book Publishing: An Industry Analysis, 1979 

(Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1982). 
2  Canadian Conference of the Arts, A Strategy for Culture (Ottawa: .  Canadian 

Conference of the-Arts; 1980), pp.185-90,: .  
3  StatistieS Canada, Culture  Statistics:  Film  Industry, 1978' (Ottavra: Supply and . , 

Services Canada,, 1981). 
Statistics Canadà,:Culiure Statistics: Mewspapers and, PériodieolS , 1978'(Ottawa: f -• 
Sùpply,  and Services .Canada;-198 . 1). 
Canaclian'RadioTelevision and TelecoMmunications Commission; Façts Digest on  
Broadcastintand,Telecommuniccuions in Canada (Ottawa: -CRTC, 1982). 

Source: Lyman, Peter, Canada's Video Revolution  
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freeing television from what has been so far its two most important handicaps: 

the extreme shortage of suitable hertzian frequencies and the inability to 

collect directly for its services". 

Ouimet was aghast at the way in which the CRTC had permitted cable to 

transplant whole U.S. stations, and networks, into Canada. He saw cable rather 

as a service that should be extended, as a common carrier, to as many Canadians 

as possible for the prime purpose of delivering the full range of Canadian-

content services that could be electronically transmitted. Since the user of 

cable, unlike the user of broadcasting, can be readily identified and metered, 

cable would at the same time serve as the basis of a new payments system for 

Canadian programming. He said:11 

It is no longer the crowding of the spectrum that will 
determine the number of channels and the kind of television 
me can have, but economics and our own wisdom. 

If Cable is to be the key to future progress in television 
and informatics, we have to stop thinking of it as an 
appendix of broadcasting and start getting rid of all its 
hertzian limitations. Cable will not be television's second 
chance it it is allowed to perpetuate and exaggerate the very 
short-comings of television broadcasting itself. 

So, once and for all, let's cut Cable's broadcasting tether. 
We will not fully realize this potential for public service 
unless we abandon concepts of the past and recognize Cable, 
like other carriers, for what it is today: a public utility 
carriage monopoly, and restructure it accordingly. 

The vision of cable as the centrepiece of a new universal system of cultural 

cômmunications in Canada has begun to find practical application in the early 

stages of the Government's "broadcasting" strategy announced earlier this year. 

But in thinking of the electronic emporium of culture, we also have to consider 

the other modes that contribute to it: direct broadcasting to radio and 

television sets, including by satellite; videotape cassettes and videodiscs, 

bought or rented discretely as entertainment or informational programming; sound 

recordings and the new compact aural videodiscs which use optical technology to 

produce high fidelity sound; and so on. As Lyman notes, the broadcasting system 

is bypassed by the modes which pass through the retail distribution system. 
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Ina,broader generalization_aboutinnovation, iiirelationntd:technolo'gy 

culture, and economics, Lyman says: 12 

It is clear that a major effect of technology, from the 
printing press onward, has been to further the economic 
benefits accruing to the. creators end their distributors. At 
a certain juncture of economics and technology the cultural 
marketplace passeSl.througha metamorphosls: , that spawns a new, 
or altered .culture industry. 

_Ke'eping in - mind'Lyman'S:metamOrpnbSis of the, marketplace and_GuiMet'S tether 

of broadcasting lét'uslooLat the  question of theHnstitutfonal arrangements. 

and rules-of-the-game governing the electronic cultural emporium. We will look 

at the regulatony framework under the headings of broadcasting, copyright, 

structural diversity, and public intervention. The discussion then will move to 

consideration of the creative arts and heritage in the new technological 

,.environment, and, finally,_to sibme general concepts of cultural enterprise in 

transition. 

The,' rep Yato ry: frarpewark' 

1. 13roadcasting  

The onslaught of technological convergence and proliferation has made a vain 

hope - out of Parliament's  section 3.(j) of the 1968 Broadcasting Act: "The 

regulation and supervision of the Canadian broadcasting system should be 

flexible.and readily adaptable to scientific and technical advances."  For more. 

than:al decade , the. Government has: recognized the , need for new.approacheS to 

cultural- - coMmunications , . But the-politiCal circumstances of-the , .19705 in 
Canadianyfeder,alism-wef'.eunpropitiousfôr-the.:savere attemptS-that were made to 

obten , federe-provinciaï cOnsenstjs.„ And , subsequent.changes irr,the commUnica-

tionS envlronment may make it appear fortunate in retrospect that the attempt at 

a neW umbrella "Act respecting'telecommunications in Canada", given- first 

reading in 1978, eventually died  on the  Order Paper. 

1 
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The present step-by-step approach, placing telecommunications measures in "a 

conceptual framework" of general cultural policy, may be more appropriate. But 

should this approach be put forward under the heading Towards a New National  

Broadcasting Policy?  Should it suggest that the legislative thrust will be to 

"redefine broadcasting in light of the new technologies"? 13  Broadcasting 

has a specific meaning now, strained though that definition may have been by 

earlier legislation and judicial interpretation, and we will continue to have 

broadcasting in that specific sense. That is, under section 2 of the 

Broadcasting Act, "'broadcasting' means any radiocommunication in which the 

transmissions are intended for direct reception by the general public," and 

"'radiocommunication' means any transmission, emission or reception of signs, 

signals, writing, images, sounds or intelligence of any nature by means of 

electromagnetic waves of frequencies lower than 3,000 Gigacycles per second 

propagated in space without artificial guide". Thus we have a picture of 

broadcasting as a limited-access medium, and from this characteristic certain 

principles of allocation of frequencies in the Canadian public interest, 

together with regulation and supervision of the licensees, naturally flow. And 

this will continue to be the case in over-the-air radio broadcasting, in the 

more limited future of over-the-air television, and in the expanding future of 

direct television broadcasting via satellite. But broadcasting in this sense 

will only be a part, and perhaps a small part, of electronic or photonic 

cultural communications. In our discussion, in any case, we will try to see 

broadcasting as part of cultural communications, rather than try to fit cultural 

communications into a redefinition of broadcasting. 

Canadian broadcasting policy, designed to protect and promote Canadian radio 

broadcasting in the circumstances of the early thirties, posits that radio 

frequencies are public property. As expressed in the 1968 Act, the broadcasters 

constitute a single broadcasting system. They are licensed and supervised by a 

single independent public authority. They are Canadian owned and controlled so 

as to "safeguard, enrich and strengthen the cultural, political, social and 

economic fabric of Canada". While freedom of expression and the right to 

reception is provided for, the single system should (under the eye of the 

regulatory supervisor) provide programming that is varied and comprehensive, 
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balanced:asto-expressibn-ofr- -cliffering , views.:..b11 -umatteTS,,...and. -  "the', 

programming provided by each broadcaster should be of high standard, using 

predominantly Canadian creative and other resources". A national broadcastiRg 

service (the CBC) is to be paramount in the single system. 

As the years went by,  an increasing variety of communicating arts, and an 

incTeasing number of services of each variety, entered thesi".ngle system: AM' 

radio was joined by FM radio, then tame . televisibn first  in black and white then 

cOlor, and then caméthatpart of the_videotex,and.intéractive:services (in the-

shape  of  "field.triale'and "Market —trial s" ) that arecarried in the broadcaSL 

mode. In the meantime, an unappealed copyright decision of 1954 assimilated 

cable to the reception, rather than the production, side of broadcasting, 

thereby enabling cable coMpanies to engage in what otherwise might have been 

piracy and bootlegging. The Supreme Court of Canada, which had earlier ruled 

that broadcasting itself Was - in federal jurisdiction, later affirmed that cable 

SysteMS Were "brbadcastina.redelvinguâdértakinge and,therefore - under thé. -aegis 

of the Broadcasting Act -- Oùimet's "apPendix of broadcastine.. In the earl y 

 seventies, theYea,haldianadio-Wevisibh:anbTelecommunicationsCOmmiSsion',.. 

becaME the-authority::nOt onlyoveTthe.7.1imited-access, single-brbadbaSt'ing 

system,,but also over the opew-accessycomffion - caTriers of thetelecommunicatiOns 

sYstem'i The-  reguTatory system tssinkibg into obSolescente: - fôr. a 'number of 

reasons: 

1. Radio frequencies "in space" remain public property but, thanks to 

technological advance, far less scarce than in the 1930s. The scarce-airwaves 

doctrine has weakened as a grounds for the degree of censorial intervention 

envisaged. .ih.the:Brbadcasting.Act -; Tbronto.has about  18 radio stations, ftvé 

televisionstations,, aneonly-'three,da,iTy, newspaper5',. but few'would ddre• 

suggeSt ,----.not;.Davey, nôt'Keht----thatnew -spapersbesubject to thé supervisorY: 

regimébf the:electronie. coffimuntCating:arts. Thé extenSion , and-improvémént'of 

cable is making scarce airwaves a thin4 of the past. 	• 

2. The notion of a "single" system under a single regulatory and 

supervisory authority seems bizarre, even sinister, in light of the wide range 

of highly differentiated services now tucked into the procrustean broadcasting 

bed. 
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3. Canadian ownership and control has not been able, on its own, to 

.safeguard, enrich and strengthen- the Canadian fabric. Ouimet summed up the 

situation as three elements of a "television crisis": 14  

First, watching American programs has already become by far 
the most important cultural activity of English Canada. 
Second, even for equal programming creativity, all the 
economic and business realities are stacked against reversing 
that trend. For Cable and the private TV broadcasting 
industries, the more U.S. programs they carry the more money 
they make; but the greater the Canadian content the more they 
lose. Third, with the annihilation of distance by satellite 
and the dramatic multiplication of channels into the home by 
Cable, all remaining obstacles which have remained in the 
path of the American TV tidal wave have now been removed. 

4. The CRTC's ability to require program standards and Canadian content 

has been severely limited by financial constraints on the broadcasters, the 

recalcitrance of broadcasters, reluctance to push people around, and the hope 

springing eternal that some day the right mixture of carrot and stick will do 

the impossible trick. 

5. The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, never given the funding to 

produce competitive alternatives to the cheaply available American dramatic and 

entertainment programming on television, has slid into aping the big U.S. 

commercial networks and piggybacking its own programming on theirs in . order to 

slow the diminution of its Canadian audience share for much of the schedule. 

6. The CRTC, on the grounds of protecting the ability of the private 

stations to perform better, has sought to protect their revenue base by limiting 

alternative services, thereby delaying the introduction of services in Canada 

and giving the United States a greater head-start than it would normally have. 

J. 	The CRTC fostered the growth of cable as a copyright-free underminer of 

markets for Canadian content, in effect legalizing piracy and bootlegging of 

foreign cultural content and seeing a part of the profits drained away to build 

cable systems in the United States. 

8. 	As a regulator of common-carrier monopolies bound to provide open 

access at non-discriminatory rates, on the one hand, and a regular of limited-

access broadcasting (including cable), on the other hand, the CRTC found itself 
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irrthe -positipn-of:licensiiig, : ed-supervislng , ,videotax ,rtype-services,in-broad-

casting that were free of supervision or regulation if carried by telephone 

companies.. 

9. As the telephone system develops digital and optical-fibre capacity to 

tha home, it will make cable redundant and broadcasting regulation irrelevant so 

lOtig'asprogrameng'. is feeinto . the clOsed circuit directly •rather the from 

radio frequencies "in spacé". Surely broadcasting'cannot be redefine to make 

thewhOle-télecommunications system-into , a "broadcasting receiving-undertAing"' 

under-CRTC-contentccintrol. 

10. The virtually unlimited availability of cultural content on the tele-

communications networks is a few years down the road, awaiting the arrival of a 

fully-switched, full-service network such as is now being built in Saskatchewan. 

But there is something ominàus about heading into such a future Linder the 

"teth-er of broadcasttne -- - tha,econbmic and cultural dirigisme  that was, 

embodied' in. regulation for other days and other technologies. 

4 - Copyright  

U' we think of moving from limited-access to open-access technology, and from a 

restrictive•regime to a more liberal .  regime, it is as natural in 20th 

century Canada as it was in early 18th century Britain to - turn first to the 

question of copyright. The authors of Copyright in Canada: Proposals for a  

Revision of the Law note that "In England, the Copyright Act, 1710, established 

literary•property-after near1 -5/.tWo•centuries of'varibus - attempts. to control and  
regulété:printing,; - th'a:presentation'of'pTaYs,and7the•bOOk-trada.."1 5' 

VW. hasten to add the we'do: notAraw any extensive parallel - between , the 

lifting of press licensing, with the transfer of control over intellectual 

property from the Crown to the authors at the turn of the 17th century in 

Britain, and the regulatory reform that is impending in Canada. Nor do , We want 

to be subject to the criticism made of the Applebauà-Hébert Report, unfairly, by 

Paterson and Rosenbluth that it indulged in "the single-minded pursuit of the 
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notion that the artist should make his living by-the exercise of property.rights 

in his creations". 16 	. 

Actually, Applebaum-Hébert said that copyright --17 

cannot solve the social and economic problems of those 
authors whose works, although they may have greater aesthetic 
or academic value, will earn very little because they appeal 
to relatively small numbers of users. The value to a society 
of its poets, composers of classical music, writers of 
essays, historians, philosophers and their like must be 
measured and paid for through means found outside the realm 
of copyright. 

Just as physical property rights establish the basis for exchange-value in 

trade, so copyright is the foundation for exchange-value in the commerce of 

culture, though as earlier chapters of the discussion have pointed out, it is 

often not a sufficient foundation to satisfy voters' preference. More than a 

basis for trade, copyright is, especially in the French tradition, an 

underpinning of a creator's moral right to prevent distortion or mutilation of 

his work. 

Harry Chartrand sees copyright as the "unifying principle" that ties all 

cultural enterprises together. 18  He calls these enterprises the "quaternary 

sector" of the economy, embracing "creation, production, distribution, 

consumption and conservation of abstract goods and services. These include 

scientific and technical inventiveness, excellence in the arts, quality of life, 

community development, national unity, natural rights of the environment and 

other abstract, but highly valued aspects of contemporary life." 

The notion of copyright as central to the cultural market, and to the 

electronic communications emporium, is supported by the studies leading to the 

long-awaited revision of the 1924 Copyright Act. These studies go back to the 

Ilsley Royal Commission Report of 1957, and include an Economic Council of 

Canada report of 1971, the Keyes-Brunet report of 1977 quoted at the beginning 

of this section, and the Task Force report nearing completion at the time of 
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this study. While Applebaum-Nébert.calls the delayin,arriving.at acceptable-

revisions "shocking", it at least has had the advantage of providing more time 

to incorporate consideration of the new communications technologies. 

Thus it may be expected that Canada, like the United States, will include 

the content of cable television in the copyright payments system. An 

interviewee in the DepartMent of . CommunidatiOns, describing  copyright as "the 

fundamental legal basis.of the cultural industries"; said of cable: "The. CRTC 

licenses-theseAuys-and,takes.the.1 -ihe,thatcopyrtghtisnot our bag, we're 

regulatory. So - how we-'have - Cahcom.pumping it'north." He-added,  "The big fear 

is that if you're going to pay the Yankees, all the money is going to go out of 

the country." 

New copyright legislation, or the incorporation of the copyright principle 

in other lejislation and regillation, shoul .d protect the creator's right in 

éVerything frOecoMpüter software'prograMS-tovideotape - recarding,.from book-

lending by public libraries to public exhibition of • privately-owned works  of' 

art J:b, - shOulerid:uS:ofthe,hotton: t4t theartitancUcreatrather than 

 the- public; Shouid - Substàize'the:-public PUrpose -. 

• It is often argued,that.the mthuteness - of payments for'-, say:, the:borrowing: 

of a book make it administratively impractical to think in terms of copyright. 

But volume, intricacy, and detail are nothing to computers. While malign 

computer-control of the world makes better fiction, the benign use of computers 

to preserve individualism and individual rights and freedomS, to prevent the 

horror of the global village and the homogenization of human personality, makes 

better policy. 

Copyright,' identifyingcreatrs apd:groviding for' their gayment and.moral 

protectiOn, must:often;belmeementeq,collectively . and brins us to the question 

of protecting  the public from gang-ups in the cultural emporium; that is, from 

the artificial creation of scarcity to unduly favor the producer over the 

consumer. 
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3. Structural diversity  

Much of our law and public attitude on cultural freedom derives from public 

policy on the press, which was the first of the major replicative media and, 

later, the first of the mass media. At the beginning, cultural freedom 

and property rights in the printing press were seen as much the same thing. 

Real freedom of expression, in terms of pushing back the interpretation of 

seditious libel and gaining access to parliamentary debate, were long in coming. 

It is only in comparatively recent times that a difference has been argued 

between freedom of a cultural production company and freedom of expression, a 

distinction between property rights and cultural rights. And it is only in 

recent times that it has been argued that the public interest in free enterprise 

may require a different approach for cultural industries than for ordinary 

industries under anti-trust or anti-combines legislation. 

H.A. Innis was one of those who argued that constitutional freedom of the 

press in the United States "has provided bulwarks for monopolies which have 

emphasized control over space". 19  That is, freedom of the press had meant 

something very different in the days when 400 was a good circulation from modern 

times, when press magnates might control many millions in circulation to the 

exclusion of other voices. A.J. Liebling summed it up in his aphorism that 

freedom of the press belongs to those that own one. 

In the United States, a landmark decision written by Justice Hugo Black, 

upholding an earlier one by Justice Learned Hand, sought to restore the cultural 

sense of the First Amendment. Delivering the majority opinion of the U.S. 

Supreme Court in the Associated Press case of 1945, Black wrote: 

That Amendment rests on the assumption that the widest 
possible dissemination of information from diverse and 
antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare of the 
public, that a free press is a condition of a free 
society. ( 	) Freedom of the press from governmental 
interference under the First Amendment does not sanction 
repression of that freedom by private interest. 
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the-,U.S.,to-build on thatprecedent under-anti-trust-

legislation was largely thwarted by Congress's Newspaper Preservation Act of 

1970, which provided for local combines in order to save "failing" newspapers. 

Black's principle eventually became, however, an important one in the rules of 

the U.S. Federal Communications Commission, serving as the basis for preventing 

cross ownership of radio, television, and newspaper outlets in the same market. 

Th'at principie h'ias now, been edopteU, with,provision for exceptions;,in'the ,  

Canadian Government's 1982  Di rection on cross-media ownership  to  the CRTC, 20 

 which:, wés-.an ,adaptation-of;a -rKent ComMission-recommendatfon 

Another problem of concentration of ownership arises when cultural 

enterprises are seen to be too influenced by the other business interests of the 

proprietor. One approach to this problem, again in the case of newspapers, is 

the Government's proposal that a planned purchase of a newspaper by a "non-media 

corporation" be referred tà the Restrictive Trade Practices. Commission for 

inquiry and,.reCeffiehdatibb-.  The  inggirY Would be tà find,oUt if thé neWS"pa'Per 

was, "likely to maintain its editorial independence" - from the proprietor% other 

interests: and, if not,. whether "the non-media - çorpOreti ,on:Will-undulytntarfere 

with the:diversity of-views:being expressed  and coMMunicated publicly,  in  

Canada" 

Whatever the upshot of the two initiatives -L the Direction to the CRTC and 

the proposed newspaper legislation -- they are important for being based on 

Government recognition of the  principle that "diversity of information sources 

is a cornerstone of democracy" .22 For the purposes of our discussion, it 

would appear -quite consonant with the Constitution -- "freedom of thought, 

belief,  opinion and  express:ion, including freedom.of  the press and  other'média 

of commtin -ft:ations''' 	to'broeeff:thesense -  oftbiS-_principie-by writing: 

"di'yersity of, soUrce-of - cultural:exp,i7esion.is  a_cornerstone'of democracy". 

One of the problems of giving legislative expression to the cultural 

diversity principle in provisions governing industrial structure, or 

"institutional arrangements", is that it is confused with the economic 

competition principle. Economic competition, to ensure that products reach the 
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public at a reasonable price, may not ensure diversity of cultural expression. 

As Edith Cody-Rice has written, dealing with newspapers, "While maintatning 

competition may be of assistance in protecting the dissemination of information, 

the Combines Investigation Act is not designed to deal with the problem of a 

diversified press; as is evident from the judicial decisions, it is really 

designed to protect the financial interest of the public." 23  

How do we protect the cultural interest of the public in diversity of 

expression against, not only government intrusion, but also undue power of 

concentrated private ownership? Would it be possible to incorporate in general 

competition legislation provisions based on the diversity principle that would 

apply across the cultural emporium? If this were possible, then in conjunction 

with other laws of general application, such as copyright and libel, this would 

remove the necessity of having special tribunals, such as the CRTC„exercising a 

"supervisory" role over cultural content. That is, we would bring culture into 

the body of the economy, so to speak, rather than consigning it piecemeal to 

various regulatory busybodies. 

While we have drawn extensively on the case of the press, the issue of 

diversity rather than competition is of general application. The National Film 

Board has noted, for example, that: 24  

The United States' experience indicates that the new delivery modes, 
subjected to the traditional pressures of a market economy which have 
created lowest common denominator programming, respond in much the 
manner of traditional delivery systems. 

Where new channel choice has succeeded in fragmenting the monolithic 
audience of the American networks, it has not succeeded in creating 
specialized audiences for specialized programming. What is being 
offered is largely the same old programming; only the delivery methods 
have been changed. Diversification of delivery appears, in fact, to 
increase homogeneity of programming in the same manner that it 
increases centralization of exhibition. 
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Alphonse tluimet urges—that . the,elebtronic comMunicating» artS- :should.bE_based-

9n the principle of "complementarity" so that the "various segments of the taste 

spectrum' would be served. But "the concept of serving all tastes is just the 

opposite  to  that  of North  American commercial philosophy". 

With the convergence of technologies and the tendency to merger and conglo-

meration in industrial organization, people concerned_with diverstty  and  choice 

have tended to Took to new criteria to secure it. Oùimet and others have 

strgs:sed“thgrbaStC. prindpilgAf sgperating,carriagéand:content: "A- Carrier 	- 

should not determine.what'.it carries' and ,  it shoulcrnot be in a position to 

compete with those who have to depend on its carriage." 25  The CRTC followed 

the recommendations of its own Therrien Committee 2 6 by providing that the 

distributors of pay-TV -- that-is, the licensegs -- should be-separate as to 

ownership and control from both the carriers (the cable companies), and the 

production companies. Under anti-trust decisions in the U.S., the film 

diStributors maynot control  exhibition in theatres,  in the manner in which they 

have been- allowed to'in Canadian theatres;  and  under the FCC', networks have--beep 

limitgcLin-thg. --numbgryofstations - on.-:thenetwork.,they - mayown 

In Canada, given the smallness-of. the French and . English markets, their 

fer! '-nung .!charecter, abd, thairprognquttY . to-ILS, cultiu'al-resoieces, we  have  

also had resort to public ownership to secure diversity and choice in cultural 

fare. 

4. Public intervention  

Thé Ap'pelbaile-i-îébertReport was ,crittcaloff, boOi thg-"heavy réliarice , of thgOast 

on fgderal proprigtorshipoffa4production'organizatiOn, (thg.Canadian. 

Broadcasting  Corporation)"  and, what'it considereifexcessi-ve resort-to. regulatton 

to securecultural goals, "The'degreeorfederal  intervention'  réciuirédsle be 

even greater than before," it said, "but the modes must change." 27  That is, , 

Applebaum-Hébert.prescribed more carrot, less stick, and looked to the CBC and 
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the NFB in the communicating arts, and the NAC in the creative arts, to provide 

part of the carrot by giving up in-house production and contracting it out to 

the private sector. 

Since our interviewees were mostly in the public sector, it is perhaps not 

surprising that most of them shared the views of those in the arts community who 

felt that Applebaum- Hébert  had advocated too sharp a shift. 

An interviewee at the National Film Board agreed that the NFB had in the 

past been administratively top-heavy and too cut off from the private sector. 

Some parts of the operation he would drop, such as the still photo division. 

The distribution service he would pass to the private sector as part of the 

effort to build the Canadian film distribution industry. But he held that in 

order to achieve international standards of production values in feature films 

and documentary films for Canadians, it would continue to be important to draw 

on the resources of the NFB. That view was shared by interviewees in the Arts 

and Culture Sector, the Canadian Film Development Corporation, and the Canadian 

Conference of the Arts. The interviewee at the NFB suggested that 

"concertation" should be the principle in the future, and pointed to a 

multi-film deal orchestrated in concert with private production companies, the 

Canadian Film Development Corporation, the French and English networks of the 

CBC, the Institut Québécois du Film, Radio-Québec, Super Channel pay-TV, 

Antenne II of the French broadcasting system, and a private production company 

in France, the last two thanks to Canada's co-production treaty with France. 

The new electronic emporium could greatly reduce the stickiness of the 

market for NFB films, the interviewee said. At the time of the interview, the 

circulation of French-language films through the private video-club network had 

only been under way for three weeks, but rentals of cassettes had "exceeded all 

expectations" -- 80 rentals of J.A. Martin, Photographe  alone, at that moment, 

and a total of 400 rentals all told. It will be important to follow the 

progress of this new means of public access to NFB production in both English 

and French. The government film commissioner, James Domville, looks forward to 

the day of NFB's place in an Interactive National Electronic Film Librany on a 
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switched, cul tural: communicati ons- system; tcy whi chthe.  TVI channel -pressed-for by_ 

the NFB coul d be a precursor. At the same time, there is a good deal of 

evi dence of more cooperaticn between the NFB and the CBC than in the past. 

The intervi ewee said the NFB woul d shortly have a ful ly costed plan to put 

al 1 i ts  films on a rental basi s. The Board 's economic impact studi es had so far 

been very crude, he said. In its research function, the Board was doi ng 

advanced appl i ed research in  animation  by computer. 

The. CRC,, of course:, lboms a, good:deal larger than ,  the, NU .  as a obi cIy 

owned cultural' enterpri se, accounting for more than half the Government 's 

expendi tu re on cultural act i vi ti es', and hence was the mai n focus of debate 

fol 1 owing the Appl ebaum-Hébert Report, though recommended for somewhat 1 ess 

drastic reform. The Commi ttee's recommendations (65, 66, and 67) that CBC 

televisi on should quit sell ing ads, drop its pri vàte affi 1 iates, and contract 

out  al 1 its prôdùctibn  but nés  Wàs- described by CBC  Président  Pierre- Juneab as: 

"a* hi gh-minded  prescription for. disaster'. 28 ' The CBC, he said, planned to 

redüçe  commercial revenue  biit, not - "throw,  aWay;,' this money-- for  some ideological  or 

 dodtri nai re reaSoe. The cost. of: replacing- the affili àtes With:juSt CBC trans ,  

mitters would be $5Dmillion, he s said. Reliance:on- i ndependent producers would. 

be , tc foil ow the - model of-  the* h4ge Merl can market' and "No other -  country th the 

worl d can affOrd to finance program* devel opment in this way." Sti i 1 ; CBC .  hoped 

to  arrive  over fi ve years at about a 50-50  division  between in-house and 

independent production cf i ts programming outsi de the areas of news,  public  

affai rs , and sports. 

The CBC's, ppsition-  on  commerciaThrevenue. undoubtedly weakens, i ts status as a 

publicly supported-aliernative,service- .to- commercial * 	obligations 

 to  the affniatés., to:which. the' COmmercial revenue-question is- 1 i nked. The 

producti oh-issue s rather di fferent.:; our•interviewees contended in both: the 

case' of the: NEB:and the GE -  that, under the conditions of the Canadi an .Engl sh 

and French markets, publ i cly owned enterpri ses are real ly necessary if Canadi anS 

are to attempt the scal e of production with which they have to compete from 

abroad. 
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In a general way, it might be observed that Applebaum-Hébert failed to 

recognize that public enterprise, by providing diversity, eases the pressure on 

the regulatory system to try to make private enterprises jump through hoops they 

don't want to, or simply can't. An interviewee at the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation observed of private TV, "It's highly profitable, but it does not 

generate the kind of money needed for Canadian production" -- that is, Canadian 

production of the costly type of entertainment and children's programming in 

which U.S. sources now predominate. 

An interesting feature of CBC development in recent years has been its 

expansion into a cultural conglomera -Ée through CBC Enterprises, which is 

designed to be self-financing, though there may be cross-subsidization within it 

between profitable and non-profitable products. The SM-5000 digital records, 

convertible to the new laser-read compact audio videodiscs, create an opportu-

nity for Canadian classical recording. The operation was criticized by an 

interviewee in the Arts and Culture Sector for poor marketing strategy -- the 

records should be priced lower and pushed in the mainstream of record distribu-

tion. An interviewee at the CBC accepted the criticism but said the Crown 

company ran into strong objections from the private sector if it was seen to be 

horning-in on private enterprise. Possibly some form of concertation of effort 

could be arranged with private firms sharing the goal of promoting Canadian 

classical recordings. This type of activity, i the interviewee said, was in the 

CBC tradition of seeking to build the cultural base on which broadcasting 

relies. 

Another activity of CBC Enterprises has been the publication of books 

deriving from CBC activities. A cassette service -- such programs as The Nature 

of Things -- for schools and institutions is another, using both the CBC 

Enterprises and the NFB distribution networks. The interviewee said it was 

possible the Corporation would extend a books-on-cassettes service to blind 

people. 

The interviewee said "There is an understanding the CBC should also contrib-

ute to the development of new technology where it is important to Canadian 

broadcasting." Thus CBC participation had been essential to the communications 

satellite system. 
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Büt the,most,portentous of the_CBC.%...new:lnitiatives, levered-by- a-govern, 

ment subsidy directed through the DOC', is the experimental teletext service. It 

was ironic that while the Royal Cbrilmission on Newspapers was bearing a balance 

of opinion against, and was itself recommending against; a "print CBC", a prfnt 

CBC was taking shape along the lines of the CEEFAX and ORACLE services launched 

by the public and commercial TV networks in.Britain a decade ago, though they 

have only- begun to attract a:mass audience rétently. Bu -tif:British teletext 

was the first - model, it was  th è sùdden movement of heavy American investment 

into.thé / neW screenprintservices thatgavea,certain ,  urgency  to. the CBC ,  

experiment. If the Canadiab market for new cultural communfcationsservices,was 

not once more to be pre-empted by United States sources, only to be won back in 

part later, if at all, by under-financed, tail-end-charlie Canadian services, 

the CBC had to act. 

Our interviewee at the CBC noted that the Corporation, along with other 

Crown corporations -,,had . been'the subject of an industrial  impact  study by the. 

Department of-Supply. and Services. It showed that:certain  parts. of the 

eflettronits,industryin .Càbada:mere?éreated, or nUrtured by , the Cfe 

As we reach this point -  in the discussion, the interrelationship of the 

,creatime - and'communitating,:artS, and the'role of public enterprise; is -  being, 

vividly illustrated by the presentation on CBC of the National Arts Centre 

production of the opera Eugene Onegin. 

An interviewee at the NAC felt that the major contribution of the Centre to 

the communicatinij arts was indirect, in the sense of fostering excellence in the 

performing arts;: Through - itsin'-houSe-production the Centre broadened: , 

 opportunittes.-in, Canada:for'perforeng 7arts production ,  to world standards; 	. 

through- showdasing_indepepdunt:companies'itproyided-anatiohal stage and 

 coMparative, measure-of performance,:- The-:. possibilitiesof direct translation of 

its. productions to audio-visbal media were strongest in dance and opera,  second 

strongest in orchestral productions, and "not good" in theatre. 
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Though our discussion and survey of the regulatory framework and of public 

enterprise in cultural production has been limited, a few points may be made: 

1. The public-vs-private debate is often extremely sterile, doctrinaire, 

and unrelated to the practicalities of building a flourishing Canadian cultural 

realm. Public participation covers a tremendous variety of instruments: tax 

concessions, grants, studies and information input, regulation, and contracting 

private firms in the cultural industries, as well as ownership of cultural 

production facilities and operations. 

2. The private and public sectors embrace an ill-defined voluntary sector, 

supported by both, which is often a distinct participant in the concertation of 

public and private effort to achieve some cultural objective at the national, 

provincial, or community level. 

3. The electronic emporium is steadily providing more opportunities for 

direct payment in exchange for specific cultural offerings. Thus there is a new 

framework in which to consider the appropriate mix between: (i) subsidization 

out of general tax revenues, to assure a measure of cultural opportunity to all 

Canadians and prevent a culture-rich and culture-poor determinism in the 

Canadian economy; (ii) cross-subsidization between cultural enterprises in the 

electronic emporium, the rich aiding the poor; and (iii) direct payment by users 

for the product of public, private, or voluntary cultural enterprises. 

4. The consideration of the payments system can be based on the same 

diversity principle that should inform the general regulatory framework. 

Dependence on advertising revenue, which in part makes an audience a consumer-

product of the merchandizing system, can be lessened by consumer-pay. So can 

dependence on government funding, with its danger, no matter how strong the 

safeguards, of undue political-bureaucratic pressure on creativity. The 

dependence of the voluntary sector on both public and private donations gives 

it its particular vulnerability, but at the same time it escapes some of the 

inhibitions of both government and private enterprise. 
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L' 	The, dangers  of  too much  "concertation", and too_much emphasis -_ôn, 

"complementari ty" have to be recogni zed: they could produce the ki nd of 

cl osed-ci rcùit exclusi veness that regulatory rul es agai nst  vertical i ntegrati on - 

are desi gned to prevent , and that regulatory protection of vested interests too 

often fosters. 

Broadly speaki ng, pubii economic intervention by whatever means is part of 

the regul atory system itsel f. To this point, our  discussion  has, been 1 argely 

1 imited to the communicating arts, What of the creati ve arts and- heri tage in 

the. new  communications envi ronment? 

The creative arts and heri tage  

The most celebrated passage in the 1 i terature of cultural economiCs is the fol-

lowing':, "The output per man-hour of the vi ol inist. playing  a Schubert quartet, in 

a standard concert' hal f is relatively fi.xed; and if  is fairly- di ffi cult to 
reduce - -the; number' of a.ctorS ,  neCesary , fôr a, performapce of Henry IV,. 

*Part. 	"29- 'APpeari  n , fi rSt ,  in:  an- arti cte.- à the Merl can ECohomi d Rev i ew  , 

and later. in The Rerforeng Arts,:- the-- EcQflomi, Dtlemma,.  by WA'. Saumol and - 

W:;&. Bowen,  19.66, the-argument that' the 1 tve- perftreng. arts:need speç.tal he] 

because' they cannot bring down 'their - costs through producti vity  gains 1 ike other 

parts of the economy, became a - bone that economi sts are sti 1 1 chewi ng in the 

1 earned journal s. It was argued in reply that new technol ogy 	tel evisi on, 

sound recording -- vastly increased the payi ng audience for the performi ng 

arti st, thus in -fact i ncreàsing his producti vity. Baumol argued back that thi s 

was  a once.-only ,  type-of producti 	gai  h, after. witi ch':  the.  "Cost diSeasew  

by some "B'aumol 	dtsease-- mould, 'Set: rtght  in ,agaib for  vjtili ni'st - and  

a cto r;, - Some- econcests argued- that, there„mene other economtes„ 	bé . made, or 

which ,were bei ng ,  made, by- outtl ligH rehearsal t i me ,,, tntroduci ng more , eff ci ent 

manabement and 50 on. Others poi nted out that the more affluent soci ety 

resul ting from produCti vitY gains in 'other parts of thé economy mi ght be wi 1 1 ing 

to pay more for the works of the lone arti sts, or groups of arti sts, who coul d 

not increase thei r producti vi ty at the creati ve end of the cul tural  continuum, 
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whether in the performingarts or othèr - arts. Baùmol pOinteCout.that diffùsiOn .  

. of centralized production reduced the demand for local live performance. 

The relationship of computer-communications technology to the arts, and the 

- economics-of the arts, has become a steadily more important aspect .of cultural 

policy discussion. Technology insinuates itself into creative production 

itself; with first.the analog.and now - the:digital electronic music synthesizer, 

with video art, with coMputer . grahicS. Thé coMputer -with audio-visual' 

, compohentsenables,thechoreographer.to provide,:and.preserve,. a more ample 

 expréssionofihis art-. DU may be doubted whether-the'word-processor, any more 
than the typewriter, has real relevance to the literary muse, but downstream 

effects.are strong. The relevance of the communicating arts to the National 

Arts  Centre has already been mentioned, though our interviewees would have us 

pause to make'a point that the economist sometimes doesn't -- the extension of 

an original art through a different medium produces an art form which is 

.different from the original; it iS a different cultural' experience which does 

not comprise all the, elements of the original, juSt as thé  baseball -  game on the 

screen  in the, living,rocim-isnot:the basebaW gamein -the,park. As another 

interviewee put it, the magic- of ballet cannot leap the gap from the theatre to 

the - screen, the magic of the Monet on the wall cannot be transmitted to the 

Monet - in. the' art book, or on the vidéodtsc. 

Our discussion of new technology was chiefly with intervieWees in heritage ' 

institutions . , where the corresponding principle is that their chief function is 

to provide access to the original artefact, :and - not to.some telecommunicated 

simulacrum of it.. At the same time, extension of knowledge about heritage 

collections.is central to-their accessibility.and here ,rthe new technology is 

working ,:sométhing:›ofarevolution 

An interviewee at_ the-National Museums Corporation outlined four fields -

-techneogiCal-application, which-we distUssedwitii-interviewees attheAMC, the 

National Library, the Public Archives, and  Parks Canada: 
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1. The management of col 1 ecti ons computer indexig and, access to records , 

basi cal ly replaci ng fi ve-by-seven inch cards , provides a much faster and more 

versatile  inventory system. 

2. Public  information: knowledge about the collections,  at varying level s 

of sophistication, can be put at the fingertips of the public -- on site, at 

other suitable  locations, and eventual ly in the home. 

Research:: scientists, hi storians, and, other,: profeSstonal -  Users can -

Obtaiii immensely improved, acteSs .td: detailed. InfOrMatibh fàr ,  study' and: analysi s. 

4. 	Administration:  office automation 1 inked to computeri zed  collections  

greatly faci 1 itates management of heritage institutions. 

Ln the National Museums of Canada, the key to these developments is the 

Canadian Heritage ,  Information Network, which is the translation into the 

i'nfOrrilatics age of  the ederj concept of 	nattOne .-i nvento. 	Canadla. , 
cultural  he ri tage, i ntr oduced: , 	Gérard Pèl 1 éti er  1m 	At. present: -CHIN ' 

deVeroPment mandate 	gro-V1 de, nbt onlY fdr. the , NMC:: but for TrIli5éliiiË acrOss' 

the country, only the first of the four' functions. mentioned' above,  collections  

mangement but :other.functionsH can': 	addéd ,  to the systeir ow request  of  the, 

participants,  On a user-fée basis. 

An intervi ewee at CHIN said 152 institutions throughout Canada now partici - 

pate, about 40 of them through onl ine computers 1 inked by the Trans-Canada 

Telephone System's Datapac electronic mail service, the remai nder through 

regi onal. centres -. Col letti on -management capabi 1 i ty i s, obtained' by establ i s hi ng , 

a-,:datease,  for ,  eacW 	"Once wé have  ' coniIted all  .;the; - mUseum 

deaases,. you -lid 11, be able to extratt from every databasecommon sets -  of 

information, more or less : - a  descriptive  index of ' what  is . , il the system:. All the 

museurOpases- and  thé,, nati one one will be created 	year from no4. 11  

The system is being devel oped in conjunction with Control Data Corporation 

of Canada of Mississauga, aided by grants from the Industry, Trade and Commerce 

Department, and having a worl d product mandate from its parent company in the 
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United States. .Our interviewee-said.tbe parent American firm-cônceived,  theHdeav 

of developing computer applications in the field of the social sciences and 

humanities. It turned to Canada with a proposal for the museums after a similar 

project with the Hermitage Museum in Leningrad had fallen through, owing to the 

Afghanistan war.. The Canadian project could have considerable economic impact. 

"Because the program is unique and experimental, as we pick up the 

directions in which the museums are moving in the use of the technology, Control 

Data Canada develops the technology," said the interviewee. "Control Data 

Canada is now getting a great deal of interest from abroad. There are five or 

six customers who will probably make some sort of 'go' decision in the next two 

years -- these would be countries or very large institutions. ( 	) The one 

thing we have refused to do is become sales agents for Control Data. ( ) If 

another country approaches us -- that is, CHIN -- we are going to tell them the 

problems we are having as well as the benefits we're deriving." 

The interviewee expected that a number of other federal institutions, such 

as Parks Canada, and private collections, would enter the CHIN system on a cost-

recovery basis. One of the first such clients is the Interpol section of the 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, with a database of stolen art and museum objects. 

"They tell me museum and art theft is the second largest dollar-value crime, 

after the dope trade -- a quarter million stolen objects, not computerized 

anywhere. We've been working with them three years to develop a database. 

Apparently - when something is stolen, it is usually taken out of the country 

within 48 hours, but at present it takes six weeks to get the information out. 

The RCMP hopes that with the computer database they can provide immediate 

awareness of theft throughout the network, including border points. The RCMP 

wants to sell the system abroad. 

• 	"I feel very strongly the markets have to define themselves. I don't think 

we' can go about defining artificial markets. From one thing you develop 

another. Starting with CHIN as a tool of collection management, you go on to 

find an:application in crime prevention, in education, maybe eventually in the 

home." 
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interviewee;,sai.ethatto,  the-uSer• the;-Canadian,.Heritage- Information:, 

 Network "is not a communications network. It's a grid, a network of art 

historians, conservators, archaeblogists, all of whom can coexist on  that  grid." 

That-is, we have again the user-concept  of thé electronic cultural emporium 

rather than the communiCator-concept of channelled telecommunications. He noted 

that, "Exhibiting institutions arein essence information systems, they are all 

engaged  in the  interpretation' of data:" 

But:"Rubli .c,programming-ts ,  out -sikle.My mandate. Research is outside:, 

Adffinistat•e, use  is oùtsid 	ailtdesperately want to avoid separat é . 

networks for each, since they're all related. We are continuing study of the 

technology because we know these things are coming down the road, and coming 

sooner rather than later. There is a gap between technology and the ability to 

use it; the technology is available right now." 

One of  the iffiportet - econbmic.poltcyiSnéS:Wntch'is: ratsee 

broadened„-by the introduction of the new_technology in the heritage, setting, is, 

the  questionof'the,payments: sy,stem::„ Whatshoulbepai'd:frord_generarrevénye, 

on behalf-of the-gpeopie?' What Shoedbe paUrby-the-LISer Who:c;bità .in'sa -

particular benefit,perhap,s a-commercial benefit,,frbm a sp é cial access,sérvice 

As  we: mentioned in  .an earlier .  chapter, Lord:Rbbbiàs_was:arguingfor.freeentry 

to museums when he made his comment linking . public support of  Culture to 

ultimate  values  rather than to scientific econoMiCs. But Robbins acknowledged 

the validity of charging for special exhibitions--what are now sometimes called 

"blockbusters"--as a rationing mechanism. Charges were also appropriate for 

special services not needed by thé general public. Mark Blaug argues that 

charges•are'also Valid'aS a - Means  of determining psublic.preference; that is, 

démandW 

At theAational'Library i  eere;:thé-coMputerized - uniWcatalogue is how 

entered —in the GerMan - DOBTS'command4anguage system and may be accesSed from the 

Trans-Canada Telephone System's experimental INET, an Hnterviewee . pointed to an 

anomaly. "We have online data bases for providing access' to indexes of 

periodical articles, and we charge people for access.-- say, if you were looking 

for articles on cultural economics." (Happily the DOC library proVided the 
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service. free.) "But if we did it manually, you would not:be-charged. thoùgh-it. 

would be much more labor intensive. That's the kind of contradiction a lot of 

librarians dealing mith Online databases are having to deal with." 

The  increasing thirst for information in the information society also 

created difficulties with copyright and compensating authors, which appeared 

with photocopying and "are becoming worse with - online databases". It was- also 

difficult to distinguish between disinterested research and commercial research. 

But:the:interviewee at least felt there was po likelihood of computerizing the 

whole contents of the library and doing away with paper: "Someone .fromsthe. 

Library of Congress in the U.S. said recently that people will be able to do 

without paper in libraries the day they're able to do without paper in 

washrooms." 

An interviewee at the Public Archives suggested the analogy of the wholesale 

operation, with -"retailers" like Pierre Berton . -keeping 'groups of researchers 

busy extracting material from.the Archives. Clients also included professional 

historians, the-broader academic community ;  educational systems, teIevision - and 

film producers, lawyers, engineers, architects, the medical - profession, labor 

unions,  advertising agencies, and so on. He said the Archives was further 

behind in creating, online databases than it would like to be and, unlike the 

National Library, did not have any of its databases on any network. 

"If people are reaping a personal, non-commercial benefit from the Archives, 

that should be free. The people you should be charging are those profiting.  on a 

commercial basis," the interviewee said. "Certainly there should bé a charge 

for reproduction, but not for access. Access-is as sacreft a right as to. go into 

the.House_of Commons to hear the MPs-speak." He said.the problem -of trying- to 

come up with an appropriate fee scale for chaueable services was "horrendous". 

One  interviewee at Parks Canada said the departmentwas under strong 

pressure from. Treasury Board and the Auditor General to increase cost recoveries 

froffi the public. But the position of Parks Canada is that the basic mission of 

the national parks and historic sites is,properly tax supported. Only 
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ass oci ated spec i al sè.rvi ces. shoul d be ' pai d, for 	Another i nterv ewee sai d "The 

Treasury Board does not say what level of recovery woul d be appropri ate. The 

Auditor General would 1 ike us to have dime  machines on the toi 1 ets, but we'd 

1 ose it al 1 in damage from people goi ng over the door, under the door,  , or 

bashing it in." 

Ah, interviewee, connected with, hi stori c parks -a.nd. sites fel t charges were 

appropriate , for speci al ' services-- 	e- runni ng around • in peri od ' costume and 

that, sort. of thine 	. but, not:, in:.-cohnecti on -  with - the basic- mission -  of 

p reservi ng ,thepas.t—and. provi ding- access . The i ntervi ewee- said the Canadi an 

Heri tage Information Network mi ght be useful : for "materi el management", though 

CHIN had been "very qui et about cost  figures". But he questi oned its use for 

research: "1 woul d . question the cost-effectiyeness of putting everything into. 

databases on the possi bi 1 ity that some day people wi 11 want it." Standal one 

computer progràms coul d be used for particular projects ; say, thé measurement of 

parametres- of 1000 ' bottles . The natibnal ihVentory- of.  dàtàpàsé's Hie et hel p 

a few curators organtze exhibi ts, but any curator worth his sal t knows what's in 

eyerYone el Se»s call e 	orr". . AS to  information services for  the publi c,  

tnterviewee felt the  present. System: of publi cat ianS ,  gi vi hg- bail' infOrMati on -  on 

hi storic heritage empl acements and collections:served -  beSt._ 'There ls* not money .  

in  Canada.' to 	up. a seneral: database ta: answer -  ail  questions, thaugh we ' ve 

used keyword databases for di fferent projects ," he said. 'Rather than set up a 

massive  system from which the public coul d ask any question it wanted about 

Canadiàn hi story, "it would be a hel 1 uva lot  cheaper to buy a Grade 13 history 

text" . 	 • 

Besi dés, the department had just joneAyer to, a Microfiche , system a year and 

a- 	an'd' "People stil 1 comp -rain they want' hard-  copyi' 

Looki ng- back', thehi., over the_ rahge , 	techiial ogi cal trans iti Oç irr the 

creati ve arts and heritage, there are many unanswered  questions', manY 

di fferenceS of opinion, about the applications of informatics . Where the use of 

informati cs merges into the general  issue of government-pay or useHpay, there 

are no: cl ear gui del i nes and a fair tussl e betWeen the operati ng and control arms 
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•  of government. Perhaps the querulous state of debate in this area only 

underlines the more general difficulty of finding conceptual vantage points from 

which to assess the whole range of cultural enterprise in transition. 

Concepts of change in cultural enterprise  

Through the Telecommission studies of ten years and more ago, the Department of 

Communications began with an extremely broad and well elaborated concept of the 

rapidly changing Instant World  of communications and its socio-cultural implica-

tions. This broad vision suffered through the seventies from the pressures of 

day-to-day business, the difficulties of planning in a field of so many 

variables and unknowns, the problems of coordinating policy in the disparate 

parts of government, and political circumstances militating against the kind of 

cooperation between the federal and provincial orders of government that would 

be essential for effective national policy. By the time the relatively small 

and administratively overburdened Arts and Culture unit was transferred from the 

Secretary of State's department to the Department of Communications in 1980, DOC 

policy had become focused on some tightly strategic concepts of development. 

Two strategies were particularly emphasized: communications satellites and 

videotex, associated respectively with two men in the Ouimet mould, Chapman and 

Parkhill, who in their different ways combined the qualities of personal acumen, 

scientific competence, and managerial imagination needed to drive forward inno-

vative technical projects. The space program brilliantly capitalized on the 

Canadian reputation in terrestrial telecommunications and on cooperative 

possibilities in the U.S. space program. The Telidon program, with little 

Canadian expertise or industrial base to build upon, daringly exploited a 

significant, but minor and narrow, technical advance in graphics transmission 

and turned it into a position among the world leaders -- Britain, Japan, France, 

the United States -- in the new media of interactive computer communications. 

But such strategic concentration raised increasing problems for comprehensive 

communications planning, and comprehensive departmental planning, which now 

included focal responsibility in government for cultural policy. The new 
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cul tu  rai  component 	thedepartment; s aw ,, the 	entif•ndustri al  prolect: of- 

satellite  communications rushing ahead with the possi bi 1 i ty that it woul d serve 

U.S. cultural services better than Canadian. 	It saw cultural considerati ons 

being taken  into  account as an afterthought of the Tel i don program, which was 

'centred on new computer capabi 1 ity, new  transmission  capabi 1 ity, but Old di spl ay 

capabi 1 ity and inattention to soci o-cul tural needs. 

In order to consi der soMe of the conceptual. possi bi 1 iti es for redressing the 

baranCe; we',:turrutii'- the :intef'naei one Hi -gh.:liefl niti on Tel evl si on Col 1 oqui um, of 

i Ottawa whi ch: one. of the 1 eading: Ameri Can pa rti ctpantS hai 1 ed  as  an 

international "mil estone" on the road to new standards of production ,• 

tranmissi on , and di spl ay. 31  Hé cal 1 ed Canada the "ideal test-bed for such 

presentati on and exchanges" 

A useful starti ng  point  is  the quotation by a couple of Ameri can 

participants  of a di ctum. frob V.annevar B -Ush.. - . "We al W-ays 'overestimate' the, 

of a new technol ogy ln the short term and underestimate its ,  impact in the long 

term. " -32  Cerro] hwen and 1 Michel  Guità accompanied, thi,S  observation  with a . 

nUmber of exaMples ,  of the 1 Ong pertod that. have':- been: requi red: to generali ze- the 

market for, innovations such as FM radio . and- color teleVisi on. -WE  have  al ready 

noted the'  sini 1 ar experi ence with vi deodi.So, fi rst deMonStrate in  1936 and only 

now fi nding its way into consumer-market applications.  

But if we use Bush 's advi ce to avoi d Frye 's "panic of change" in the short 

term, how do we avoi d simply being carri ed al ong by incremental technol ogy and 

spin-off to a result whi ch we mi ght have sought to avoid if we had tried 

properly to asses "impact in the long., term"? 

The, best , ansWer appears:j 	corne : ,.:  frorE the Japanese-,-  whose'  parti  cu 1 ar:geni us. 

n the new  computer-communications  tecnneogy/. h'as -. been  to bal once  attention  to 

what goes' into syStems With  attention  to what we eyentual ly hope to get out of 

them. 
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The Japanese approach, better known in such fields as auto manufacture and 

fifth-generation computer intelligence, was illustrated at the HDTV Colloguium 

by Takashi Fujio of the NHK (Japanese Broadcasting System) Research 

Laboratories, Tokyo. Forecasting the arrival of an information society, said 

Fujio, "NHK started in 1970 research and development of high-definition 

television appropriate for the creation of future video culture, which we 

labelled HDTV." 33  

Prior to starting research and development of this TV system, 
extensive studies and tests were conducted regarding 
characteristics of the human visual system, physical 
requirements of the TV system needed to satisfy these 
characteristics, and the future television system expected 
and desired by viewers. 

He noted that because of technological limitations, the existing television 

system "failed to attain the level at which the functions of the human visual 

system can be effectively utilized". 34  

This is why the existing color TV cannot be compared with 
movies or printing in terms of picture clarity, impact, or 
immediacy. It cannot thoroughly provide high-level 
psychological satisfaction in terms of feelings and 
emotions. 

The Japanese made the breakthrough to the implications of "What you see is 

what you get." Or, as Fujio put it, "The final interface with the viewer is a 

display equi .pment. The performance of the display equipment determines the 

evaluation of the entire television system." 

The Japanese are looking to escape from today's'bulky set built around the 

cathode ray tube: 35  

We who are in charge of development of HDTV believe that the 
future high-definition television display will be a panel 
display (and hence great efforts are being made to study gas 
discharge panel displays) for the follbwing reasons: panel 
displays do not occupy much space; there is no picture 
distortion; there is no out-of-focus problem, even in the 
highlights; a luminosity-hold-type display is available; and 
panel display television is attractive as a commodity. 
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The copeof.t he Ja pan 	ff 	extehOs:..f à r- beyonCtradd tional 	ntothe,  

new realm of interactive communications : 36  

We are now looking into the possibility of using this 
High-Definition. Television to create all kinds of imaging 
systems that the future information society wi 1 1 requi re: 
CATV, motion picture  production,  videotex, transmission of 

minute words and pictures, tele-conferencing and other 
similar useS plus televtsion broaddasting. 

.By. Ontrast 1,1j CI'. theJaP,aneseapproach at  the Colloquium,  one  is struck by, 

the emphasi s of British  and  [ American participants on limited incremental spinoff 

from existing plant, equipment, and military or mil itaryrrel ated innovation such 

as. satellites, and flat panel displays being devel oped for the U.S. armed 

services. The Colloquium may be seen as further evidence of the cultural - 

economic way that was opened to Japan by postWar demi 1 itarization compared tO 

the implications of a mil itary-i ndustri al -s.cientific complex as a dri ving force 

in  soçiety,, about.  which. Ei sehhoPer wened; 	the„. reMarkable; but large] Y: 

forgotten' swansong:_ of  hi  S-  'pres'i ,clency, more  than Myears àOo., Thts 1SYnOt to, 

suggest: that the West is 'unconcerned' with  consumer qual ity, or that ft should-  be 

unconcerned with suddenly rendering  oWspl ete the  half  a, billion  television 

re'céi v'érs' inh housào1 às Of thé 525-1 ine- and 6257 1 i ne: area S: of', the wOrIO 

But it  is  to suggest -, 'as ,  others' at the- Colloquium' suggested.,, that the projection 

of production possibilities should be accompanied by a stronger and more 

objective effort to project people needs and wants. In government, this means 

trying to project voters ' preference. 

- It is here, of course, that the cultural community and cultural  poli cy 

should .have,their impact on cultural  enterprise in transition in the  manner 

that the.  linking-of the-Arts  and  Culture unit .  to the  DepartMent of' 

Cbmmuni nttons.:waS 

A Canadian participant in the Colloquium, Joseph Koenig of Interactive Image 

Technologies, who noted that "present North :Ameri can (high definition) 

technology is primitive, even by the standards of instal led European equipment", 

stressed the application of high-resolution di spl ay in other  applications  than 

broadcasting, as, di d. a  huriihe'r  of  other  participants  . There Were:apPlicatiOns in 

i h..;studj o -  prodUctfôn , . cutti ng' production  costs by up-  tO: 20 per -cent!,  and  i n, 
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displays uslng videotape, videodisc; or satellite distribution" to movie theatres: 

that could precede general broadcasting applications. 

"High definition, perhaps combined with videodisc and certainly with 

computer technology, could be the basis of a highly effective training system," 

he said. Work on "sophisticated computer games" could be "far more lucrative 

than the production of exploitative feature films". HD could become important 

in delivering "art images". Koenig's point was that Canada could carve out 

areas of specialization on the industrial side of HD though it would have to 

reply on others to provide many of the parts of total systems. But: 37  

To participate effectively will require involvement of 
genuine teams of technical/scientific and creative or 
artistic people -- a combination we have not seen much of in 
Canada. 

Too many discussions of new technology in communications do 
not involve 'creative' people. 	I'm not sure why, but I 
believe it is a problem that should be addressed. 

A U.S. participant, Weston E. Vivian of the University of Michigan, said 

that "Within the next few years far more high definition displays will be sold 

for personal computers than for HDTV." 38  

The Colloquium illustrated the importance of shifting back and forth between 

total systems and particular services, between convergence and proliferation, in 

order to avoid either a too integrated or too disintegrated picture of technolo-

gical possibilities. Arpad G. Toth of Bell-Northern Research, after considera- 

tion of transmission and networking problems of HDTV, with its insatiable 

appetite for bandwidth, said: 39  

Achieving a single world-wide HDTV standard that can replace 
conventional television standards may not be a feasible goal. 
This is largely due to the fact that image quality requirements 
vary from application to application and from user to user. 
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Standard sett i ng becomesJ, ever more„ compl ex and di ffi cult as one wei ghs the 

advantages of commonal i ty agai nst the di sadvantages of exclusion. The outrage 

of George Bai n at bei ng unabl e to buy "smal 1 new potatoes" in Mahone Bay 

because , "They ' re i 1 1 egal . There ' s no grade for them," must be kept in 

mind.40 

Whi 1 e:  introduction  of hi gh ,  defi ni ti on -  n Canada does not depend:, as 

Koenig  - observed, on seletting a . system for PUhroaticasti ng, the transmission; 

 of, HD 	.the home iS never thelesS a questl  on  of: stron cültural -  i nterest . 

El ffie r  H.  Nara, noti ng the htgh bandwi dth' requi rements , offered a,' vi ew whi ch 

woul d have tremendous  implications for Canadi an cultural  communications  

pol cy :41 	• 

The integrated broadband  service  network usi ng opti cal fi be rs 
offeri ng cabl e TV, tel ephone and data servi ces on a central ly 
swi tdhed basi s offers a solution  to thi s probl em because the 
switched star network configuration  aTloWs indi edual 
connettlon of- a» subsc rtber tomany. HDTV si gnal s at the  : 
central: switthi ngf:bfftce.: The  -cdreattbi 11 ty prObi em, between 
HDTV  and  con ve nti on al, TV formats  is reseVe readi ly>,  by  
i nstal Ting i nte rstandard., converter's  at  the  central:: sWi tchtng_ 
office  

A, demand atcessY vtdeo, servi ce7tah. Ue offered_  ifa. vi debdiSç - 
system- i s 1 otated- in the central' swi tching  office. The 
random access nature of the vi deodi sc wi 1 1  permit  compara-
ti vely qui ck 'response to a request any time of the day with 
many playback heads i nstal 1 ed on the videodi sc pl ayer . Si nce 
sel ecti on of a program is on a switched basis fol 1 owing the 
request from a subscri ber , the preference of vari ous mi nori ty 
groups can be catered to and what is presently known as 
broadcasti ng service  can  be rep 1 aced by what mi ght be cal 1 ed 
narrowcasting servi ce. 

Coll ectiOn 	subsCri ptiow fè es i  s a  coMpute software:. 
problem.  and  h both . the ,pay-per-ch:annel ,  and payroe-prog ram. 
apprOach can ber.usée, Al-though the  technologies-are;  ready, 
real tzati on of the ' fiber optic, i ntegrated broadband: network-
t'ç the', hOme:in Canada, dePendS, very:, much on the resoluti ôn:: of - 
regulatory and insti tutional problems. 

Perhaps because of the " regul atory and i nsti tuti onal probl ems"; we sel dom 

see thi s degree of forward  projection and thi s level of conceptual i zati on in the 

pl anni ng, of  cultural,  cOMmunitati ons n ,Cana0, 
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The Colloquium also carried into the realm of cultural enterprise in 

transition some of the themes touched upon earlier in this discussion. Bowen 

and Guité, for example, hold to the view that while consumer spending on the 

home information/entertainment environment will rise, it will be at the expense 

of other spending within the "envelope" of consumer expenditures on information 

and.entertainment, which in the U.S. has amounted to between three and four 

per cent of annual personal income over the past 40 years. 42  

Because we project that this same upper limit of 3 or 
4 per cent will continue, it means that someone else's ox has 
to be gored. If more money is being spent on the services 
we're looking at here, the money has to be reallocated out of 
other categories of spending. That may be from books, 
newspapers, theatre attendance, or from categories that we 
haven't yet thought of. 

Similarly, we have noted the theme that high definition will bring savings 

in production, which in part means loss of employment. Higher productivity in 

the cultural industries may be good for cultural jobs, but reduce culture-

related jobs. The Royal Commission on Newspapers' research showed, for example, 

that during a seven-year period -- 1974-through-1980 -- covering part of the 

industry's transition from hot metal to cold type, employment on 110 daily 

newspapers in the cultural component (editorial) rose from 3,509 to 4,247, while 

employment in the production component fell from 6,115 to 5,935 • 43  Actually 

the reduction in production jobs is somewhat masked by attrition agreements 

under which employees are kept on till retirement. One can imagine the further 

job loss that would occur if newspapers were able to throw out their presses, 

platemaking, and distribution systems and deliver electronically to cordless 

reading tablets. 

Concepts like'the.cultural spending envelope and cultural productivity gains 

haye . to be borne in mind in discussion of culture as an economic growth sector. 
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• ÇOn.-clusions.  

The convergence of the media through tel ematics and informatics encourages a 

prol i ferati on of new products and services. 

Cultural acti viti es fi nd new foundations and new structures for thei r 

economic support; public  policies have to: be reviewed accordingly. 

The:way is. opened to a..' greater degree- of" di réct exchange in the economics- of 

the cul tural emporium.. Cul tural atti viti es such. as. radiO ., television, and cable 

programming, and newspaper and magazine journal ism, which have been al together 

or heavi ly dependent for revenue on advertising sales or government subsi dy, are 

increasingly able through narrowcasting to di rect speci al i zed content to 

particular audiences in response to demand, with payment on deli very. 

But the tendency of technological innovation has al sb been to increase 

Canadian dependence on United States cultural resources, requi ring cultural 

pol ti es' to protect and aggregate -  Canadian cultural oppprtuni ttes'„ 

Technol ogi cal advance' has removed frequency al location  as a val id' basis-2of 

regulati on except • in- a- dimi nishi ng - sector' -- true .  broadqasting -- of cultural 

communications. 

The cabl e concept introduced in the Government 's recent cultural communica-

tions initiatives offers the beginnings of a system to accommodate di veri sty of 

cultural  sources,  interaction of recei ver and sender, and a di rebt-exchange 

payments, system-.  But  retention --  of::-  'broadcasting ,' concepts, however  compatible> 

with the preSent 1 egalf• ffs'amew -o.rW -, is  incompatible wi th' the new communications 

envi ronmént, and i s ark: to, di .stort:po11y makinvg 

Copyright, the basis of value-in-exchange, needs to be speedi ly reformed in 

order to protect creator 's, producer 's, and performer 's rights in the electronic 

cultural emporium and to protect against the homogeni zati on that might be feared 

from convergence of media. 
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The diversity principle -- the public's right to a free flow of cultural 

expression from a diversity of sources -- could be ensconced in competition 

policy to prevent the narrowing of cultural choice that may result from concen-

tration of corporate power along the lines of media convergence, and its 

conglomeration with non-media interests. 

Public participation, including public ownership, can reduce the need for 

regulatory supervision by contributing to diversity and to raising Canadian 

production capacity to compete in the Canadian market with foreign imports. But 

public participation, and concertation of public participation with private, 

will be dangerous unless safeguarded against undue governmental influence and 

tendencies toward exclusionism that would restrict the very diversity being 

sought. 

The creative and heritage arts are integrally involved in the transition of 

cultural enterprise, because of the interrelationship of all the arts, direct 

effects of new technology on creative processes, and indirect effects of 

informatics and telematics on the operation and extension 'services of 

institutions. The capacity for extending the creative and heritage arts into 

the community is greatly increased, but the issue of how the new services are to 

be paid for remains unresolved. 

The High Definition Television Colloquium in Ottawa provided a picture of 

the Japanese method of casting forward to consider consumer needs against 

technological possibilities, by contrast with the emphasis on production-push 

and spin-off in other leading industrial countries. 

The Colloquium indicated that social and cultural concerns would require 

more eehasis than hitherto on discrete, rather than mass, services, and on a 

higher quality of display than the primitive reproduction now available on 

television screens, and the crude beginnings of data and graphics display on 

computer and television terminals. 
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TWColloquium illystrated.,the,efficultik ! ofpreservindiSenctteclinical ,  

standards suitable to diversified services, in order to avoid homogenization, 

while at the same time devising umbrella standards to provide for open systems, 

in order to avoid monopoly and exclusivism. A telecommunications base for 

accommodating diversity and compatibility was described by Elmer H. Nara of the 

Department of Communications.  It would appear to be the logical extension of 

the cultural 'and communications-. cOnt'épt put forward iÏi embryonic ,  form-ln-the. 

Government's  cultural communications  initiatives. 

111, reviewing-ourAfscussiOn of cultural enterprise in transition, 	note 

repeatedly the view that we must stand back from the means of communication and 

look at the social and cultural ends to be sought. 
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cuumutEçoe.e.0 ,Pudenle, 

The cul tural di fferenti al  

. Those;  in, government with ctiltural respopsibil ity  do  ï not appear to be- payi ng 

enoUghl attentl On to economi c'S.  And  those with Mai nly economic responsi bi 1 i ti es' 

tend not to recogni ze a cultural di fferenti al affecting the economics of 	. 

cul tural pol i ci es and programs. 

By remedying these shortcomings , the Government coul d gi ve cultural affai rs 

a fi rmer footing in Canadian pol icy. Parl iamént and public  would  have a bétter 

understanding of thé extent and limitations of the federal role, and- a beter 

basis on whi ch. to- consider changes in poli c. and new  initiatives.  

, 
Tedere1 leadership-has• undoubtedly - been a major'  contributor tO.i the, greatly- 

expanded opportunities- for Canadian cul tural expression  and;  enjoyment. during the-

past 30:.years . 	tb seme:- time the  bus:t after the' bôoe  in  'C „inaeaft 

production in the 1 ate seventies, the poor showing of Canadiena on the fiction  

and entertainment side of television, the di fficulti es in launching Canada into 

the age of interactive media,  the di fficulti es of the Atlantic  Symphony 

Orchestra,  the. cancel 1 ati on of the NAC's 1984 opera season , the threatened 

closing of the Glenbow Institute's archives -- all these events indicate , the 

precari ousness of the econoftlics, of culture: in 'Canada. 

Lively contrOversy afe.  debate_must, al Ways:, be:  the'  hallmark  of" cultural 

policy, si nce we are speaking,. of' the; things that:' fire  the  iMe.gi neti On sti _ 	_ 	, 
confl icting tastes, 1 i ght the paths of' curl osity and thought; create mass 
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movements of opinion. But an underlying commitment to a free and flourishing 

cultural life in Canada can be one of the community's great unifying themes. 

In this vein, we would suggest that by incorporating the cultural 

differential into general policies, Canada could avoid hiving off culture into 

special supervisory cubbyholes that are antithetical to the very ideas of 

freedom and diversity in culture. The reform of copyright and competition 

legislation to provide full recognition of the cultural differential in 

economics, based on the notions of intellectual property and the diversity 

principle, could lead to the obsolescence of the Canadian Radio-television and 

Telecommunications Commission in its cultural "supervisory" role, an end to 

licensing cultural enterprises. Industrial policy must recognize the cultural 

differential under which we seek for Canada a complete spectrum of cultural 

enterprise but are more specialized in the general realm of industry. Within 

government, cultural activities may be subject to no less rigorous evaluation 

and accounting than other programs, but the particularity of cultural objectives 

ffiust be recognized if accountability is not to distort those objectives. Within 

the Department of Communications, the differential between cultural imperatives 

and communications technique have to be taken into account; and here we again 

have recourse to the little book of lectures by Northrop Frye from which we have 

quoted from time to time in this discussion: 1  

If certain tendencies within our civilization were to proceed 
unchecked, they would rapidly take us towards a society which, 
like that of a prison, would be both completely introverted 
and completely without privacy. The last stand of privacy 
has always been, traditionally, the inner mind. It is quite 
possible however for communications media, especially the 
newer electronic ones, to break down the associative 
structures of the inner mind and replace them by the 
prefabricated structures of the media. A society entirely 
controlled by their slogans and exhortations would be 
introverted, because nobody would be saying anything: there 
would only be echo, and Echo was the mistress of Narcissus. 
It would also be without privacy, because it would frustrate 
the effort of the healthy mind to develop a view of the world 
which is private but not introverted, accommodating itself to 
opposing views. The triumph of communication is the death of 
communication: where communication forms a total environment, 
there is nothing to be communicated. 
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How,may, cultural reconoMi csandther:-cul tu 	diffe'renti'al , be„ bettà41 .  

incorporated into national poli cy? We start with the view, that the parts of 

Government responsi ble for cul tural acti viti es must make the running. That 

means the concertation  of the cultural agenci es and departments with cultural 

responsi bi 1 i ti es , for whi ch the DOC is the focal point, and for whi ch the Arts 

and Cul ture Sector within the DOC has a speci al research informati onal , 

planning, and ,  policy-advisory, role': We. will . suggest a. nuffiber of' pri ciriti 

under the headings : (1) Cultural econoMi c. 	 pl anni ng . ; 

( 	tù ral -techniCal: planning, , and (.3),Cultural régul atory - planning:- 

Aspects of cultural economic planning  

1. Cultural -economic database  planning  

(i ) . Pol i cy. obj'ectives and. voters ' preference  

	

Séci b --economic-: planni ng has to , begi n' with: a 	accoupt of deman& in- 

terms ,  of pubÉe policy aiur VOteW' preference ,.. This ,.  is. a- prereépiSité,- to thé. , 

 strategi c  planning  and strategic overview requiTed under the- Pol i cy and 

Éxpeneture ,: Management SysteeKMS). Without  a fündaMehte 6rderi hg, of ' pol icy 

gui del i nes , pol icy will  tend to be deri ved from the MO ti -Year Operati onal 

Pl ans, and these MY0Ps can indeed be myopic owing to their short-term 

(fi ve years) nature and thei r concentration, in fact , on the year immediately 

ahead. DOC strategic overviews have tended té be more punditry than pol icy,' 

desi gned of necessity to secure the immediate financi al needs of the department 

in competttich; with' oth'er -  da.rtMent5 	Cultural 	communications  concerns, 

haVË 	 ineScriminatelY tP support onanthèn,:  A poli cy' meual. on 

 ceture affair5; pIaci ng thee in- their constltuticne and' intergovernmental.  

framework:„ and setting out the- deriand 'factors , : that shàuld be - taken into account 

is'.needed. 
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(ii) Cultural accounts  

The extent and character of cultural economic activities in the general 

economy should be measured on an agreed basis bearing in mind the uses of the 

cultural accounts in determining: 

1. The scale of cultural enterprise, including both cultural 

and culture-associated components, in national income and 

expenditure; 

2. The employment opportunities associated with cultural 

enterprise; 

3. The economic relationship of cultural and other 

enterprises; 

4. The relatiohship between public eXpenditure, including tax 

expenditure, by all orders of government, and private 

• 	expenditure in support of cultural enterprise; 

5. The economic impact of Cultural activities in relation to 

the public support of themi 

6. The situation of Canadian cultural enterprise in the 

balance of payments with other countries; 

7. The economic impact of cultural-economic foreign policy on 

cultural enterprise in Canada; 

8. The appropriate payments system for cultural activities. 

(iii) Evaluation and accountability  

With a clear picture of objectives and economic realities, we will be in a 

much better position to evaluate existing policies and programs and to 

incorporate the cultural differential into the accountability required by the 

control arms of government. 
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On:, the éval 	 , a OhPe, provi des  for  

the eval uati on of the several programs administered by the Arts and Culture 

Sector. .Whi le each eval uati on may touch on other rel ated cul tural activiti es as 

part of the, envi ronment in which a particular activity is carried out -- the 

different programs affecti ng bOok publ ishing, for exampl e -- we find 1 ittle 

comprehensi ve eval uati on . One Mi ght expect the Arts and Culture Sector to be 

ful fi 11 ing thi  s'. rol e, retievecLof 'most prOgram admi ni strati ve, duti  es i ts -elf and 

gi ven the responsibi 1 it ;jr instead. of,  general: eval uations:-  of reatecrcultural 	, 

pol 	es,,  and prdgrams- ... A• Compl al nt: hard.'in  the agencl 	wa5-: that,. instead of 

Rayin'gr such a role . , Arts and  Culture- tends.  to  Jo tfie game- of; second-'guesstng 

the decision-making that is .properly the responsibility of the agencies under, 

the autonomy they have been assured to prevent undue interference in cultural 

matters. 

On issues running the -  gamut frôm user-pay to opportunity-cost, 

etohomic-impact to  administrative responsi bi 1 ity, the divergende betweler the 

cultural  and  control 'arms of government' is stri king, amounting- to a breakdOwn of 

the PEM sYetems:. • 

Cùltural -tech -0  cal,"  pi:arming. 

Bearing in mind Frye's reminder that "we may be, if we survive, the primitives 

of an unknown culture, the cave men of a new mental era ," 2  the planner has to 

have a particular eye on the technological transition through which much of 

cultural enterprise is passing. 

• 	Thé point  -of.ex,dftatle 

The proof of -the book is in the réading, of the play in the attend) ng, of 

the televi si on program in the viewing, of the sound recording in the 1 istening. 

The poi nt-of-cultural -exchange between creator and audience -- Fuji o 's 

"interface with the viewer" in , the case of 'HDTV -- is the point- of departure 
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for cultural economic planning. What is the technical quality of display and 

exhibition to which the audience has access? Is the audience receiving the full 

scope and variety of cultural fare that the technology makes possible? Or are 

technical limitations placing undue inhibitions on the freedom of expression and 

freedom of access that are basic to cultural policy? How can technological 

costs be distributed to give the best-affordable, essential cultural services at 

the point of exchange? The view of the communications planner must be tested 

against the view of the cultural planner, and vice versa. 

(ii) The Canadian cultural communications network  

To an increasing extent, the point of exchange between creator and audience 

is the point of outlet-intake that the audience occupies on a telecommunications 

network incorporating coaxial and optical fibre cable, microwave terrestrial 

relays, satellite relays, traditional airwave broadcasting, and traditional 

telephone copper wire links. The cultural economic planner has to understand . 

the rapid transformation that is taking  place in  telematics in order to 

accommodate its import for culture and Lyman's "metamorphosis of the 

marketplace". For example, the proposal of Ouimet and others for a cable-based 

cultural network has to be remembered for its objective of multiplying viewer 

choice of Canadian cultural fare, rather than for its designation of "cable", 

which combines particular technological and institutional ideas, as the carrier. 

The concept of a culture-specific cable network has been obsoleted by the 

superior capability and diminishing costs of the type of full-service, 

cross-connecting, switched star network put forward by Mara at the HDTV 

Colloquium. Here, cultural interests may be combined with others to avoid a 

repetition in communications of the wasteful folly in transportation at the turn 

of the century when public policy fostered heavy overbuilding of railway lines. 

The madness of scrambling and descrambling cultural transmissions, in the manner 

of military secrets, would also be avoided. Cultural economic planning could 

play  an important role in helping Canada avoid the traditional lure to 

overinvest in plant, underinvest in intelligence. Reduced to cliché, it is a 

question of putting mind over matter. 
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( ti 	The-,,W!_a„.diAn 	baset 
„ 

A wide range of problems are connected with the place of technology in the 

cul tural production base. Enthusiasm ,  for new technology, new industry, has to 

be balanced against the objective of assuring access to  original  works of art, 

to artefacts,. tci 1 i ve performance -- to "the real thing", where the point 'of 

Cultural exchange is the closest to the point of creatton. The cultural 

di fférenti al will mean a different • bi'a  in  industrial' pol icy, with  a tendency 

toWed..bei ne more, protect:rani st, in  specifically. creat:t:vethdustri es, but less 	- 

p rotecti onist • in the  realm • of- i ndustri es that support creativity. For example, 

while. communications industri al. policy may ,  be aimed at devel oping Canadi an 

manufacturing input to the Tel i don systeM of videotex, cultural pol icy -  may find 

forei-gn inputs to be a better contribution to the versati 1 ity and qual ity of the 

system at the point of cultural exchange. But unl ess the cultural economic 

planners are thoroughly versed in Canadi an capàbi 1 i ti es and potential s, they may 

ténd'-to séll Canada 'hot.  tri  thétr Vtews ôn b 1 tÉire i ndustrtal petcl ane 

stratégi  es.  

The  More: general prObleffi Of the planner concerned with .  the  cultural 

production basa is the. Canadian :preoccupation with material gi gantis%. wtth: 

Méga7proje•ts.. Si mplY readi ng the papers from' year to year:  and  lea rniTIT about. 

the big industrial busts into whi ch  public  money has been invested -- from heavy 

water plants to certain atomic energy plants, from ai rcraft to hydroplanes, from 

certain tarsands projects to continental trucking fi rms -- one has the 

impression that the annual  public  expenditure on industri al fail ure by far 

exceeds the annual  public  expenditure on cultural production, that cultural 

prcdùction-is stil 1- regarded 	somethtng , of a frill -- the more cultural ly 

demand i 	the:- dotty,  ity , the:. g reater- the f 	rather- than as -  . s omet h in g „ 

central tà, the -  worki ng off the economy. 

3. Regulatory and institutional planning  

One knows that when a 'public authority seriously di scusses rules for 

something known as "non-programming" it 'has entered an Orwel 1 i an world of 

re -gulatory -  gobbledegook beyond-the .publ ici ken and:against- the-public. interest: 
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Cultural economic planning must make its contribution to the efforts, which have 

been under way for some years, to reform the cultural regulatory framework in 

Canada and end the enveloping movement of the Canadian Radio-television and 

Telecommunications Commission under its politically, socially, culturally, 

technologically, and economically obsolete mandate. We start from the notion 

that our system is truest to itself when it operates under general laws leaving 

people, individually or in association, free to do and say what they want to the 

greatest socially acceptable extent. Here are some suggestions: 

(i ) Ending CRTC cultural regulation and supervision  

Provision for CRTC cultural controls should be phased out. They alienate 

the people's rights in Parliament. They make the CRTC an ineffectual busybody 

to the extent they cannot be enforced, and an encumbrance on free cultural 

enterprise to the extent they can. The single system with which a communica-

tions regulatory body should be concerned is the universal, open-acCess, 

full-service, common carriage facility mentioned in the previous section. This 

is not to suggest the communications network should be a monolithic enterprise 

rather than the mixed enterprise it is now. But it is to suggest that the 

telecommunication side of the cable business should be assimilated to the common 

carrier network, while the cultural production and distribution side of "cable 

should be separate and, like other private cultural enterprises, unsupervised by 

the state. The phasing out of the CRTC's cultural intervention role could occur 

as the new technological and regulatory framework is put in place. Rate setting 

to help assure adequate Canadian content on the system, and Canadian access to 

it, would doubtless be part of national policy for the new regulatory system. 

The leverage of the common carriage system would lie in the huge carrying-

capacity advantage it would have over any specialized mode, such as direct 

satellite broadcasting or through-the-air broadcasting, owing to the new optical 

fibre component, inclusion of existing coaxial components, switching' capability, 

and security of transmission. 
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Rù1 es of-thegame. 

We shoul d move from téchnologY-speci fic rules to general rules , to the rule 

of law, since, as has often been said, the capacity of  new  technology is itsel f 

"the great de-regulator". Reform of copyright law, the incorporation of 

copyright  pri nciplés in other 1 aws, and the incorporation of the di versity 

pri ncip le in Competition - laws., wil 1: acComModate th& trelsi ti oh . The collabora-

tion of cultural planners with-  the Consumer and Corporate ,  Affal rs Department 

weI be 1 iiip2or1'ant 	thi,s_ area• , 0, it- hasi ,  already:  proven/ to,- be  in-  drawing. , up . . 

p ropo sal s- for  copy rtght reo rü;  the  C'CA's  on  i entatl  on  toward t radi ti ona 1 

concepts of economic competition needs to be tempered by the cultural 

differential that appl i es in matters of intel 1 ectual property and di versity of 

- sources.  

(i i i ) 	Public  intervention  

Si nce ehterprise in the communicating arts will be in steady transition 

ow i g to new  and  innovative techieogy Over the riet 3 0  yearS ,  one imagines , that 

Wl I cY- itrurehts  in support: of— it wil1 af so- lié tO be Uhder fair] y -  COnstant 

review.  The  Appropri ate - ways of raising. monéy, with cul tural objectives.  in f miro: 

 a: ré, chaheng', as 1  iilbstrated-  by the new cable-service sales tax' and the new 

opportunities  for user-pay. Simi 1 arly, appropriate ways of spending money' to - 

achieve cultural objectives  wi 1 1 change. Our interviewées hel d the view that in 

Canada public  agencies produci ng cul tural content would continue to have an 

important role in order to assure vari ety , meet voters ' preference and national 

cultural pol icy  objectives, and complement the production of the pri v,ate and 

vol - Untary sectOrS 

The view, that publ icly owned agencies should provide a; 	alternative"  

would be served by the Appl eb'aum-Hébert recommendati on tjiat the Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation sever its ties to  commercial  programming and 

commercial,  affi 1 i ated stations. It is hard to see how it would be served at 

all by the recommendation that al 1 but news programming shoul d be contracted-out 

to pri vate producers under CBC program-content control . That ki nd of 
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recommendation would appear to be based more on the idea of giving work to 

private production companies than on the idea of satisfying consumer demand for 

variety of programming from a diversity of sources. 

An alternative might be to consider the British example of the public, 

autonomous program-contracting agency. The agency's objective would be to 

promote the private-sector contribution to Canadian cultural programming. The 

aim here would be to provide the opportunities for 'aggregation" to which Audley 

and Lyman refer, plus a certain amount of subsidy, to enable the contracted 

commercial programmers to overcome the commercial disadvantages they face in 

competition with United States cultural enterprise. Policy instruments to aid 

Canadian cultural programming could be centred on the Canadian Film Development 

Corporation in the case of film; indeed the program-contracting agency could be 

a unit of a broadened CFDC. While the program-contracting agency would, like 

the CFDC and the film certification unit in DOC, have some guidelines, 

predominant control of program content would be in the hands of the private 

contractors. By contrast, the transfer of production envisaged by 

Applebaum-Hébert would leave content control in the hands of the public 

corporation, the CBC. 

Owing to Canadian institutional weakness in the mass communicating arts, it 

is difficult to see the rationale for abandoning a production institution of 

world repute such as the National Film Board, as recommended by 

Applebaum-Hébert. At the same time, forward planning will doubtless envisage 

institutional changes in both the NFB and CBC as we leave old concepts of 

networks, frequencies, and channels behind and think of an emporium of program 

bases and databases with which audiences can interact. 

Conclusion: 

Canadian themes in cultural economic planning  

Policies affecting the allocation of resources to cultural enterprise will 

always be strongly affected by the Canadian concept of the Neighborhood in which 

it lives with the United States. One of the assumptions of this discussion has 
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been ç that CanadienS:,want.'-thei r- country: it° ,  be,a-presences  a- "Scimebodye, 

words of the muffler ad, across the full cultural spectrum in thi s Nei ghborhood. 

The yawning gap in this concept, despite the efforts of recent years,..is the 

most popular medium of entertainment of this century, film. Fi rst in ci nemas , 

then on tel evi si on as well , Canada marched up to the challenge of entertainment 

fi 1M then matched back down. the hill again.. For more than a generation , an 

inglorious: parade of, ministers ./  and- senior bteeacrets has trekked', to Hol lywobd to ,  

be  snubbed by the cinema moguls-and learn' once- mbre the -  lesson', recently 

expresSed by, ell ieieJbhnson thk "Thé: .mj ors, s..aw 	morè. reaSbrL  for  a feature:, 

- film induStrY. in: Canada:then.  in  Texas ."3-' Or, as the executi veA di rectbr- of the 

 Canadian Motion Picture Distributors Association, Millard Roth, put it: "There 

is only one distribution system in thé worl d, and that is the di stribution 

system of the majors ." 4  For this reason, "Among Canadian film-makers a .  
consensus has emerged that 'their i ndustry will only flouri sh when Canadians can 

at least share control of the film  distribution  sector dominated by 

Ameri cans -. 5  Havi ng vi rtbeliy aba . ndoned theericâ1 feature  film to fbrel gns 

chiefly Hollywood,  production and distribution  before the days .of televi si on , 

Canada found',  it tremendouslY difficult afte rï' the advent of television tcf- reverse 

the  trénci in éi tiier 	neriW. 	tél evi Son-i 

But 	growing awareness..of the ;  problem., and' determination' tb do .someterlg :  

about it, have been evident in the creation of the CFDC, the enactment of the 

Capital Cost Allowance, the new Broadcast Program Development Fund, and the • 

current formulation of a film policy. It might- be suggested, however, that 

Canada will have to accompany particular pol i cy measures of this ki nd with a 

. greater effort to deal with the United States in terms of a general Nei ghborhood 

concept thap: recogni zes Canade s. rtght and': responsibi 1 ity to encourage 

development, of a comprehensi ve Canadian . culture sector, in:, Canada 	Whil e 

particular entrepreneurs and ,  corporations -  in  theAnited States, cannot:- be 

. expected tb espouse this- objecti ve  as • part  of ' their busi ness:: poll cy the 

AfliérI can people can as part  of  their public policy. Canada> is not the 

United States' Pol and, CZechosl ovaki a, or East Germany, and Ameri cans don 't want 

it to be. As a country of freedom and pl ural i sm, the United States should not 

be wi 1 1 ing to condone in the Neighborhood  practi ces it would not permit under 

1 

1 

1 

I 

1 
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its own anti-trust laws. If the neighbors shared their principles more, their 

materialism less, the opportunities for a genuine free cultural flow between 

them, rather than a rigged one-way flow, would be greatly improved. 

Within Canada, problems of burdensome majorities are more susceptible to 

remedial action through public policy. But the themes of French-English 

partnership, regionalism, aboriginal rights, multiculturalism, and accommodation 

to constitutional provisions for divided jurisdictions have to be constantly 

present in the guidelines and conduct of cultural economic planning. Often the 

economic sub-sets relating to a particular cultural community will be more 

relevant to the planner than Canada-wide facts and figures on cultural 

activities. As Frye has pointed out, there is no expression of national unity 

that is not dependent on local and individual cultural identity and expression. 

When Frye said that "complete immersion in the international style is a 

primary cultural requirement", 6  he did not mean that one should become nothing 

but an immersee, any more than one would immerse oneself in American culture to 

become an American, or in English or French to trade one's identity for the 

other's. He said, rather, "The Canada to which we really do owe loyalty is the 

Canada we have failed to create."7 
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